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AT&T'S COMMENTS 
ON DRAFT MASTER TEST PLAN 

AT&T Communications of the Southern States, Inc. 

("AT&T"), hereby files its comments on the Draft Master Test 

Plan prepared by KPMG. 

AT&T commends Staff and KPMG on the first draft of the 

Florida Master Test Plan ("MTP"). AT&T believes that with 

improvement, the Draft MTP can form the basis for a robust 

and independent test of BellSouth's Operations Support 

Systems ( " O S S " ) .  AT&T welcomes the opportunity to provide 

input into the formulation of the test, to ensure that test 

results are meaningful and helpful to CLECs and BellSouth as 

AFA well as regulatory authorities. 
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in the MTP in order to assure the integrity and usefulness 

of the test: (1) performance measures, (2) open 

communication process, (3) an exception process with 

military-style testing, and (4) level of detail in the MTP. 

Performance measures: 

The Florida PSC should implement collaboratively- 

established and/or Commission-ordered performance 

measurements and standards, prior to the implementation of 

third party test, that then can be utilized and evaluated in 

the test. Clearly BellSouth should not be the source of the 

measures used to evaluate its own performance 

As it is currently constructed, the draft test plan 

suffers from a major flaw as it does not use any such 

measures. It instead seeks to subject BellSouth's. offered' - 0  

service quality measurements to a test before service 

quality measurements have been definitively established by 

the Commission. This is not a flaw that KPMG can remedy. 

Rather, it is up to the Commission to remedy this situation 

by establishing performance measures on the basis of a fully 

developed evidentiary record in accordance with the due 

process and procedural requirements established under 

Florida law. Until the Commission establishes this 

predicate, any testing would be premature. Accordingly, the 

Commission should not proceed to finalize the test plan or 

with the testing itself. The draft plan should be amended 



to specify the collaboratively-established and/or 

Commission-ordered performance measurements and standards 

that will be utilized and evaluated in the test, once those 

appropriate performance measures are established. Please 

see T a b  4a for further discussion regarding ATCT's position 

on performance measures and suggested alternative 

approaches. 

Open communication process: 

The test plan should establish a comprehensive and on- 

going role for the CLECs in the testing process. At a 

minimum, the MTP should provide for the following: 

Continuation of the weekly conference calls held by 

staff, which would allow BellSouth, CLECs and other 

interested parties to update the status of testing and 

provide an opportunity for feedback related to issues 

arising in the testing process (including negative 

findings that may or may not have resulted in an 

exception) or in real world transactions; 

0 Face-to-face meetings held monthly or on an as needed 

basis, to comprehensively address these issues; 

0 The plan must also give all parties to the test, 

including the CLECs and other interested parties, access 

to all test transactions, data, reports, and other 

materials generated in the course of the test during the 

course of the test; 



CLECs should have notice of and an opportunity to monitor 

each discussion and exchange of information that takes 

place between the Phase I1 test manager and BellSouth; 

0 Exceptions (and all associated supporting detail) should 

be provided simultaneously to the CLECs and BellSouth and 

both be given an opportunity to respond; 

0 Multiple opportunities for on-going CLEC participation 

should be established, including ability to provide 

specific transaction scenarios and business issues, 

ability to respond formally and informally to issues 

arising throughout the course of the test, ability to 

provide experience and feedback in document and process 

reviews, have its live orders, including provisioning and 

its performance results be reviewed as part of the test, 

etc. 

AT&T also recommends that Florida implement the weekly 

calls among the test manager, the Commission and the CLECS 

implemented in Pennsylvania to further expand the value 

CLECs can add to the testing process. 

This level of involvement will result in a more 

effective test that is firmly grounded in the "real world" 

of CLECs operating in Florida. The diversity of 

perspectives and experience will serve as a vital complement 

to the professional experience and independent judgement of 

the Phase I1 manager. As KPMG stated in the Pennsylvania of 



CLEC live test involvement in the Pennsylvania test, “It 

also provides a means to help control for test bias.” 

Exception process and military-style testing: 

A robust Exception Process was a significant feature of 

the NY OSS test, and was improved upon the Pennsylvania test 

by the addition of “ObservationsN. Lack of this important 

process is a major disappointment in the Draft MTP. The 

Observation process allows the BOC, CLECs and PSC Staff an 

opportunity to obtain a clear understanding of an area of 

concern identified by the Test Manager, so that they may 

provide early, useful input to problem resolution. If the 

Observation is not resolved, the Test Manager proceeds to 

the Exception process. In Pennsylvania, however, the 

parties were able to resolve some Observations without the 

need for a formal Exception. 

The MTP also should include a “military-style” testing 

regime as part of the issue resolution process. Military 

testing, an essential component of the New York and 

Pennsylvania tests, is intended to test a system until it 

works, rather than simply proving that it is broken. 

When the Test Manager identifies a flaw in BellSouth‘s 

OSS, BellSouth should be given the opportunity to remedy the 

problem. Once BellSouth determines that the flaw has been 

remedied, the MTP should require repeated regression testing 

until the critical flaw is resolved or BellSouth elects not 



to clear the exception. Something like ... It is also essential 

that as in Pennsylvania, exceptions, and the associated 

supporting detail are provided simultaneously to both 

BellSouth and CLECs for their response. Level of detail in 

the MTP: 

Although the Draft MTP provides an excellent starting 

point, AT&T believes that the level of detail provided in 

the test is insufficient to meet the requirements of Order 

No. PSC-99-1568-PAA-TL. The Draft MTP relies excessively 

upon the Phase I1 Test Manager to determine the scope of the 

test and to develop processes and procedures. AT&T believes 

that this is not only inappropriate, but also is 

inconsistent with the Commission's order. 

The Florida PSC determined the scope of the test in 

Order No. PSC-99-1568-PAA-TL. The Commission further 

ordered that the test plan should be both detailed and 

comprehensive, rather than an outline of steps the Phase I1 

Test Manager may or may not choose to take. For example, 

the Phase I vendor is required by the order to develop a 

"detailed test plan document, which shall provide a 

comprehensive plan". The Phase I1 Test Manager then is 

required to execute the test "in full compliance" with the 

plan. The Draft MTP, however, lacks the level of detail 

that is both required by the Commission and will be 



necessary for the Phase I1 Test Manager - particularly if 

KPMG is not selected as the Phase I1 Test Manager. 

Unless the approved MTP addresses the meaning of terms, 

the details of tests to be performed, the standards to be 

applied and the procedures required of the Test Manager, 

there is no assurance that the test ultimately will be 

carried out in accordance with the Commission‘s order. Such 

detail must be included in the MTP, where it can be reviewed 

by BellSouth and CLECs, and voted on by the Commission. 

Review by BellSouth and CLECs will contribute toward a 

robust test, and Commission review and approval of a 

detailed MTP prior to initiation of the test is not only 

required by Order No. PSC-99-1568-PAA-TL, but necessary in 

order for the Commission to be aware of what it will be 

asked to approve. 

AT&T has attempted to identify areas of the Draft MTP 

where more detail is necessary. The goal, however, should 

be to meet the Commission‘s requirement for a “detailed and 

comprehensive” test plan that is sufficient to direct the 

actions of a Test Manager who may not have been involved in 

its development. In those instances where it simply is not 

possible to supply specific details, the MTP should describe 

the procedure to be used, type of information to be 

considered or the “decision tree’’ to be employed. AT&T 

notes, however, that KPMG was selected through a sole-source 



procurement process on the basis of its knowledge and 

experience regarding OSS testing, so there should be few 

instances in which it is unable to supply detailed 

information for the benefit of the Test Manager. 

RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this 2 g t h  day of October, 1999. 

101 N. konroe St. 
Suite 700 
Tallahassee, FL 32301 
(904) 425-6365 

ATTORNEY FOR AT&T 
COMMUNICATIONS OF THE 
SOUTHERN STATES, INC. 
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TAB 1 : Comments Relating to Previously-Submitted Questions 

Comments regarding Introduction section of Draft Master Test Plan (MTP) 

1. [No. 16 in the workshop question list] Please clarify that the results of the third 
party test will provide input into the determination of whether BellSouth provides 
just, reasonable, and non-discriminatory access to its OSS rather than establishing 
whether such access exists. 

2. [17] The MTP should specify the standards and criteria that will be used in the 
test. See AT&T Comments in Tab 4a as input to quantitative standards and 
criteria. Additionally as details are constructed regarding qualitative standards 
and criteria during the implementation of the test, CLECs should be given the 
opportunity to participate and comment. 

3. [ 181 Section B, Scope, states that the plan will evaluate BellSouth’s OSS systems, 
interfaces and processes that enable CLECs to compete. KPMG has stated that 
while there are tests included to evaluate manual processes, they are not meant to 
evaluate the efficiency of the processes. If, however, the tests are not meant to 
evaluate efficiency, AT&T believes that the MTP is flawed, in that it will provide 
no way to determine parity through comparison of processes. For example, one 
must determine whether a manual process in use by BellSouth for itself is more 
efficient than a manual process BellSouth uses when handling the same 
transaction for CLECs in order to determine whether parity exists. The complex 
services pre-orderiorder process in particular should be fully investigated for 
discriminatory impact when compared to the BellSouth-only process. See AT&T 
Comments in Tab 3. 

4. [21] The Objectives section states that the “test plan is intended to provide 
adequate breadth and depth to evaluate the entire CLECmEC relationship under 
real world conditions.’’ Commercial volumes of loop cutovers and commercial 
volumes of orders that must be submitted either manually or on two orders should 
be tested in order to evaluate these processes under real world conditions. In 
practice, loop cutovers have proven to be the cause of customer service outages in 
Florida and other states, and one cannot properly evaluate BellSouth’s ability to 
provision service on the basis of a limited number of loop cutovers. Similarly, 
manual and two-part orders must be tested in volume to provide a real-world 
evaluation. 

5 .  [22] The MTP should specifL what processes and systems or services used by 
CLECs will not be evaluated by KPMG due to the limitations described in the 



MTP and what processes, systems, or services used by CLECs are not being 
evaluated because they are considered to be outside the scope of the draft test 
plan. The Commission’s order requires a detailed and comprehensive MTP, so 
AT&T believes that it is inappropriate to leave this determination to the Phase 11 
Test Manager. AT&T also requests that the impacts the limitations impose 
throughout the implementation of the test be clearly detailed in any interim and 
final test reports. 

6. [23] The MTP should describe all systems to be tested, and is incomplete without 
this information. In order for the MTP to be complete and useful, it must specify 
the existing processes, centers and systems that will be tested. This need not limit 
the Phase II Test Manager to the named systems; AT&T agrees with KPMG‘ that 
“all relevant systems at the time of the test” should be included. The MTP must 
be specific in order to ensure that existing processes, centers or systems are not 
inadvertently omitted, to allow for intelligent dialogue where the 
inclusiodexclusion of a specific process is at issue, and to provide a common 
understanding and point of reference for initiation of testing. Further, the 
Commission’s order requires a detailed and comprehensive MTP, so AT&T 
believes that it is inappropriate to leave this decision to the Phase 11 Test Manager. 

7. [24, 251 The MTP should adequately define terms and include details necessary to 
implement the test. The Audience section indicates that CLECs will use the MTP 
to understand the depth and breadth of the test, but the document does not appear 
to include the details needed to implement the test. CLECs (and the Phase I1 Test 
Manager, if not KPMG) must know what the document means by “adequate 
performance”, a “stable OSS environment, etc”. These and other terms should not 
be left up to the Phase IT Test Manager to define. Nor is it appropriate for KPMG 
to provide the necessary detail by meeting with the Phase I1 Test Manager to 
answer questions about the MTP. Unless the approved MTP addresses the 
meaning of terms, the details of tests to be performed, the standards to be applied 
and the procedures required of the Test Manager, there is no assurance that the 
test ultimately will be carried out in accordance with the Commission’s order. 
Such detail must be included in the MTP, where it can be reviewed by CLECs and 
BellSouth, and voted on by the Commission. 

8. [26] The plan should include details on the “test bed” and “requirements BST-FL 
must satisfjl to prepare for and execute the tests”, as well as how accuracy of 
BellSouth’s preparation will be determined and “blindness” of the test will be 
protected. These and other terms should not be left up to the Phase I1 Test 
Manager to define. Nor is it appropriate for KPMG to provide the necessary detail 
by meeting with the Phase 11 Test Manager to answer questions about the MTP. 
Instead, such detail should be included in the MTP, where it can be reviewed by 
CLECs and BellSouth, and voted on by the Commission. 



9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

[27] See Page 5 ,  3d bullet: This item should be clarified to indicate that BellSouth 
will not set up the CLEC interface, and that the necessary resources will be 
obtained from BellSouth in the same way a CLEC would obtain them. 
The MTP should specify that the Phase I1 Test Manager should not operate in a 
location provided by BellSouth. Further, the MTP should specify that BellSouth 
must use the same processes in providing space, equipment, IDS, security access, 
and appropriate company codes for the Test Manager that uses for any CLEC 
entering the market, rather than unique procedures. If there are circumstances in 
which a unique process is unavoidable, the MTP should require the Phase I1 Test 
Manager to specify why such procedures or other modifications to BellSouth 
normal procedures could not be applied to new entrants in the real world. 

[28] See Page 6, 3d bullet: The Draft MTP should be modified to provide for 
observations of CLECs as well as BST, as specified in the Staff Recommendation. 
To ensure that the test includes real-world conditions, observations of BST should 
be unscheduled whenever possible. 

[29] See Page 6, 6* bullet: The reference to a stable environment should be 
clarified in the MTP as in KPMG’s written response. In order to best evaluate the 
BellSoutWCLEC relationship and properly evaluate BellSouth’s change 
management process, the test should proceed in the real-world environment. 

[30] The following provision from the Staff Recommendation should be included 
in the MTP: 
0 “One or more CLECs will volunteer to participate and provide facilities 

required to execute those live scenarios necessitating CLEC participation.” 

Comments regarding Test Plan Framework section of Draft MTP 

1. [3 13 The MTP should specify the opportunities for CLEC input into the design of 
specific test scenarios, cases, and instances. It is inappropriate to leave this basic 
process issue to the Phase 11 Test Manager. Instead, such detail should be included 
in the MTP, where it can be reviewed by CLECs and BellSouth, and voted on by 
the Commission. 

2. [32] In order to comply with Order No. PSC-99-1568-PAA-TP, the MTP should 
include scenarios designed to test all the service and product offerings required to 
be put forth by BellSouth to establish 271 compliance. It is inappropriate to leave 
the decision of whether or not to test a particular service or product offering to the 
Phase I1 Test Manager. See AT&T’s Comments Tab 5 for input on additional 
scenarios. 



3. The MTP should require the Test Manager to obtain a number of test lines in 
addition to the test bed of telephone numbers to test provisioning, repair, 
restoration, call performance and billing. Residence test lines should be 
provisioned to CLEC and BellSouth employees as customers in order to allow 
testing on actual working lines. These lines should be non-critical second lines 
established for test purposes. New lines should be provisioned to a location(s) 
that the TPT may access for verification of ordering, provisioning and repair. 

4. [33] The MTP should either include test volumes or describe how the Test 
Manager will validate and use CLEC forecasts, BST forecasts, and hstorical data 
to develop volumes to be tested. AT&T and the CLEC’s should have access to the 
processes proposed to develop operational ratios (error rates, pre-order to order 
rates, etc.) to be used in volume testing in order to provide input through 
comparison to real world experience. It is inappropriate to leave this issue to the 
Phase II Test Manager. Instead, such detail should be included in the MTP, where 
it can be reviewed by CLECs and BellSouth, and voted on by the Commission. 

5. [34] The MTP should specify how the 500+ test cases will be distributed across 
1) hctionality testing, 2) normal volume testing and 3) stress testing. It is 
inappropriate to withhold this information from the Commission and the CLECs 
whose input on real world experience is critical to a proper distribution. Shielding 
of the information fiom BellSouth is appropriate to protect the “blindness” of the 
test. KPMG’s recommendation that the CLEC’s provide written prioritization of 
the test cases for distribution can not be implemented until the test cases 
themselves are shared with the CLECs. The Commission could establish a 
procedure by which the scenarios and distribution are shared among KPMG, the 
Commission, and the CLECs during testing and made public upon conclusion of 
the test. 

6. [35] The MTP should establish the principle that the test be as “blind” as possible, 
while allowing meaningful participation by CLECs. AT&T suggests that one way 
to facilitate this process would be through periodic conference calls in which 
BellSouth would not participate, as was done in Pennsylvania. Minutes could be 
kept of such meetings and made publicly available upon the conclusion of the test. 
Additionally, the MTP could establish a procedure by which certain written 
infomation could be provided by CLECs to KPMG, with such information to be 
released upon conclusion of the test. 

7. [36] The MTP should describe all systems to be tested, and is incomplete without 
this information. In order for the MTP to be complete and useful, it must specify 
the existing processes, centers and systems that will be tested. This need not limit 
the Phase II Test Manager to the named systems; AT&T agrees with KPMG that 
“all relevant systems at the time of the test” should be included. The MTP must 
be specific in order to ensure that existing processes, centers or systems are not 
inadvertently omitted, to allow for intelligent dialogue where the 



inclusiodexclusion of a specific process is at issue, and to provide a common 
understanding and point of reference for initiation of testing. Further, the 
Commission’s order requires a detailed and comprehensive MTP, so AT&T 
believes that it is inappropriate to leave this decision to the Phase LI Test Manager 

8. [37] The domain descriptions should be clarified to include “systems, processes, 
and other operational elements such as documentation and other relevant publicly 
available information. . . . “ 

9. [38] In the POP domain three purposes for the tests are listed. The third is “to 
provide a basis for comparing this operational area to parallel systems and 
processes supporting BST-FL’s Retail Operations.’’ The MTP should specify that 
the Test Manager will calculate metrics using the data generated during the test. 

10. [39] Tests associated with the POP domain are intended to evaluate hctionali ty,  
evaluate compliance with prescribed measurements, and provide a basis for 
comparison. Tests for the M&R domain, however, will only provide a basis for 
comparison. The MTP should specify that the M&R domain will be tested to 
evaluate functionality and compliance with prescribed measurements. 

11. [40] Similarly, the MTP should specify that the Billing domain will be tested to 
evaluate functionality, evaluate compliance with prescribed measurements and 
provide a basis for comparison. The MTP should clarify the rationale behind the 
stated purpose of the billing tests (evaluate compliance to measurement 
agreements and ensure adherence to sound management principles). 

12. [41] The MTP should be clarified to indicate that tests for the l2MI Domain are 
included in the PPR Section and should specify that the RMI domain will be 
tested to evaluate on-going operational support to CLECs in a manner both 
adequate to the CLEC business needs as defined by CLEC input and comparable 
to that provided to BST-FL Retail Operations. 

13. [43] The MTP should indicate that the CSI will build interfaces to BellSouth, 
using the BellSouth-provided CLEC documentation and specifications while 
following the BellSouth certification process. AT&T does not understand 
KPMG’s statement that the Test Manager will build interfaces “where possible 
and practical.” It is not clear how CLECs entering the local market could build an 
interface if the Test Manager found it either not possible or not practical to do so. 

14. [45] The MTP should be clarified to indicate that the Test Manager will conduct a 
thorough examination of the metrics definitions and the way in which the 
definitions are operationalized in order to ensure that performance measures used 
to compare BSTKLEC performance are comparable. If they are found not to be 
comparable, the Test Manager should issue and exception report and retest 
following correction of the deficiency. 



15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

[46] AT&T requests that KPMG include in the MTP a description of how it has 
directed the documentation of the experience of the CSI (TTG) where KPMG has 
performed the role or has served as the Test Manager. 

[48] AT&T strongly disagrees with KPMG’s assertion that evaluation criteria 
based on “Good Management Practices” are not material to the MTP or that such 
an statement was agreed to at the Workshop. 

[49] Entrance Criterion No. 2 requires all legal dependencies to have been 
resolved. The MTP should be clarified to indicate that Phase IT of the test will not 
proceed until this condition has been satisfied. 

[Sl] The use of Georgia source documentation should not be a global entrance 
criteria of the Florida MTP as there is no assurance that such information will be 
publicly available in a timely manner. Entrance Criterion No. 6 should be 
deleted. 

[53] The Draft MTP does not include all opportunities for CLEC involvement that 
were specified in the Staff Recommendation and the PA Test Plan upon which it 
was based, e.g. see “CLEC Involvement in Transaction Testing” from the Test 
Framework Section of the PA MTP which was omitted fiom the FL Draft. At a 
minimum, the MTP should include all such opportunities. 

[54] The MTP should specify when, where and how it will be appropriate to use 
historical data in transaction generation and report review. The Commission’s 
order requires a detailed and comprehensive MTP, so AT&T believes that it is 
inappropriate to leave this determination to the Phase IT Test Manager. 

Comments regarding Performance Metrics Review section of Draft MTP 

1. Please see Tab4a - c for AT&T’s Performance Measures input to the MTP, which 
states AT&T’s recommended approach, describes deficiencies of BellSouth’s 
current performance measures, and proposes options for performance measure 
analysis. Tab 4c also includes the LCUG 7.0 SQMs. 

2. [ 5 5 ]  At a minimum, the MTP should specify sources h o w n  at this time that will 
be used to develop Standards and Definitions. The Commission’s order requires a 
detailed and comprehensive MTP, so AT&T believes that it is inappropriate to 
leave this determination to the Phase II Test Manager. 

3. [57] AT&T agrees with KPMG that the best method for developing performance 
measures is through a collaborative process managed by a regulatory body that 



4. 

5 .  

6. 

7.  

8. 

9. 

includes participation by both CLECs and BellSouth. In the absence of such a 
process, however, AT&T proposes the options set forth in Tab 4a. 

[58] The staff recommendation requires that an “analysis should be performed of 
the adequacy and appropriateness of the measures provided in BST’s SQM.” The 
section cited by KPMG as that which addresses the recommendation (p. 22, para 
2, Section IVD), however, merely states this as an objective and fails to provide a 
plan to accomplish the objective. The Commission’s order requires a detailed 
and comprehensive MTP, so AT&T believes that the MTP should set forth the 
plan for accomplishing this objective. 

[59] The MTP should be clarified to indicate that the phrase “calculation of the 
metrics” would apply to any wholesale data, including that of CLECs and that the 
phrase “calculation of retail analogs” applies to BellSouth retail data. 

[62] PMR2: The MTP should be clarified to include KPMG’s definitions of 
“official standards”, “working standards”, and “technical definitions”, as shown in 
KPMG’s response to Question No. 62. 

[63] AT&T believes that KPMG may have misunderstood AT&T’s question and 
now asks KPMG if it would agree that Test PMR5 Metrics Calculation 
Verification and Validation would determine if the standards distributed were 
being followed? 

[64] The MTP should describe the “mathematical techques” in PMR5 that will 
be used to verify and validate the reporting of the metrics. Re-calculation 
(replication) is already listed as a method in KPMG’s test description. AT&T is 
seeking to understand the other mathematical t echques  KPMG would 
recommend to the Phase II Test Manger to perform this test. The Commission’s 
order requires a detailed and comprehensive MTP, so AT&T believes that it is 
inappropriate to leave this determination to the Phase I1 Test Manager. 

[65] Table IV-5 should specify that the ability to recreate metrics evaluation 
measure will be applied to both CLEC and BST data. 

Comments regarding the Processes and Procedures Section of Draft MTP 

1. [67] PPRl should be clarified to require an analysis of changes made by 
BellSouth over the last 12-18 months to determine 
0 if those subject to EICCP procedures were handled according to those 

procedures, 
0 that changes made outside EICCP were properly not subject to EICCP 
0 that all changes implemented conformed to good management practices 



During this period BellSouth did not submit any changes to the EICCP process 
but implemented numerous changes to systems, documents and processes. 

2. [68] PPRl should be clarified to require the Test Manager to consider all CLEC 
input into the change management test, including but not limited to information 
such as change control documentation and meeting notes. 

3. [69] PPRl should specify that the Test Manager would evaluate the 
“implementing change” attribute of the change management test by tracking a 
major software release, such as OSS99, from initiation through implementation . 

4. [70] PPR2 should be clarified to indicate that CLEC will input be sought in the 
account management test fiom a review of calls and letters as well as historical 
data. The review should include the response interval for calls and letters. The 
Commission’s order requires a detailed and comprehensive MTP, so AT&T 
believes that this information should be provided for the benefit of the Phase I1 
Test Manager. 

5 .  [71] PPR2 should specify that the effectiveness of the escalation process be will 
be reviewed. The Commission’s order requires a detailed and comprehensive 
MTP, so AT&T believes that it is inappropriate to leave this determination to the 
Phase I1 Test Manager. 

6. [72] PPR2 should be modified such that performance expectations and 
improvement plans of wholesale account team members will be compared to 
those of retail account team members. KPMG states that it does not assume that 
retail and wholesale account manager responsibilities must have equivalent 
performance expectations and improvements plans, but AT&T suggests that 
CLEC account teams are key players in the manual processing of orders for 
complex services, and that retail account teams perform analogous services. 
Please see the affidavit of BellSouth employee Ron Pate, found in Tab 3% 
relating to BellSouth’s handling of complex services for itself and CLECs. The 
MTP should require the Test Manager to evaluate carehlly the effectiveness and 
efficiency of both processes to provide a basis for comparison and parity. 

7. [73] PPR2 should be clarified to include the types of transactions that occur 
between CLECs and BellSouth will be considered in PPR2. It is inappropriate to 
leave this issue to the Phase II Test Manager. Instead, such detail should be 
included in the MTP, where it can be reviewed by CLECs and BellSouth, aqd 
voted on by the Commission. 

8. [74] PPR3 should be clarified to indicate how the quality of answers provided by 
the help desk will be evaluated. It is inappropriate to leave this issue to the Phase 



9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

I1 Test Manager. Instead, such detail should be included in the MTP, where it can 
be reviewed by CLECs and BellSouth, and voted on by the Commission. 

[75] PPR3 should be clarified to indicate that all help desks that provide system 
administration support will be evaluated. 

[76] PPR4 should be clarified to indicate that the process improvement sub- 
process will include an evaluation of the training materials to insure they are up- 
to-date, and that CLEC input is incorporated into fbture classes. It is inappropriate 
to leave this issue to the Phase II Test Manager. Instead, such detail should be 
included in the MTP, where it can be reviewed by CLECs and BellSouth, and 
voted on by the Commission. 

[77] PPRS should be expanded to evaluate the extent to which BellSouth has 
followed and is current with industry standards be evaluated, and that CLEC input 
will be sought for this test. PPRS also should be modified to include a review of 
the history of TAG, ED1 7, and OSS99. 

[79] PPR6 should be modified to require the Test Manager to seek CLEC input, 
including documents, and interview CLECs regarding their experience in 
planning and implementing network designs. It is inappropriate to leave the 
decision of whether or not to seek input to the Phase 11 Test Manager. Since 
KPMG anticipates that the Test Manager will seek input from CLECs, this 
information should be included in the MTP, where it can be reviewed by CLECs 
and BellSouth, and voted on by the Commission. 

[80] PPR7 should be clarified to require that the Test Manager consider factors 
including but not limited to accuracy of error and FOC messages, including 
rejections due to rejection of “illegible” faxes from BST’s fax server, frequency 
with which BellSouth requests a faxed copy of an electronically submitted order, 
fiequency with which complex orders are not provided to the appropriate work 
group in a timely manner (see AT&T change control request dated June 23, 1999) 
and handling of electronically submitted manually processed ordering. Since 
KPMG anticipates that the Test Manager will consider these factors and it is 
KPMG’s intent that the plan includes such factors, this information should be 
included in the MTP, where it can be reviewed by CLECs and BellSouth, and 
voted on by the Commission. 

[81] PPR8 should be modified to include assessment of the accuracy of the 
responses of the support centers and a determination of the effectiveness of the 
monitoring and performance management processes for work center personnel. It 
is inappropriate to leave this issue to the Phase 11 Test Manager. Instead, such 
detail should be included in the M T P ,  where it can be reviewed by CLECs and 
BellSouth, and voted on by the Commission. 



15. 

16. 

[82] PPR8 should be clarified to indicate its scope includes all applicable work 
centers. 
[84] PPR9: Should be clarified to list which provisioning processes will be 
evaluated separately It is inappropriate to leave this issue to the Phase II Test 
Manager. Instead, such detail should be included in the MTP, where it can be 
reviewed by CLECs and BellSouth, and voted on by the Commission. 

17. [86] PPR9 should be clarified to include an evaluation of whether a physical 
disconnection occurs on the migration of a loop/port combination order and 
whether directory assistance listings are deletdrestored. It is inappropriate to 
leave this essential issue to the Phase II Test Manager. Instead, such detail should 
be included in the MTP, where it can be reviewed by CLECs and BellSouth, and 
voted on by the Commission. 

18. [87] PPW should be clarified to include an evaluation of the consistency with 
which BellSouth has followed its methods and procedures on a historical basis, 
e.g. frequency with which it has notified CLEC 48 hours prior to cut-over of test 
results, the frequency with BellSouth has historically issued and worked timely 
and appropriate disconnect orders and/or established the 10 ten digit trigger 
associated with LNP orders, and the following: 
0 

0 completion calls 
0 completion notices 
0 acceptance process 
0 post completion database updates - LIDB/9 1 IDA,  etc. 
It is inappropriate to leave this issue to the Phase II Test Manager. Instead, such 
detail should be included in the MTP, where it can be reviewed by CLECs and 
BellSouth, and voted on by the Commission. 

1 hour prior to cut calls 

19. [88] PPR9 should be clarified to include an evaluation of the accuracy of 
BellSouth’s CFA database. 

20. [89] PPR9 should be modified to include a review of the policy and availability of 
personnel for after-hours cut-overs for CLEC orders and for retail orders. 

21. [go] PPR9 should be clarified to indicate that an evaluation of completeness and 
consistency would assess whether a process appears to have all necessary 
elements and whether the process is performed consistent with expectations, and 
that such an assessment would normally address adequacy as well as frequency of 
compliance. 

22. [91] PPR9 should be modified to reinstate the specific objective found in the Staff 
Plan to “determine the degree to which the provisioning environment support 
CLEC and Reseller orders is on parity with internal [BST-FL] provisioning.” 



23. 

24. 

25. 

Although AT&T understands KPMG’s response to indicate that such objective 
need not be included because “parity” is used as a criteria type for one of the 
Process Areas included in this section, AT&T believes that inclusion of this 
objective will provide valuable information to the Test Manager regarding the 
overall objective of PPR9. 

[92] PPR9 should be clarified to define and give examples of CLEC case studies, 
which should include sets of live CLEC orders. 

[93] PPR9 should be clarified to indicate that field observations will be made of 
scenarios implemented during T W  testing and of case studies. It is inappropriate 
to leave this issue to the Phase I1 Test Manager. Instead, such detail should be 
included in the MTP, where it can be reviewed by CLECs and BellSouth, and 
voted on by the Commission. 

[95] PPRl5 should be clarified to include an evaluation of the adequacy as well as 
the existence of M&R coordination processes. It is inappropriate to leave this 
issue to the Phase 11 Test Manager. Instead, such detail should be included in the 
MTP, where it can be reviewed by CLECs and BellSouth, and voted on by the 
Commission. 

Comments regarding the Transaction Verification and Validation Section of Draft 
MTP 

1. [96] T W 1 :  AT&T inquired whether LENS would be tested if the TAG GUI 
interface was not available, and if a substantial amount of electronic LSRs 
continue to be placed via LENS. KPMG responded, in part, that BellSouth does 
not claim LENS to be a nondiscriminatory interface. AT&T notes that BellSouth, 
in an ex parte filing with the FCC dated 10/1/99, specifically listed LENS as a 
“proof’ of nondiscriminatory access for resale pre-ordering, ordering and 
provisioning, based on retail volumes. Until BellSouth declares that it is not 
relying upon LENS as a part of its proof of OSS parity it should be included in 
interface testing. Numerous complaints regarding LENS performance were 
presented by CLECs in the May 1999 OSS Workshop. In order that LENS users 
and their end user customers can benefit fiom the improvements that will result 
from Third Party Testing, LENS should be included in the test. 

2. [98] The MTP should be clarified to indicate that the Test Manager will 
investigate error responses, and that errors believed to be BellSouth mistakes 
would be called in to the BellSouth help desk for resolution. 

3. [loo] T W l  should be modified to include enhanced extended loops (EELS) in 
the “other Unbundled Network Elements” to be tested. It is inappropriate to leave 



this issue to the Phase I1 Test Manager. Instead, such detail should be included in 
the MTP, where it can be reviewed by CLECs and BellSouth, and voted on by the 
Commission. 

4. [ lo l l  T W l  should be amended to ensure (at a minimum) that the MTP 
incorporates the requirements of the FCC Staff letter to US West dated September 
27, 1999. 

5 .  [lo21 T W l  should be amended to require the Test Manager to determine the 
availability of pre-ordering hctionality that BellSouth makes available to its 
affiliates and customers, not just what its retail units have elected to use. Pre- 
qualification of loops for ADSL is one example. Further, the MTP should provide 
for testing pre-ordering hctionality for all products and services that BellSouth 
has been ordered to provide, including UNE combinations. 

6 .  [lo41 T W l  should specify what will be evaluated in the consistency with retail 
capability POP evaluation measure, and this measure should include comparable 
levels of flow-through, timeliness of rejections, FOCs (or their equivalent) and 
completion notification, as well as a comparison of those services CLECs must 
order manually. It is inappropriate to leave h s  issue to the Phase II Test 
Manager. Instead, such detail should be included in the MTP, where it can be 
reviewed by CLECs and BellSouth, and voted on by the Commission. 

7. [lo51 TVVl should be clarified to indicate that wherever possible, retail analogs 
will be used to make parity determinations. Further, the MTP should include 
KPMG’s recommendation for retail analogs. It is inappropriate to leave this issue 
to the Phase II Test Manager. Instead, such detail should be included in the MTP, 
where it can be reviewed by CLECs and BellSouth, and voted on by the 
Commission. 

8. [lo61 T W 2  The Objectives section states that the “test plan is intended to 
provide adequate breadth and depth to evaluate the entire CLEC/ILEC 
relationship under real world conditions.” The MTP should include volume tests 
of BST’s LCSC capability for non- and partially mechanized orders and volume 
tests of BST’s provisioning process. AT&T recognizes that volume tests for work 
centers would have to be different from the types and levels of volume tests 
applied to systems. Perhaps the testing required, which does not exist in this 
Draft MTP, might better be described as or included under “Capacity” or 
“Resource” Management Testing or even “Production Volume” Testing. As will 
be discussed below, this Draft MTP also does not include Capacity, Resource or 
Production Volume Testing. See Other Comments Regarding Draft MTP Item 
No. 3. 

Additionally, AT&T requests that KPMG note in it MTP that in the “real world” 
BST-FL would be subject to significant volumes of manual order and 



provisioning requests, and this test does not verify its ability to appropriately 
handle these volumes. 

9. [lo71 T W 2  should be clarified that the volume LSRs will include orders with 
errors and those designed by BellSouth to fall out. 

10. [lo91 T W 2  should be clarified to include KPMG’s explanation of these items 12 
and 13 in outputs. 

11. [ 1101 T W 3  should not be limited to an evaluation of what BellSouth states will 
flow through, but should include a determination of what should flow through, in 
order to identify instances in which lack of parity was designed into the system. 
See Tab 2 for further comments regarding electronic flow-through. Additionally, 
the requirements of the FCC’s 9/27 letter should be incorporated into this section, 
rather than assume or require the Test Manager to take it “into consideration”. 

12. [ 1 113 T W 3  should be amended to indicate that flow-through will be evaluated on 
a parity basis since there are no standards of performance in interconnection 
agreements. See FCC NPRM 98-72 and FCC letter to US West dated 9/27. Also 
see Tab 2 for further comments regarding electronic order flow-through. 

13. [112] T W 4 :  AT&T agrees that not all measurements associated with T W  
testing need be driven by the BellSouth SQM. However they do need to be based 
upon clearly defined measures that are capable of being tracked by both BellSouth 
and the Test Manager. Please see AT&T’s input and recommendations in Tab 4 
to remedy deficiencies in BellSouth’s SQM. It is inappropriate to leave t h s  issue 
to the Phase II Test Manager. Instead, such detail should be included in the MTP, 
where it can be reviewed by CLECs and BellSouth, and voted on by the 
Commission. 

Comments regarding Appendix B, Normal and Peak Volume of Draft MTP 

1. [ 1 141 The MTP should be modified to indicate that the Phase 11 test manager will 
evaluate the ability of the processes associated with unavoidable manual processes 
(orders submitted electronically and processed manually by BellSouth by design). 
The MTP also should specifjl how this will be accomplishedThis is not an 
appropriate determination for the Test Manager; rather, it should be included in 
the Test Plan. See AT&T’s Comments above related to Question 106 in the 
Transaction Verification and Validation Test Section. 

2. [ 1 161 The MTP should include the minimum historical data sources to be used to 
determine the relative volumes of supplements and order changes/disconnect and 
moves for these tests. This is not an appropriate determination for the Test 



Manager; rather, it should be included in the Test Plan. See AT&T’s Comments 
above related to Question 33 in the Test Plan Framework Section. 

3. [ 1171 The MTP should describe how the ratio of pre-ordedorder transactions will 
be determined. This is not an appropriate determination for the Test Manager; 
rather, it should be included in the Test Plan. See AT&T’s Comments above 
related to Question 33 in the Test Plan Framework Section. 

4. [118] The MTP should describe how the percentage of electronically 
submittedmanually processed orders will be determined. This is not an 
appropriate determination for the Test Manager; rather, it should be included in 
the Test Plan. See AT&T’s Comments above related to Question 33 in the Test 
Plan Framework Section. 

5 .  [119] The MTP should describe how will the percentage of erred orders will be 
determined. This is not an appropriate determination for the Test Manager; rather, 
it should be included in the Test Plan. See AT&T’s Comments above related to 
Question 33 in the Test Plan Framework Section. 

Comments regarding Appendix C, Statistical Methodology of Draft MTP 

1. [122] The MTP should describe generally how the critical value will be 
established. This is not an appropriate determination for the Test Manager; rather, 
it should be included in the Test Plan. 

2. [124] The MTP should describe how non-discriminatory treatment for 
measurements with benchmark standards will be determined. This is not an 
appropriate determination for the Test Manager; rather, it should be included in 
the Test Plan. 

Other Comments regarding Draft MTP 

1. [125] The MTP should be updated to add a “military style” approach to the 
testing, with identification of exceptions, corrections, and re-testing until passing, 
in compliance with the Cornmission’s requirements. 

2. [ 1271 The MTP should specify that CLECs have access to test transactions, data, 
reports, and other materials generated in the course of the test and that CLECs 
will have access to data provided to the Phase II test manager by BST. This is not 
an appropriate determination for the Test Manager; rather, it should be included in 
the Test Plan. 



3. In its remarks to the Staff and industry at the Third Party Test Workshop held on 
October 15, 1999, KPMG carehlly described how it was replacing “Scalability” 
testing with “Capacity Management” testing. KPMG described capacity 
management as a mechanism to track consumption of resources, anticipate 
increases in demand, and respond in a timely fashion. KPMG stated that an 
evaluation of capacity management would not guarantee perfect quality of service 
at a capacity, but would demonstrate that a realistic ability to perform at capacity 
in the future (two year out) existed. 

It appears that in producing the Florida Draft MTP, KPMG has inadvertently 
omitted the Capacity Management test sections. AT&T had seen such test 
sections in other KPMG prepared test plans and is eagerly awaiting the 
opportunity to comment on the plan when KPMG makes them available. 

In the plans that AT&T has seen the objective statement typically refers to 
analysis of capacity management h c t i o n s  in relation to processing f ic t ions  and 
associated workforce to determine whether the procedures are adequate to identify 
and implement capacity increments to satisfy projected customer business 
volumes on a timely basis. 

The inclusion of “workforce” in the capacity management objective statement 
raises the possibility that this might be one type of testing useful in the evaluation 
of centers such as the LCSC. 

4. AT&T also believes that another type of testing not present in the Florida Draft 
MTP would be usehl in evaluating work centers. In other test plans a 
“Production Volume Performance Test” has been proposed for use against 
systems. AT&T believes that the underlying concept of such tests - submit 
transactions equal to the stated capacity of the system to validate that capacity 
estimate - also has application to evaluating work centers. 

The Florida Commission will likely remember that BellSouth submitted evidence 
of LCSC capacity in its 27 1 Application based upon fictitious workload generated 
by a device (The Hopper) simulating CLEC orders. Production Volume Testing 
of the LCSC would be analogous to BellSouth’s 1997 LCSC order simulation. 

The MTP should be modified to include evaluation of the LCSC and other similar 
work centers using techniques from Capacity Management and Production 
Volume Testing. 

5 .  



Tab 2: Electronic Order Flow-Through 

Flow-Through of electronically submitted orders is a critical component of 
nondiscriminatory access. The Draft MTP most directly addresses this issue in T W - 3 :  
Order “Flow Through” Evaluation, whch was addressed by Questions 110 and 111 
submitted before the Staff OSS Workshop. T W - 3  states that ‘‘Only orders that qualify 
as “flow through”, orders not needing manual action, will be tested.” (Draft MTP, page 
82). That is, BellSouth’s designation alone will determine the types of orders to be 
tested: “The flow through test shall only measure what BellSouth states will flow 
through.” (KPMG response to Question 110). A comprehensive evaluation of the parity 
of flow through must include all order types, including those needing manual 
intervention, and not just those designed by BellSouth to flow through the interfaces it 
provides. An outline for such an evaluation is provided below. 

T W - 3  Activity 5 states that when a BST-FL error causes an order not to flow through 
such errors will not be corrected. Clearly such a situation should be cause for the 
opening of a documented exception, the initiation of efforts by BST-FL to correct the 
situation, and re-testing until the condition is cleared. CLECs need to be assured that 
BellSouth processes are sufficient to prevent such errors. 

Ln contrast, T W - 3  Activity 6 correctly calls for the correction and resubmission of errors 
caused by the Phase II Test Manager. Both Activities 5 and 6 should be subject to a 
clearly documented error correction process. Documentation of BST-FL caused errors 
and their correction are fundamental to the purpose of the Thud Party Test - 
improvement of the interfaces. Documentation and correction of Phase I1 Test Manager 
caused errors is fundamental to the objectivity of the test. 

The results of T W - 3  are not compared to a public standard or parity with BST-FL’s 
retail capability, but should be. One could argue from the design of h s  test that the only 
passing grade is 100% flow-through. It may be that KPMG intends to evaluate the parity 
of flow-through in another test, for example in TTV-1 discussed below. Control orders 
containing errors and order types not designed to flow through should be included in the 
test transactions, if the ultimate design of this test (TW-3) remains only to evaluate the 
effectiveness of BellSouth’s software performance for a specific set or order types. 

Flow-Through will also be evaluated in T W - 1 :  POP Functional Evaluation which was 
addressed by Question 101 submitted before the Workshop. Orders for all types of 
transactions, both flow-through and non-flow-through, will be submitted over GUI and 
machine-machine interfaces as well as manually for order types that can not be submitted 
electronically. An output of this test will be “Flow through” orders by order type, 
product family, etc.” This data and the other data in the outputs of T W - 1  contribute to 
the output “Measure of parity performance between retail and wholesale” (Draft MTP . 
page 79) and should therefore be included in the Flow Through evaluation. However, 
KPMG’s answer to Question 101 defers to the Phase I1 Test Manager. 



In the Performance Metrics Review Test Section, tests PMRl - PMRS must each be 
applied to the Standards and Definitions, Data Processing, and Data Retention associated 
with BST-FL retail flow-through and CLEC flow-through. 

However, in Appendix D, the proposed metric for Percent Flow-Through Service 
Requests reflects: 

0 

0 

0 

BellSouth’s current regulatory position related to its internal flow-through for its 
business orders, 
flow-through reporting for CLEC orders submitted over EDI, TAF and LENS with 
business and residence orders aggregated, and 
Staff requirements that BellSouth provide disaggregation of CLEC data by business 
and residence and return to providing its own business flow-through data as it did 
through March of 1999. 

The Staff requirements are clearly aimed at enabling a parity comparison. However, the 
Draft MTP does not provide testing or an evaluation of results that allows such a 
comparison to be made. 

A recent BellSouth 10/1/99 ex parte filing at the FCC indicates that BellSouth possesses 
the data to provide disaggregation of CLEC data by business resale, residence resale and 
UNE. Flow through data for BellSouth’s own residence and business retail operations 
were filed in its prior 271 Applications and before other state regulatory bodies until 
March of this year, which proves that the data for a parity comparison exists. BellSouth 
should be required to produce this data for use in the third-party test. 

The Florida Commission’s Order requires KPMG to provide an objective opinion of the 
adequacy and appropriateness of proposed metrics. Further, even if KPMG were 
operating only within its own stated primary and preferred role as a finder of fact, it is 
clear that the Commission would expect KPMG to conduct a thorough investigation as to 
the parity of electronic order flow through. As related to the Electronic Order Flow 
Through metrics, KPMG should be directed to investigate and/or determine the 
following: 

What are the Retail ResidenceBusiness Services and Features that BellSouth cannot 
request through entry to the RNS or DOE Interface? 

What ResidenceIBusiness Services and Features does BellSouth allow CLECs to 
request through electronic entry (EDVI’AG)? 

What ResidenceIBusiness Services and Features can BellSouth enter into RNS or 
DOE that cannot be requested by CLECs through electronic entry? 

What percentage of CLEC requests for Residenceh3usiness Services and Features 
through electronic entry are subsequently subject to human intervention by BellSouth 
because BellSouth has not provided for mechanization? 



0 What percentage of BellSouth requests for Residence/Business Services and Features 
though entry to RNS or DOE are subsequently rejected by SOCS? 

0 What percentage of CLEC requests for Residence/Business Services and Features 
through electronic entry are subsequently rejected by 1) the Gateway (EDI/TAG), 2) 
its Transmission Links (LEO/LESOG/BSOG), 3) SOCS 

0 

0 

Because of CLEC input errors? 
Because of BellSouth system errors? 

The resulting factual record and objective opinion should be used to establish definitions, 
design the proper metric for flow-thorough reporting, revise the structure of tests T W - 1  
and TW-3,  and establish the parity comparison envisioned by the Florida Commission 
and the FCC in its 2/10/99 letter to BellSouth and 9/27/99 letter to USWest. 





Tab 3: Processing Orders for Complex Services and UNEs 

Product Grouping 

Resale Residential 
Resale Business 
UNEs (including 

The processing of orders for complex services and UNEs is a critical element of 
nondiscriminatory access. Orders for many such services can only be submitted 
manually and require manual handling by the BST-FL wholesale account team and work 
center personnel. Orders for a small subset of such services can be submitted 
electronically for subsequent manual handling by the BST-FL work center. Orders for an 
even smaller subset of such services can be ordered electronically and will flow through 
to the provisioning process. Thus the review of the process for ordering complex 
services and UNEs is spread across a number of proposed tests in the Draft MTP: 

Manual Orders Electronic Total Orders Percent Manual- 
Orders 

6 1,274 86,33 1 147,605 41.5% 
5,199 6,201 11,400 45.6% 

22,782 2,359 25,141 90.6% 

PPR2: Account Establishment & Management Verification and Validation Review 
which was addressed by AT&T Workshop Questions 18, 70 - 73; 

PPR7: POP Manual Order Process Evaluation which was addressed by AT&T 
Workshop Questions 18, 80 and 114; 

PPR8: POP Work Center Support Evaluation which was addressed by AT&T 
Workshop Questions 81, 82 and 114; 

TVVl : POP Functional Evaluation which was addressed by AT&T Workshop 
Questions 100 and 104; 

T W 3 :  Order Flow Through Evaluation which was addressed by AT&T Workshop 
Questions 1 10 and 1 1 1. 

BST-FL has not made any information available concerning how orders for complex 
services and UNEs are distributed across the three possible required/permitted input 
variations - manual, electronic-manual and electronic-flow through. However recent 
information filed by BellSouth in a 10/1/99 ex parte at the FCC indicates that the required 
use of manual ordering, particularly for UNEs, is likely very significant. Thus a 
significant number of manual test scenarios will need to be designed, implemented and 
specifically measured to evaluate the parity/efficiency of these processes. 

October 1, 1999. 



Additionally, historical data indicates that under current interface design, approximately 
7% of electronically submitted orders fall out for manual processing. We believe that 
most of these are associated with electronic-manual handling for complex services and 
UNEs. Thus, electronic-manual handling test scenarios will need to be designed, 
implemented and specifically measured to evaluate the parity/efficiency of these 
processes. 

Following this document in Tab3a is an extract from an Affidavit of Ronald M. Pate 
(BellSouth) filed in Georgia on April 23, 1999. In the text (Paragraphs 21-26) and 
diagrams (Exhibit RMP-4 and 5) ,  Mr. Pate describes the processes in place for the 
processing of complex retail services for BellSouth retail customer and for CLECs and 
their customers. The specific example selected, MultiServe, can only be ordered using 
manual processes. Examples of electronic-manual manual handling can be found in the 
Second Louisiana Section 271 Affidavits Mr. Pate references in paragraph 21. These are 
the processes that the manual and electronic-manual handling scenarios must be designed 
to test for parity and efficiency. 

BellSouth claims that the processes BellSouth applies to CLEC orders for complex 
services and UNEs provide CLECs with the ability to order such services in the same 
time and manner as to its (BellSouth’s) retail customers or provide CLECs with a 
meaningful opportunity to compete. However, the Draft MTP does not currently provide 
for testing that would allow BellSouth’s claim to be evaluated. A process for validating 
thls claim should be included in the Draft MTP. Ideally a new Transaction Verification 
and Validation Test (TW-n:  Ordering for Complex Services and UNEs) should be 
created utilizing the manual and electronic-manual handing scenarios discussed above. 
Alternatively TVV-1 could potentially be revised to specifically address this need. In 
either case changes to several other tests would be required as discussed below. 

For the specific proposed tests included in the Draft MTP, the following observations are 
offered: 

PPR2: Account Establishment and Management Verification and Validation Review 
does not address the account team’s role in the processing of complex orders. Further 
in its written response to Question 72, KPMG makes the assumption that retail and 
wholesale account managers do not have equivalent performance expectations and 
improvement plans. This deficiency should be corrected. 

PPR7: POP Manual Order Process Evaluation would consider manual orders only, 
but according the KPMG’s response to Question 18, would not attempt to evaluate 
the efficiency of the process. The processing of electronic-manual handled orders is 
not addressed. Both of these areas should be addressed. 

PPR8: POP Work Center Support Evaluation does not address the processing of 
electronic-manual orders. This should be included. 



0 TVV1: POP Functional Evaluation contains language that indicates testing of this 
process will be attempted, but KPMG’s abdication to the Phase I1 Test Manager in its 
written responses makes it impossible to determine how the attempt will be 
implemented. More details and clarity should be included in the Draft MTP. 

0 TVV3: Order Flow Through Evaluation is impacted because a significant portion of 
order types BellSouth excludes from flow through by design are associated with 
complex services and UNEs. 

The Master Test Plan must correct each of the deficiencies associated with the inability to 
perform an evaluation of the processing of orders for complex services and UNEs. 
Failure to do so will impact the effectiveness and validity of the Draft MTP. 
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Demonstration of "M" Handling 

21. BellSouth demonstrated how it handles this type of LSR in its second 

Louisiana Section 271 application in the Affidavits of William N. Stacy 

(OSS), Jan Funderburg, and Laura Narducci. In response to Mr. 

Brad bury's concerns, however, BellSouth provides immediately below 

another comparison of how LSRs assigned to "M" handling such as 

complex orders are handled for CLECs and BellSouth's retail customers. 

22. It is important to note before engaging in comparisons, that non- 

discriminatory access does not require that all information and functions 

for CLECs be electronic and involve no manual handling. Many services, 

primarily complex services, involve substantial manual handling by 

BellSouth account teams for BellSouth retail customers. Thus, non- 

discriminatory access to certain functions for CLECs also legitimately may 

involve manual processes for these same functions. 

23. The manual processes BellSouth uses for complex resold services offered 

to the CLECs are accomplished in substantially the same time and 

manner as the processes used for BellSouth's complex retail services. 

The specialized and complicated nature of complex services, together with 

their relatively low volume of orders relative to basic exchange services, 

renders them less suitable for mechanization, whether for retail or resale 

applications. Complex, variable processes are diffcutt to mechanize, and 

BellSouth has concluded that mechanizing many lower-volume complex 
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retail services would be imprudent for its own retail operations, in that the 

benefits of mechanization would not justify the cost. Since the same 

manual processes are in place for both CLEC and BellSouth retail orders, 

the processes are competitively neutral. 

24. There are two types of complex services: "Nondesigned" and "Designed." 

A "Non-designed" service is a class of service with a Universal Service 

Order Code (''USOC'') that does not require special provisioning and is 

served by one central office or wire center. A "Designed" service involves 

special engineering and provisioning. 

25. An example of a "Designed" complex service for which retail handling is 

not fuily mechanbd is MultiservB service, a complex service available to 

both retail customers and to resellers. In both cases, the pre-ordering and 

ordering processes are largely manual. Nonetheless, these manual pre- 

ordering and ordering processes are substantially the same for both retail 

and CLEC orders. Orders for retail services are handled primarily by the 

appropriate business unit for retail services - BellSouth Business Systems 

(BBS) account teams. Orders for CLEC services are handled by the 

appropriate business unit for CLEC services - CLEC account teams that 

are part'of Interconnection Services (ICs). ICs's account team handling 

of complex services for CLECs is substantially the same as BBS's account 

team handling of complex services for BellSouth's retail customers; they 

both use the substantially same processes as described below. 
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26. Attached to this affidavit is Exhibit RMP-4 which depicts the flow of the 

process for ordering MultiServ@ by CLECs and Exhibit RMP-5 which 

depicts the flow of the process for ordering MultiSewB by BellSouth's 

retail unit. To perform the pre-ordering activity for complex services, 

which is known as a "service inquiry," a systems designer on the 

appropriate BBS or ICs account team fills out an extensive paper form 

and then provides that form to the project manager for further manual 

activities. On approval of either the retail customer or the CLEC, as 

appropriate, the paper service inquiry is re-initiated as a firm order, which 

also is an extensive paper form with subsequent manual distribution. In 

both the retail and the resale cases, the Firm Order Package is manually 

handed off to the service center, where paper service order worksheets 

are created to assist in initiating service orders in the ordering system. At 

that point, orders are typed into the appropriate service order system for 

the customer's location, either the Direct Order Entry ("DOE") system (in 

North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, and Florida) or the Service Order 

Negotiation System ("SONGS") (in Alabama, Kentucky, Louisiana, 

Mississippi, and Tennessee). This order entry is the same for both the 

retail and the resale situations, and thus does not result in a different 

customer "experience" in either case. The person who enters the complex 

order in BellSouth's systems never has any contact with the end-user 

customer, whether the customer belongs to a CLEC or BellSouth. After 

the service order is inputted, the account team and project manager are 

18 



27. 

notified by e-mail of the service order numbers and due dates, The 

account team manually reviews the service order for accuracy and follows 

up as necessary. These processes, with their substantial reliance on 

manual handling and paper forms, are common to both retail and CLEC 

orders. Thus, BellSouth provides to CLECs the ability to order complex 

services in the same time and manner as it provides to its retail 

customers. 

There are three avenues a CLEC may pursue if it decided to mechanize 

the ordering of an LSR assigned to "M" handling. If a CLEC, in exercising 

its independent business judgment, were to reach a different conclusion 

regarding the costs and benefits of mechanization, it could fund the cost of 

mechanization for this type of LSR through a bona fide request for 

additional functionality. A CLEC also could suggest additional capability to 

an electronic interface through the Electronic Interface Change Control 

Process ("EICCP"), which was established by BellSouth and the CLECs to 

determine the priority of the potential changes to BellSouth's electronic 

interfaces. A third way for a CLEC to suggest changes, such as additional 

capability to an electronic interface, is via the Ordering and Billing Forum, 

which sets the standards for ordering. In addition to the processes 

described above, BellSouth has implemented e-mail service inquiries and 

ordering for one type of complex service, frame relay, with two CLECs. 

BellSouth is ready to accept requests from other CLECs for trials for other 

specific products. 
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I hereby swear that the foregoing is true and correct in the best of my information and 
belief. 

Ronald M. Pate 
Director - Interconnection Senices 

Subscribed and sworn to before me this \ha day of hhs, , 1999. 

MlCHEALE f. HOLCOMB 
Rotary Public, Douglas County, Georgb 

My Commission Expires Nuvemhr 3.2001 
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Tab 4a: Performance Measures Input into Florida Comments 

Performance Measures Background and Recommendations from Florida: 

In 1997 Staff determined that BellSouth should use the LCUG SQMs (LCUG) to pattern 
its Performance standards and measures in the interim. Staff believed that the LCUG was 
far from being comprehensive but that it appeared to be adequate in measuring and 
monitoring non-discrimination in the interim. Staff Recommendation in Docket 960786- 
TL, October 22, 1997, page 149. 

In Order No. PSC-97-1459-FOF-TL7 issued in Docket No. 960976-TL on November 19, 
1997, the Commission found that “the LCUG metrics are just a representative sample of 
a critical few measures that could service as the initial step in an effective measuring plan 
for non-discrimination. They should not be relied upon indefinitely and solely to 
determine non-discrimination.” 

AT&T Position on Performance Measures for a third party test: 

The Florida PSC should implement collaboratively-established and/or Commission- 
ordered performance measurements and standards, prior to the implementation of third 
party test, that then can be utilized and evaluated in the test. Clearly BellSouth should 
not be the source of the measures used to evaluate its own performance. 

As it is currently constructed, the draft test plan suffers fiom a major flaw as it does not 
use any such measures. It instead seeks to subject BellSouth’s offered service quality 
measurements to a test before service quality measurements have been definitively 
established by the Commission. This is not a flaw that KPMG can remedy. Rather, it is 
up to the Commission to remedy this situation by establishing performance measures on 
the basis of a hl ly  developed evidentiary record in accordance with the due process and 
procedural requirements established under Florida law. Until the Commission establishes 
this predicate, any testing would be premature. Accordingly, the Commission should not 
proceed to finalize the test plan or with the testing itself. The draft plan should be 
amended to specify the collaboratively-established andor Commission-ordered 
performance measurements and standards that will be utilized and evaluated in the test, 
once those appropriate performance measures are established. 



AT&T’s Recommended Performance Measures Approach: 

AT&T continues to support the use of the Local Competition Users Group’ (“LCUG”) 
metrics as a starting point for monitoring parity and nondiscrimination. Current LCUG 
measurements are documented in the “Local Competition Users Group, Service Quality 
Measurements, Version 7.0, found in Tab 4c. These measurements represent the “critical 
few” measures upon which a truly effective measurement plan can be constructed. 
Although LCUG has been expanded since the Florida PSC made its findings in 1997, 
AT&T nonetheless agrees that other useful measures could be applied to BellSouth’s 
performance, and is willing to expand the LCUG measures as the Commission may deem 
necessary. 

Additionally, the comparison of performance results for CLECs to the results for 
BellSouth’s local service operations must be accomplished through generally accepted 
and documented statistical tests of difference. Graphical displays of results and 
qualitative discussions of BellSouth and CLEC performance simply are insufficient for 
the purposes of demonstrating whether BellSouth meets such a fundamental requirement 
of the Act - nondiscrimination. 

The Commission can also look to the cumulative orders of the FCC and the input of the 
DOJ and find substantial guidance regarding the types of measurements that BellSouth 
should include in its performance measures plan. In addition, the FCC issued a notice of 
proposed rulemaking (, WRh”’) on performance measurements and is collecting 
comments to issue a rule. Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, In the Matter of Performance 
Measurements and Reporting Requirements for Operations Support Systems, 
Interconnection, and Operator Services and Directory Assistance, CC Docket No. 98-56 
(rel. April 17, 1998). The NPRM contains many tentative conclusions regarding 
appropriate performance measurements. These measurements are similar, in many 
respects, to the key performance measurements advocated by the Local Competition 
Users Group (LCUG) as documented in Version 7.0 of the group’s Service Quality 
Measurements publication. 

’ The Local Competition Users Group (“LCUG’) is a group of CLECs that has sought to develop workable 
solutions to common operational issues related to local market entry. LCUG membership includes AT&T, 
MCI, Sprint, WorldCom, and LCI Intemational. One subcommittee of LCUG is specifically charged with 
addressing performance standards. AT&T worked both internally and with the LCUG to develop an 
appropriate set of performance measurements that would permit CLECs and regulators to assess whether or 
not ILECs are providing nondiscriminatory support and access to their services and systems. 



Deficiencies of Plan’s Current Performance Measures Model: 

See Tab 4b for details on deficiencies of BellSouth’s current performance measures. 

Options for Next Steps: 

Optimal Solution-- 

As stated above, AT&T believes that Commission action is necessary to implement its 
own performance measurements and standards that are established either collaboratively 
by the industry with Commission oversight, or ordered by the Commission following an 
appropriate evidentiary proceeding. Either option such should be handled on an 
expedited basis so as to minimize any potential delay in plan implementation2. 

A1 t emative approach- 

AT&T feels strongly that the solution outlined above would result in the most effective 
test. However, if the Commission elects not to implement AT&T’s recommendation, it 
could alternatively use BellSouth’s SQM as a starting point, with two critical additional 
steps: 

1. Direct KPMG to conduct the analysis ordered by the Commission of the adequacy 
and appropriateness of the measures in BellSouth’s SQM, as well as issue any necessary 
exceptions and insure correction, prior to using those measures in the test. 

2. Direct KPMG to utilize LCUG, CLEC input and involvement, orders and letters 
of the FCC and documents from the DOJ, as well as its professional opinion and 
experience to evaluate the adequacy of the BellSouth’s SQM. As stated in Order No. 
PSC-97- 1 459-FOF-TL’ this analysis should determine whether BellSouth’s performance 
measurement processes “provide the Commission with adequate evidence to make an 
informed decision regarding nondiscriminatory access to its network and to its OSS.” 
(See Order at page 34) 

* AT&T notes that in the Commission’s Order on Process for Third Party Testing in Dockets 960786-TL. 
and 98 1834-TP’ the Commission states “lfand when we do decide to go forward with Phase II of our staff 
proposal.. .” (Emphasis added) (See page 1 1 of Commission Order) 



Update on Louisiana Performance Measures Proceeding 

(1) Scope of Audit: In Louisiana the scope of the audit matches the guidance contained 
within the recent FCC letter to USWest which is as follows: 

Assess whether the raw data being collected is accurate; 
Assess the processes by which the raw data is filtered and transformed into reports; 
Assess consistency of the data collection and processing functions to published 
performance measurement business rules; 
Assess the adequacy and functioning of internal controls over the data collection 
processes: 

personnel access 
programs 
program modifications; 

Produce an independent quantitative verification of the reported data to determine 
that the stated calculations and algorithms have been accurately applied. 

The Louisiana audit is estimated to begin in late February and run approximately 90 days. 
The BellSouth SQM, as implemented on the start date of the audit, will be the target. In 
addition a number of specific issues have been included in the Audit Plan in an attempt to 
gather objective information for dispute resolution. These issues as well as overall audit 
requirements are detailed in the Audit Plan included in the attached Request for 
Proposals (Tab 4d). The audit does not include a review of a statistical methodology 
because development work is still underway by the parties, and thus no methodology has 
been implemented by BellSouth. 

(2) The Louisiana Procedural Process and the Next Steps: The LA Workshop process 
grew out of a LA Performance Measures Order in August, 1998. The Workshops have 
provided a basis for the on-going clarification of the issues associated with BellSouth's 
SQM implementation and revisions, the discussions of performance standards (retail 
analogs and performance benchmarks), the development of a statistical methodology for 
the determination of meaninghl performance differences, and the development of 
Performance Incentive Proposals (sometimes referred to as "Penalty Plans"). While there 
has been some resolution of issues and some progress on the development of a statistical 
methodology through the process, its greatest value has been in the clarification of issues 
and positions. 

The next Workshop will be held in February and a Hearing has been scheduled for May. 
The Audit Report and the submissions of the parties will be the evidentiary basis for the 
Hearing with a subsequent Order by the Commission expected in late June or July. 



(3) From the schedule 
referenced above it would seem unlikely that Florida would want to wait until the 
Louisiana \Commission acts in June or July. It is conceivable, however, that Florida 
might consider use of the Audit Report, which might be available as early as April. 
Florida also may wish to consider use of BellSouth's 9/15/99 proposed SQM (which 
contains "enhancements" that are expected to be in place by January 2000) as a 
replacement for Appendix D of the Florida MTP, if it elects to implement AT&T's 
alternative approach described above. And finally, the clarification of issues, 
documentation of measurement details, learnings and agreements, and progress on a 
statistical methodology referenced in (2) above would be useful input to any Florida 
proceeding. 

Using Louisiana Results as a Starting Point for Florida: 



Tab 4b: Deficiencies of BellSouth’s Service Quality Measures 
Performance Measures Plan 

The following information illustrates deficiencies in BellSouth’s current SQM, (upon which 
Appendix D of the draft test plan is based), when compared to LCUG requirements. Tab 4b 
includes the following sections: 

A. LCUG measures not provided by BellSouth 

B. Insufficient disaggregation or reporting dimensions 

C. Inappropriate formulas and calculations 

D. Lack of pro-competitive performance standards 

E. Insufficient documentation 

These issues, as well as any others raised by CLECs, should be addressed and resolved by the 
Commission in its process of establishing performance measures for use in its third party test. 



A. LCUG Measures Not Provided by BellSouth 

1. Average Offered Interval 

The “average offered interval” shows whether the ILEC offers less favorable timeframes for 
completions to CLECs than to itself or affiliates. This measure also can be compared to the 
“mean completion interval” to note disparities in timeframes CLECs are offered but are later 
changed by the ILEC. 

2. Percent Order Accuracy 

The “order accuracy” measurement monitors the accuracy of the provisioning work performed 
by the ILEC in response to CLEC orders. 

3. Average Submissions per Order 

Measurements of order rejections and resubmissions can highlight problems with ILEC systems 
or training processes unduly affecting the CLEC. 

4. Percent completions/attempts without notice or with less than 24 hours notice 

Completion and Completion Attempts include any delivery of service (successful or not 
successhl) for which the CLEC did not receive sufficient prior notification. 

5. Percent Service Loss from early Cuts 

For hot loop cuts, the same loop is moved from an existing port to what is effectively a different 
port (The CLEC collocation point). Translation disconnections also are reported if they occur 
too early or late in a conversion involving local number portability. For each conversion, the 
ILEC will track whether the cutover time (for facilities and translations) was earlier or later than 
the committed due date and time that appeared on the FOC. 

6. Percent Service Loss from late Cuts 

Customers may suffer loss of dial-tone due to early cutovers (ILEC takes down loop before 
scheduled date for CLEC loop to be ready) in cases where interim number portability is 
involved. With Permanent Number Portability (PNP), customers may not receive inbound calls 
if the ILEC (1) does not provide timely disconnection of the ILEC’s old translations for routing 
the number or (2) does not employ or prematurely takes down the 10-digit trigger designed to 
ensure proper routing during the transition. Service may also be disrupted in conversions from 
ILNP-to-PNP or through premature disconnects in coordinated cutovers of UNE combinations. 
The percentage of early and late cutovers must be monitored to ensure that CLECs’ customers 
are not disproportionately losing dialtone or having inbound calling blocked. 



7. Mean Jeopardy Interval for Maintenance 

The CLEC needs jeopardy notification if repair commitments are not going to be met. 

8. Call Abandonment Rate 

The Call Abandonment Rate is based on the number of calls received by the call distribution 
system of the ILEC center for the reporting period, regardless whether the call actually is 
transferred to ILEC personnel for processing. In addition, a count is accumulated of all calls that 
are subsequently terminated by the calling party or dropped due to equipment failure before 
transfer to the service agent for processing. 

9. Percent usage accuracy 

The records delivered by the ILEC must simultaneously meet the standards relating to content, 
accuracy and formatting in order to be counted as accurate so that data is usable and end-user 
billing rendered by CLEC is accurate. 

10. Average Time to proof DL 

CLECs must be provided the same opportunity to review directory listing updates to catch any 
errors before publication in white pages directories. 

11. Meantime to notify CLEC/Network Outages 

ILECs must provide the CLECs with timely and detailed information (pertaining to a network 
incident) to afford CLECs the opportunity to make prudent business decisions regarding 
management of their own customer base and networks. 

12. Network Performance Parameters 

The perceived quality of CLEC retail services, particularly when either ILEC services are resold 
or UNE combinations are employed, will be heavily influenced by the underlying quality of the 
ILEC network performance. Customers experience the network quality of the service provider 
each time services are used. This metric, when collected for both the CLEC and ILEC and then 
compared, will help show whether CLEC network performance is at least at parity with ILEC 
network performance. 

13. Element Functional Availability 

As CLECs use individual elements and element combinations to deliver unique services, UNE 
functionality must operate properly to ensure that those elements support quality CLEC retail 
services. This measure monitors individual network elements or element combinations. 



14. Timeliness of Element Performance 

As CLECs use individual elements and element combinations to deliver unique services , it is 
essential that the UNE hctionality operates in a timely manner because of the critical role 
played by such elements in providing quality retail services. 



B. Insufficient Disaggregation or Reporting Dimensions 

LCUG Requirements 
Pre-Ordering 

1. Pre-Order Due Date Reservation (if separate 
transaction from Appointment Scheduling) 
2. Feature Function Availability 
3. Facility Availability (if separate transaction 
fiom Feature/Function Availability) 
4. Qualification of Loops for Advanced 
Digital Services 
5 .  Street Address Validation 
6 .  Service Availability Information (if separate 
transaction from FeaturelFunction Availability) 
7. Appointment Scheduling 
8. Customer Service Records 
9. Telephone Number 
10. Rejected or Failed Queries (regardless of 

Service Order Types 
type) 

New Service Installations 
Service Migrations Without Changes 
Service Migrations With Changes 
Local Number Porting 
Inside Move 
Outside Move 
Records Change 
Feature Changes 
Service Disconnects 
Translation Disconnects 
Standalone Directory Listing @L) 
Standalone Directory Assistance @A) Listing 
Standalone DL & DA Activity 
Service Types 

Resold Residence POTS 
Resold Business POTS 
Resold BRI ISDN 
Resold PRI ISDN 
Resold CentredCentrex-like 
Resold Analog PBX trunks 

BellSouth Offering 

I. BellSouth 's SQM does not provide this 
measure 
2. Provides 
3. Provides for resale 

4. Does not provide 

5 .  Provides 
6. Provides for resale 

7. Provides 
8. Provides 
9. Provides 
IO. Does not provide 

BellSouth provides by dispatch and non- 
dispatch. 

POTS - Residence 
POTS-Business 
ISDNIDoes not disaggregate further 

Centrex 
PBX 



Resold DID Trunks 
Resold Voice-Grade Private Line 
Resold DS 1 Services 
Resold DS3 Services 
Resold >DS3 Services 
Other Resold Services 

UNE Platform (at least DSO loop + local 
switch + transport elements) 
UNE Channelized DS 1 @S 1 loop + 
multiplexing) 
Enhanced Extended Loops (Loop + transport) 

Unbundled or UNE-derived 8 dB Analog 
Loops 
Unbundled or UNE-derived 2-wire Digital 
Loops 
Unbundled or UNE-derived 4-wire Digital 
Loops 
Unbundled or UNE-derived ADSL Loops 
Unbundled or UNE-derived HDSL Loops 
Unbundled or UNE-derived xDSL Loops 
Other Unbundled or UNE-derived Loops 

UNE Analog Switch Port (line side) 
UNE BRI Capable Switch Port (line side) 
UNE DS 1 Switch Port (line side) 
UNE PFU Switch Port (trunk side) 
UNE DID-capable Switch Port (trunk side) 
UNE Message Trunk Port 

UNE Dedicated DSO Transport 
UNE Dedicated DS 1 Transport 
UNE Dedicated DS3 Transport 
Common Transport 

Interconnect Trunks @SOs, DSls and DS3s, 
Two-way Trunking, Inbound Augments, 
separately) 

ILNP 
PNP 
ILNP to LNP Conversions 

DesigdAppears to aggregate other resold 
services here 

Combos (Under development) 

UNE 2 wire loop with INP(Design and Non- 
design) 
UNE 2 wire loop without INP@esign and 
Non-design 
UNE Other with INP@esign and Non-design) 
UNE Other without INP(Design and Non- 
design 
UNE Other (Design and Non-Design) 

Switching (Under development) 

Local Transport (Under Development) 

Local Interconnection Trunks 

Number Portability (Under Development) 
IUnclear qthis includes N P  



I LCUG Reauirements 
Maintenance Query Types 

Create (or confirm logging of) a Maintenance 
Request 
Obtain Status 
Obtain Test Results 
Cancel Request 
Rejected of Failed Queries (regardless of type) 
Clearance Notification 
Closure Notification 

Order Rejection Reason Codes 

Invalid Address 
Address Errors 
End User Name Doesn't Match ILEC Records 
Incorrect Directory Assistance Listinflue 
Date 
Duplicate PON 
Winback (Customer Returned to ILEC) 
ILEC System Problem 
TN Already Disconnected 
Transmission Quality Parameter 

Subscriber Loop Loss 
Signal to Noise Ratio 
Idle Channel Circuit Noise 
Loop-Circuit Balance 
Circuit Notched Noise 
Attenuation Distortion 
Collocation Provisioning Types 

Physical within CO (space available at time of 
request) 
Physical within CO (space created in response 
to request) 
Physical outside of CO (space available at time 
of request) 
Physical outside of CO (space created in 
response to request) 

I Vi*a1 1 Backhauling to neighboring CO 

BellSouth Offering 

CRIS 
DLETH 
DLR 
OSPCM 
LMOS 
LMOSUPD 
MARCH 
PREDICTOR 
SOCS 
LNP 

None 

None 

Physical 

Virtual 



' Access to GR-303 compatible concentration 
equipment (leased UNE alternative) 
Other alternatives to physical 



LCUG Requirements 
Databases and Switch Tables 

E9 1 1/9 1 1 ALI, Selective Router 
MSAG 
LIDB 
OSDA 
DL 
NXX tables at CO for call completion and 
NXX routing 
NXX tables at tandem for call completion and 
NXX routing 
Network Reportable Incidents 

Switching (Locamandem): 
Complete loss of call processing capability 
fiom a switch (hosvremotes) lasting = > 2 
minutes or longer. 
Network Incident (Loss of Dial Tone) affecting 
one thousand access lines. 
Media Interest: Any interruption or outage that 
may cause public or news media attention. 

Transport: 
EQUIPMENT AND/OR FACILITY 
FAILURES 
Local (200 or more working pairs affected, 
causing loss of dial tone) 
Toll/EAS (Isolation of an entire exchange) > 2 
minutes. 
Fiber (Any working fiber providing customer 
service that fails without protection) lasting > 
2 Minutes. 
A transport equipment failure (E.G. DACS) > 
2 minutes. 

BROADBAND 
Frame Relay (A failure of one or more 
channelized T1 carrier systems or two or more 
non-channelized T1 carrier systems. 
ATM (A failure of one OC3 or two DS3s) 
SMDS (A failure of one DS3 or four Tls) 
Packet Switching (Any failure of an access 
module (AM) or resource module (RM) 

BellSouth Offering 
~ 

E91 1 

os 
DA 

None 



NARROWBAND 
5 T1 carrier systems (within a switch) 
Fiber (Any working fiber providing customer 
service that falls without protection) 
Media Interest: Any interruption or outage that 
may cause public or news media attention. 

ss 7: 
Loss of mated pair of STP or SCP > 2 minutes 
Media Interest: Any interruption or outage that 
may cause public or news media attention 

Trun king: 
Loss of intrdinteroffice calling lasting > 2 
minutes. (E.G. Toll and/or EAS) 
Media Interest: Any interruption or outage that 
may cause public or news media attention 

911: 
A central office isolation from the E91 1 
network for = > 2 minutes or longer. 
Loss of 25% or more of the trunking 
capabilities fiom an E91 1 tandem to the PSAPs 
it serves for = > 2 minutes or longer (e.g. 
translations, trunking fiame failure, etc.) 
A PSAP isolation from the E91 1 network for = 
> 2 minutes or longer (e.g. translations, 
trunlung problems, etc.) 
A transport cable failure that isolates a central 
Dffice fiom the E91 1 network; (Local switch 
to the E91 1 tandem) transport cable failure that 
isolates a PSAP from the E91 1 tandem;- A 
xansport cable failure that results in the loss of 
25% or more of the trunks/circuits (aggregate 
kom an E91 1 tandem to the PSAPs served by 
hat Tandem; A transport equipment failure 
hat isolates a central office from the E91 1 
ietwork; A transport equipment failure that 
solates a Public Safety Answering Point 
? S A P )  tandem.; or A transport equipment 
%lure that results in the loss of 25% or more 
If the trunks/ckcuits (aggregate) from an E91 1 
andem to the PSAPs served by that tandem. 
?ederal Government, equipment or facility 
iffecting 5 or more military special 
:ommunication. isolations of FAA location 



or air ground facilities.- State and local 
agencies interruptions seriously affecting 
service to police, fire departments, hospitals, 
press, military, PBS’s 
Trouble Types 

Inside (Central Office) Dispatch - Out of 
Service 
Outside Dispatch - Out of Service 
Inside Dispatch - Degraded Service 
Outside Dispatch - Degraded Service 
No Access or No Trouble Found 
NXXs not loaded properly by ILEC 
NXXs not loaded properly by party other than 
CLEC/ILEC 
All Other Troubles 

“Out of Service’’ means that the customer has 
no dial tone. 
“Dispatch” means that ILEC repair 
personnel must be dispatched to a location 
outside an ILEC building (to customer 
premises or other off-site facirities) to resolve 
the trouble. 
Geographic 

Minimally down to MSA, lower (to CO level) 
if ILEC reports data internally to that level 

Volume 

[nterval affecting volumes should be reported 
separately. See BellSouth interval guide. 

Dispatch and Non-Dispatch 

MSA for certain measures only in Louisiana 
snly, all other by state and region, or region 
snly. 

Less than 10 lines and greater than 10 lines for 
:ertain measures only, e .g  not for FOCs. 



C. Inappropriate formulas and calculations 

In many cases, BellSouth has agreed to measure an area of performance, but has constructed its 
formula in such a way to mask discrimination. Examples include: 

% appointments missed - which only measures the day of the appointment, not the time, 
rendering this a meaningless measurement for cut-overs of UNEs. 

% flow through of orders- which excludes a myriad of orders that BellSouth has failed to design 
to flow through, again rendering this measurement of flow through meaningless, 

Status notice interval measurements such as FOC, rejection, jeopardy, completion notice, etc. for 
which the end time of the calculation formula is not when the CLEC receives the notice (the 
relevant timeframe), but when BellSouth creates the notice andor launches its distribution from 
its originating database. 

D. Lack of Pro-competitive Performance Standards 
(Analogs and benchmarks) 

Among the key issues remaining in this area, BellSouth has not yet provided analogous retail 
data for many key measures such as rejections, FOCs, completion notices, and jeopardies, and 
has ceased to provide retail data for its flow-through measure. 

Additionally, BellSouth and the CLECs have not reached agreement on appropriate analogs or 
benchmarks for UNEs, as well as other areas of measurement. 

E. Insufficient Documentation 

The CLECs and Louisiana PSC staff have been working in the Louisiana workshops to have 
BellSouth clarify and document its performance measurements methodology in its SQM. This 
has resulted in improvements and new versions of its SQM, the most recent being a new version 
of the 09/15/99. The CLECs are still asking for additional clarification and detail via the 
workshops and business to business negotiations, as well as seeking additional clarification and 
details through an independent audit. 
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Background: 
On August 8, 1996, the Federal Communications Commission released its First Report and Order (the 
Order) in CC Docket No. 96-98 (Implementation of the Local Competition Provisions of the 
Telecommunications Act of 1996). The Order establishes regulations to implement the requirements of the 
Telecommunications Act of 1996. Those regulations are intended to enable potential competitive local 
exchange carriers (CLECs) to enter and compete in the local telecommunications markets. One requiremat 
found to be “absolutely necessary” and “essential” to successful entry is that the incumbent local exchange 
carriers (ILECs) provide nondiscriminatory access to their operations support systems (OSSs). Many 
variations of interim OSS GUIs (graphic user interfaces) and electronic gateways have been or are being 
offered by the ILECs. These interim systems have not provided the capabdity for the CLECs to provide the 
Same customer experience for their customers as compared to what the ILECs do for their customers. The 
availability, timeliness and accuracy of information processed by the ILEC for pre-ordering, ordering, 
provisioning, maintenance and repair, unbundled elements, and billing have not, to date, been satisfactory. 
Service delivery problems exist regardless of whether total senice resale (TSR), unbundled elements, or 
interconnection are utdized. Final solutions for application-to-application real time system interfaces are 
elusive because of the complexity, the diversity of committed implementation schedules, and lack of or 
inconsistent use of industry guidelines. 

On February 12, 1997, the Local Competition Users Group (LCUG) issued its “Foundation For Local 
Competition: Operations Support Systems Requirements For Network Platform and Total Services Resale.” 
n e  core principles contained in the document are: Service Parity, Performance Measurement, Electronic 
Interfaces, Systems Integrity, Notification of Change, and Standards Adherence. Each of these is significant 
to ensure CLEC customers can receive at least equal levels of service compared to those the ILEC provides 
to its own customers. 

n e  LCUG group indicated in its Foundation document that is was essential that a plan be developed to 
measure the ILECs performance for all the OSS categories (e.g. pre-ordering, ordering and provisioning, 
maintenance and repair, network performance, unbundled elements, operator services and directory 
assistance, system performance, service center availability and billing). To that end, an LCUG sub  
committee was formed with a charter to address measurements and metrics. The subcommittee jointly 
developed a comprehensive list of potential measurements, which was shared among the team members for 
review. Each committee member researched an assigned measurement group for the purpose of proposing 
consolidation and other modifications. The subcommittee discussed each measurement and considered 
existing regulatory requirements (minimum service standards) as well as good business practices in arriving 
at the recommended measurement and extent of detail to be reported. Service Quality Measurement (SQM) 
benchmark levels of performance were established to provide a nondiscrimination standard in the absence 
of directly comparative ILEC results. Establishing precise benchmark levels was difficult since LECs 
have been reluctant to share actual performance results. The benchmarks, therefore, were based upon best 
of class performance and an assessment of the necessary performance to support a meaningful opportunity 
for CLECs to compete. SQM benchmarks m a y  change if the ILECs share historical and/or self-report 
current results. 

Measurement Plans: 
A measurement plan, capable of monitoring for discriminatory behavior, must incorporate at least the 
following characteristics: 1) it permits direct comparisons of the CLEC and CLEC industry experience to 
that of the ILEC through recognu4 statistical procedures; 2 )  it accounts for potential performance 
variations due to differences in service and activity mix; 3) it measures not only retail services but 
experiences with UNES and OSS interfaces; and 4) it produces results which demonstrate du t  
nondiscriminatory access to OSS functionality is being delivered across all interfaces and a broad range of 
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resold services, unbundled elements and interconnection capabilities. The measures employed must address 
availability, timehess of execution, and accuracy of execution. 

It is essential that the CLECs be able to determine that they are receiving at least equal treatment to that 
ILECs provide to their own retail operations or their local service affiliates. Benchmarks (performance 
standards) that are either negotiated by the CLECs and LLECs, or ordered by Commissions, need to clearly 
demonsbate that new service providers are receiving service on reasonable terms that affords an efficient 
CLEC a meaningful opportunity to compete. 

This document discusses measurements at both a summary level (Executive Overview) and at a level 
suitable for starting the implementation process (Measurement Detail). 
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Business Rules 
Test for Parity and Compliance with the Act: 
Across all reporting dimensions, performance results (mean, proportion, or rate) should be collected for the 
LEC’s retail versus wholesale performance. Using a statistical model acceptable to CLECs, these results 
should be compared to confirm or reject an assumption of parity (in performance results and variance) for 
each dimension.’ These individual parity  comparison^ should result in a monthly determination of the 
ILEC’s compliance with its section 25 1 nondiscrimination obligations. The ILEC’s record of compliance 
over some period of time will be used as one element in making a determination of compliance with section 
27 1 .’ 

ILEC Results Are Not Reported Or Results Are Incomplete: 
The mean, proportion or rate result for CLEC must be compared and a determination made that the 
CLEC result is no worse than the benchmark performance level. The benchmark performance level to 
be used in the comparison is the result produced via special study by an ILEC (as d e s c n i  below) or, 
in the absence of such a study result, either the LCUG default performance benchmarks or other 
applicable state standards as may be determined by the appropriate regulatory agency, 

Benchmarking Study Requirements: 
The ILEC should produce a study supporting a benchmark performance level whenever a reasonable 
ILEC retail analog does not exist. When the ILEC performs a benchmarking study, it must be based 
upon equivalent experiences of that ILEC and conform to the following minimum requirements: (1) a 
benchmark result is provided for each reporting dimension described for the measurement; (2) the 
mean, standard error, and number of sample points are &closed for each benchmark result; (3) the 
study process and benchmark are fully disclosed and independently audited; (4) update to the 
benchmark result will occur whenever changes may reasonably be expected to affect the study results 
and reviewed every six months for changes in the business c b t e  that could sigmfkantly affect the 
benchmark. Unless directly ordered by the appropriate regulatory “mission,  no ILEC benchmark 
should be utilized without the mutual agreement of the CLECs lmpacted by the use of the benchmark. 

Reporting Expectations and Report Format: 
CLEC results for the report month are to be shown in comparison to the ILEC retail result for the same 
period with an inhcation, for each measurement, where the CLEC result is lesser in quality compared to 
the ILEC (based upon the test for parity described in the precedmg). Such detailed results should be 
reported only to the CLEC unless written permission is provided to do otherwise. Furthermore, r e p o h g  
to the individual CLECs should include, for each measure, a representation of the dispersion around the 
average (mean) of the measured results for the reporting period (e.g. percent of 1-4 lines installed in the 1“ 
day, 2d day, 3d day, and > 10 days, etc.) In summary, the ILEC should also report separately on its 
performance for each reporting dimension as provided to: (1) its own retail customers, (2) any of its 
affiliates that provide local service, (3) competing carriers (CLECs) in the aggregate, and (4) the individual 
CLEC receiving the report. The “affiliate” category above includes any ILEC affiliate that purchases local 
service for resale or purchases unbundled network elements from the ILEC. Performance results of the 
ILEC and ILEC affiiates would be provided to CLECs as proprietary information that could be used for 
legitimate business purposes other than marketing-type activities. 

Delivery of Reports and Data: 
Reports should be made available to CLECs preferably by the 5’ day following the close of the 
calendar report month or on an alternative schedule, which may be mutually agreed to between 

’ The details of this statistical model used to accept or reject an assumption of parity are found in LCUG’s 
“Statistical Tests For Local Service Parity vl .O” white paper. ’ The details of the methodology utilized to make a monthly 251 compliance determination as well as the 
requirements for 271 compliance are found m LCUG’s “Local Service Non-Discrimination Compliance 
and Compliance Enforcement vl  .O” white paper. 
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CLECs and the ILEC. If requested by the CLEC, data files of raw data supporting the 
performance reports are to be transmitted by the ILEC to the CLEC on the 5th scheduled business 
day pursuant to mutually acceptable format, protocol and transmission media. Likewise, 
individual CLEC reports should be considered proprietary and competitively sensitive. As such, 
no CLEC should receive information about another CLEC (other than a CLEC affiliate of an 
ILEC). 

Disaggregation: 
Performance measurements reporting should be disaggregated to ensure parity comparisons are 
meaningful. The reporting dimensions in Appendix A provide LCUG’s recommended 
disaggregation level for each Performance Measurement. The appropriate disaggregation across 
all ILECs should be comparable to the requirements in Appendix A. However, LCUG recognizes 
that the ILECs current method of operation may be unique and thus require modifying the 
disaggregation to be ILEC specific. The mutually agreed disaggregation must be consistent with 
the overall requirement of ensuring meaningful parity comparisons that do not obscure actual 
performance result differences. 

Measurement data should be reported in a manner consistent with natural geographic and 
operational areas that allow prudent operational management decisions to be made and that do not 
obscure actual performance levels. Currently, ILECs report at levels as discrete as individual 
exchanges (Central Offices) and as aggregated as the ILEC Region. 

Reporling at too high a level of geographic aggregation, for example, statewide (except for a LEC 
that may serve only a limited portion of a state) or LATA-wide (in states where LATAs 
encompass large geographic areas) can mask underlying dif€erences in performance so as to make 
meaningful parity determinations unldcely. For example, if local competition exists only in one 
metropolitan area of a state, statewide measurement and reporting could obscure that an ILEC is 
providing significantly superior performance to its own metropolitan retail customers because of 
its below-average performance in non-competitive parts of the state, 

Although an ILEC may claim that it cannot disaggregate below statewide/LATA reporting levels, 
it knows its performance in various regions within a state so that it can evaluate its operation and 
performance personnel, and allocation of resources within these smaller geographic units. 

ILECs that currently report (whether externally or internally) performance in geographic units 
smaller than a state or LATA should continue to use those units. For ILECs that have not 
established such subdivisions, MSAs (metropolitan statistical areas) may be an appropriate level 
of geographic disaggregation. 

Further, performance interval results are often affected by the volume of service requested by the 
CLEC. For instance, a request for 30 or more telephone numbers or an order for 100 lines will 
likely lead to a longer performance interval than a request for a single phone number or a single 
line installation. Hence, it is critical that interval-affecting volumes be reported separately to 
accurately depict ILEC performance in handling both the smaller and larger volume requests. The 
volume thresholds should be mutually agreed to by ILECs and CLECs and disaggregated 
sufficiently to allow a meaningful comparison of an ILEC’s retail versus wholesale performance 
(e.g. Mean Completion Interval for 1-10 lines, 10-30 lines and greater than 30 lines). 

Verification and Auditing: 

By request of one or more CLECs, an audit of data collecting, computing and reporting processes-as well 
as related business processes-must be permitted by the ILEC. The ILEC also must permit an individual 
CLEC to audit or examine its own results pursuant to terms no more restrictive than those established 
between the CLEC and the ILEC in their interconnection agreement for the relevant operating area. 
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During implementation of the measurement reporting, the validanon of data collection, measurement result 
computation and report production will be necessary. ‘Ihe ILEC must pennit such validation activities. It 
may not subsequently contend that such activities constitute an audit under the terms of the measurement 
plan or the CLEC’s interconnection agreement. 

Adaptation: 
Technology, market conditions and industry guidelinedstandards continue to evolve. LCUG reserves the 
right to m o w  the content of this document as necessary to reflect such changes. 
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Executive Overview: 

0 

0 

Summarizes the business implications of each measurement function 
Quickly lists each measurement and its reporting dimensions 
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Ordering and Provisioning (OP) 

I 

Order Completion InteWPlS 

0 

0 

.I- 

When the CLEC commits to a due date for service delivery, the customer plans for service availability 
at that time and wdl be dissatisfied if the requested service or feature is not delivered when promised. 
The “average completion interval” metric monitors the time required by the ILEC to deliver integrated 
and operable service components requested by a CLEC, regardless of whether total service resale or 
unbundled network elements are employed 
When the service delivery interval of the ILEC is measured for comparable sewices, then conclusion 
can be drawn regardhg whether or not CLECs have a reasonable oppo~I~&~ to compete for 
customers. 
The “average completion interval” and “percent completed on time” also may prove useful in detecting 
developing network capacity problems. 
The “average offered interval” shows whether the ILEC offers less favorable timeframes for 
completions to CLEO than to itself or affiliates. This measure also can be compared to the “mean 
completion interval” to note dsparities in timefiames CLECs are offered but are later changed by the 

0 

0 

0 

0 Average Completion Interval I ’  company 
0 

0 Average Offered Interval Order Activity Type 
% Orders Completed on Time 

Order Processing Quality 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Customers expect that their service provider will deliver precisely the service ordered and all the 
features specified. 
The “order accuracy” measurement monitors the accuracy of the provisioning work performed by the 
ILEC in response to CLEC orders. 
Measuring the percent of mechanized order flow through is critical to reducing errors and inefficiency 
caused by ILEC rekeying CLEC orders on behalf of customers. 
Measurements of order rejections and resubmissions can higblrght problems with ILEC systems or 

0 

0 % Order Rejections 
0 Average Submissions Per Order 

% Mechanized Order Flow Through 0 InterfaceType 
ServiceType 

0 Order Activity Type 
0 Volume Category 

Ordering and Provisioning (OP) 
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I Order Status I 

When customers call their service provider, they expect to be able to promptly get information 
regarding the progress on their orders. 
When changes must be made, such as to the expected delivery date, customers expect that they will be 
immediately notified so that they may modify their own plans. 
The order status measurements, when compared to the ILEC result, wdl indicate whether the CLEC 
has timely access to all the information needed to no@ its customers promptly when changes and 
rescheduline are reauired. 

0 Reject Interval I 
0 FOCInterval InterfaceType 
0 Jeopardy Interval 

0 OrderActivity 

uncoordinated cutovers of loops with interim or permanent number portability. 
Customers have suffered loss of dialtone due to the early cutover of trunks with interim number 
portability. Late ILW facilities conversions and PNP conversions of translations by ILECs also can 
cause unscheduled disruptions in service. 
The “coordinated cutover“ measurements capture the extent to which CLEC customers face more 0 

0 % Service Loss fiom Late Cuts Order Activi 

mdd Orders I 

I Customers expect that work will be completed when promised. 
There must be assurances that the average period that CLEC orders are held, due to a delayed r comnletion. is no longer for (JLEC than ILEC orders. 

0 Held Order Interval 
0 

0 

% Orders Held 2 90 Days 
% Orders Held 2 15 Days 

Ordering and Provisioning (OP) 
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Maintenance and Repair (MR) 

I Time To Restore I 

Customers expect prompt restoral of service to the normal operating parameters whenever troubles are 
detected. 
The longer the time required to correct a service problem, the greater the customer dissatisfaction 
Failure to provide parity in jeopardy notices regarding maintenance appointments can cause customers 
great inconvenience, particularly for delivery of service through collocations and U N E s  when massive 
coordination of vendors, technicians, translations specialists and other technicians are involved. 

r that cannot at least notify them when a maintenance or trouble 

0 This measurement, when gathered for both the ILEC and CLEC, can establish whether or not CLECs 
are competitively disadvantaged (vis-A-vis the ILEC) as a result of experiencing more frequent 
occurrences of customer troubles not being resolved on the first repair attempt. Differences in this 
measure may indicate that the CLEC is receiving inferior maintenance support in the initial resolution 
of troubles or, in the alternative, it may indicate that the network components supplied are of inferior 

I 0 Repeat Trouble Rate I Company 
ServiceType 
TroubleType 

Maintenance and Repair (MR) 
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Frenuencv of Troubles 

Customers demand high quality service from their supplier, and differentials in supplier performance - -  - 
are quickly recognized throughout the market place. 
When measured for both the ILEC and CLEC and compared, this metric shows whether CLECs are 
competitively disadvantaged, compared to LECs, as a result of experiencing more frequent incidents 
of trouble reports. 
Disparity in this measure may indicate differences in the underlying quality of the network components 
supplied. 

0 Troublekte 
0 % Troubles in 30 Days of New Installations Geographic Scope 

and Other Order Activity ServiceType 
TroubleTvDe 

Estimate I 0 ServiceType 
0 TroubleType 

Maintenance and Repair (MR) 
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General (GE) 

0 This measure monitors whether such OSS functionality is at least as accessible by the CLEC as by the 

I company 
0 BusinessPeriod 

0 

0 

When CLECs experience 0perat i0~1 problems dealing with ILEC processes or interfaces, prompt 
support by the ILEC is required in order to ensure that CLEC customers are not adversely impacted 
Any delay in responding to CLEC center requests for support (e.g., request for a vanity telephone 
number) wdl, in turn, adversely impact the CLEC retail customer who may be holding on-line with the 
CLEC customer service agent. 
This measure monitors whether the ILEC’s handling of support calls from CLECs is at least as 
responsive as the ILEC’s handling of calls from its retail customers seeking assistance (e.g., calling the 
business office of the ILEC or callinn the ILEC to r m r t  service rmair issues). 

0 

Mean Time to Answer ah 

1 delivery intervals, telephone number(s) to be assigned and the validity of the street address 
information while the customer (or potential customer) is on the line. 
It is critical that the CLEC employees be perceived as equally competenf knowledgeable and fast as 

This measure is designed to monitor the time required for CLECs to obtain the pre-ordering 
infomation necessary to establish and mod@ service and maintenance information necessary to 
handle trouble resolution activities. 
Comparison to the ILEC results allow conclusions regarding whether CLECs have an q u a l  
opportunity to deliver a comparable customer service experience when a retail customer c a b  with a 

0 

0 

, ILEC customer service agents. 

0 

General (GE) 
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Billing (sr) 

0 Mean Time to Provide Recorded Usage 
Records I 0 Mean Time to Deliver Invoices 

0 Company 
Type of Record (end user or access) or 
Invoice (resale, UNE or interconnection 

I 0 The accuracy of billing records affects the accuracy of the billing ultimately delivered to local service 
customers, whether retail local service or exchange access service customers. I 0 Billing for the elements fiom which CLEC services are constructed must be validated to assure that 

% Usage Accuracy 
I Company 

T G  of Record (end user or access) or 
Invoice (resale, UNE or interconnection I 

Billing @I) 
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Operator ServicesAIirectory Assistance & Listings (OS, DA & DL) 

or Directory Services on behalf of the CLEC, must be no slower than the speed of &wer that the 
ILEC delivers to its own retail customers of equivalent local services. 
CLECs need adequate time to review the accuracy of directory listings before publication. The 
opportunity to check for errors should be available at parity with that afforded the L E C  or its affiliates 

0 Average Time Provided To Proof Updated Operator Services by Center 
Listings Prior to Publication Directory Service by Center 

Operator ServicedDirectory & Listings (OS, DA and DL) 
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Network Performance (NP) 

Ul$ combinations &e employed, will be heavily influenled by the underlying quality of the i E C  

_ -  
0 Mean time to not@ CLEC of a Network 

Incidentloutage 
Transmission Quality 

Switch 

Geographic Scope 
ReDortable Incident 

a m p a y  

Network Performance (NP) 
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Collocation Provisioning (CP) 

mung on expansions beyond the calling 
afeas of its switches. 
Timely provisioning of collocation arrangements enables CLECs to keep to business plans for entering 0 

0 Mean Time To Provide Collocation 
Arrangement I 0 % Due Dates Missed 

0 CollocationType 
0 Geographic Scope 

Collocation Provisioning (0) 
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Database Updates @U) 

Database Updates @v) 
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Interconnect / Unbundled Elements and Combos (IUE) 

is essential that the UNE functionality operate properly due to the crucial role played bisuch elements 
in providing quality retail services. 

I essential that the UNE functionality operates in a timely manner because of the crucial role played by I 

interconnection/Unbudled Elements and Combos (IUE) 
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Formula Quick Reference Guide 

OP-1 Average Completion 
Interval 

Time 

OP-3 Average Offered Interval 

OP-4 YO Order Accuracy 

OP-5 7'0 Mechanized Order Flow 
Through 

OP-6 YO Orders Rejected 

Average Submissions Per 
Order 

OP-8 Reject Interval 

OP-9 FOC Interval 

OP-10 Jeopardy Interval 

OP-11 Completion Notice Interval 

OP-12 YO CompletiondAttempts 
without Notice o r  with Less 
Than 24 Hours Notice. 

Average Completion Interval = Z [(Completion 
Date & Time) - (Order Submission Date & Time) 1 
/(Count of Orders Completed in Reporting, Period j 
% Orders Completed on Time = (Count of Orders 
Completed within ILEC Committed Due Date) / 
(Count of Orders Completed in Reporting Period) x 
100 
Average Offered Interval = C [(Committed Due Date 
gt Time) - (Date & Time of ReceiDt of valid Service 
Request)]/("ber of Committed'Due Dates) 
% Order Accuracy = (C Orders Completed w/o 
Error)/ (E Orders Completed) x 100 
% Mechanized Order Flow Through = [(Total 
Number of Orders Processed Witbout Manual 
Intervention)/(Total Number of Orders Completed)] 
x 100 
YO Orders Rejected = mumber of Orders Rejected 
Due to Error or OmissionMumber of Orders 
Received by ILEC During Reporting, Period] x IO0 
Average Submissions Per Order = Z[(Number of 
Firm Order Confirmations) + (Number of Rejections 
Issued)/(Number of Firm Order Confirmations 
Reject Interval = C [(Date and Time of Order 
Rejection) - (Date and Time of Order Receipt or 
Achowledgment)]/(Number of Orders Rejected in 
Reporting Period) 
FOC Interval = Z ((Date and Time of Firm Order 
Conhat ion)  - (Date and Time of Order 
Acknowledgment)]/(Number of Orders Confirmed m 
Reporting Period) 
Jeopardy Interval = [(Date and Time of Committed 
Due Date for the Order) - (Date and Time of 
Jeopardy Notice)Y(Number of Orders Jeopardized in 
Reporting Period). For all orders jeopardized on or 
before the scheduled due date. 
Completion Notice Interval = C [(Date and Time of 
Notice of Completion Issued to the CLEC) - (Date 
and Time of Work Completion by ILEC)]/(Number 
of Orders Completed in Reporting Period) 
% CompletiodAttempts without Notice or with 
Less Than 24 Hours Notice = [Completion 
Dispatches (Successfid and Unsuccessful) With No 
FOC or FOC Received Within 24 Hours of Due 

Formula Quick Reference 
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MR-2 

MR-3 

OP-13 

Mean Jeopardy Interval for 
Maintenance and Trouble 
Hand li ng 

Repeat Trouble Rate 

9’0 Jeopardies 

OP-14 Average Coordinated 
Conversion Interval 

OP-15 % Service Loss from Early 
cu ts  

OP-16 Yo Service Loss from Late 
cu ts  

OP-17 Held Order Interval 

OP-18 YO Orders Held 2 90 Days 

OP-19 % Orders Held 2 15 Days 

MR- 1 Mean Time to Restore 

Mn4+---- Trouble Rate 

Reporting Period)/(Number of Orders Confmed in 
Rewrtine Period) - . - - - . . . . - 
Average Coordinated Conversion Interval = C [(Date 
& Time Re-termination is Completed by ILECfL 
Date and Time of Initial Service Interruption 
(disconnect of facilities and translations for customer 
transferring serviceYAl1 Customer Conversions 
CompletedDuring Reporting Period)] x 100 
% Service Loss from Early Cuts = (Customer 
Conversion Where Cutovdr Time is Earlier Than Due 
Date and Timey(Al1 Customer Conversions 
Completed During Reporting Period) x 100 
% Service Loss from Late Cuts = (Customer 
Conversion Where Cutover Time Is More Than 30 
Minutes Past Due Date and Time)/All Customer 
Conversion Completed During Reporting Period) x 
100 
Held Order Interval = C( Reporting Period Close 
Date - Committed Order Due Date) / (Number of 
Orders Pending and Past The Committed Due Date) 
for all orders pending and past the committed due 
date 
% Orders Held 2 90 Days = (# of Orders Held for 2 
90 days) / (Total # of Orders Pending But Not 
Completed) x 100 
% Orders Held 2 15 Days = (# of Orders Held for 2 

- 

- 
15 days) / (Total # of Orders Pending But Not 

Mean Time To Restore = C [(Date and Time of 
Trouble Ticket Resolution Returned to CLEC)-@ate 
and Time Trouble Ticket Referred to ILEC)] / (Count 
of Trouble Tickets Resolved in Reporting Period) 
Mean Jeopardy Interval for Maintenance and Trouble 
Handling = C [(Date and Time of Committed Due 
Date for Maintenance or Trouble Handling ) - (Date 
and Time of Jeopardy Notice)]/(Number of 
Maintenance or Trouble Handling Appointments 
Jeopardized in Reporting Period) 
Repeat Trouble Rate = (Count of Trouble Reports 
Where More Than One Trouble Report Was Logged 
for the Same Service Access Line Within a 
Continuous 30 Day Period) / (Number of Reports in 
the Report Period) x 100 
Trouble Rate = (Count of Initial & Repeated Trouble 
Reports in the Current Period) (Number of Service 
Access Line in Service at End of the Report Period) x 
100 

L1 Formula Quick Reference 
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of Install and Other Orde 

Resolved Within Estimate 

I GE1 YO System Availability 

GE-2 Mean Time to Answer Calls 

GE-3 Call Abandonment Rate 

GE-4 Average Response Interval 

I B1-l 

Mean Time to Provide 
Recorded Usage Records 

Mean Time to Deliver 
Invoices 

BI-2 

BI-3 O h  Invoice Accuracy 

% Usage Accuracy I 
OS/DA-1 Mean Time To Answer I 

% Troubles Within 30 Days of Install and Other 
Order Activity = (Total Number of Trouble Tickets 
Associated With Lines That Had Service Order 
Activity Within 30 Days of the Trouble 
Report)/(Total Number of Orders Completed in the 
Report Period 
% Customer Troubles Resolved Within Estimate = 
(Count of Customer Troubles Resolved By The 
Quoted Resolution Time and Date) / (Count of 
Customer Troubles Tickets Closed) x 100 

% System Availability = [(Hours Functionality is 
Available to CLECs During Report Period) / 
(Number of Hours Functionality was Scheduled to be 
Available During the Period)] x 100 
Mean Time to Answer Calls = C [(Date and Time of 
Call Answer) - (Date and Time of Call 
Receipt)]/(Totai Calls Answered by Center) 
Call Abandonment Rate = (Count of Calls 
Terminated Before Answer During the Reporting 
Period)/(Count of All Calls Placed in Queue During 
the Rewrtine Period) 
Average Response Interval = C [ (Query k & p o G  
Date & Time) - (Query Submission Date & Time) ] 

Mean Time to Provide Recorded Usage Records = 
{Z[@ata Set Transmission D a t e m a t e  of Message 
Recording)]}/(Count of All Messages Transmitted in - 
Reporting Period) 
Mean Time to Deliver Invoices = Z[(Invoice 
Transmission Date)-@ate of Scheduled Bill Cycle 
Close)J/(Count of Invoices Transmitted in Reporting 
Period) 
% Invoice Accuracy = [(Number of Invoices 
Delivered in the Reporting Period that Have 
Complete Information, Reflect Accurate 
Calculations and are Properly Formatted) / Total 
Number of Invoices Issued in the Reporting Period)] 
x 100 
% Usage Accuracy = [(Number of Usage Records 
Delivered in the Reporting Period That Reflected 
Complete Information Content and Proper 
Formatting) / (Total Number of Usage Records 
TransmittedM x 100 

Mean Time To Answer = C [(Date and Time of Call 
Answer) - (Date and Time of Call Receipt)]/(Total 
Calls Answered on Behalf of CLEO in Reporting 

Formula Quick Reference 
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DL- 1 

INp-I 

I cp-l 

I 
lcpl 

lDUl 
- 

IUE-1 

Average Time Allotted To 
Proof Listing Updates 
Before Publication 

VO Call Completion 

~~~~~ 

Meantime To Notify CLEC 

Network Performance 
Parameters 

Meantime To Respond To 
Collocation Request 

Meantime To Provide 
Collocation Arrangement 

YO Due Dates Missed 

Average Update Interval 

VO Update Accuracy 

Function Availability 

Formula Quick Reference 
LCUG's Service Quality Measurements v7.0 

ck Reference 

Average Time Allotted To Proof Listing Updates 
Before Publication = Z[(Date & Time of Directory 
Publication Deadline) - (Date and Time Updates 
Available for Proofing)]/ Number of Updates Sent 

attempts during busy hour)/(Total number of call 
attempts during busy hour)] x 100. 
(inbound and outbound call attempts would be 
measured separately) 

Meantime To Notify CLEC = E[(Date and Time 
ILEC Notified CLEC) - (Date and Time LLEC 
detected network incident)j/Count of Network 
Incidents 
Network Performance Parameters = Z(Network 
Performance Parameter Result)/(Number of Tests 

Meantime To Respond To Collocation = C. [(Request 
Response Date) - Request Submission Date)]/Count 
of Request Responses Issued 
Meantime To Provide Collocation Arrangement 
Request = E [@ate & Time Collocation 
Arrangement is Compete) - (Date & Time 
Collocation application submitted)l/Number of 
Collocation Arrangements Complete 
% Due Dates Missed = Mumber of Orders Not 
Completed By ILEC Com"tted Due Date)fI'otal 
Number of Orders Completed During the Reporting 

h Average Update Interval = E [(Completion Date & 

Time of Database Update) - (Submission Date and 
Time of Database Change)l~T'otal Number of 
Updates Completed Du&h Reporting Period 
% Update Accuracy = lNumber of UDdates - -  
Completed Without ErrorYMumber bda te s  

Functionality is Useable''by a CLEC in a Specified 
Periody(Tota1 Time2 Functionality Was Intended to 
Be Useable) 

Notes: 
1. These measures may also be expressed m the negative, that is, 
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Formula Quick Reference 

Performance 

Formula Quick Reference 
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Measurement Detail 

Measurement Detail: 

0 Highlights the business implications of each measurement function 
0 Details the measurement methodology, analogous retail hc t ions ,  reporting 

dimensions, and objective performance standard in the absence of ILEC retail 
performance results 

Measurement Detail 
LCUG’s Service Quality Measurements v7.0 
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Measurement Detail 

Pre-Ordering (PO) 

The content of this section has been moved to the “General” section. 

Ordering and Provisioning (OP) 

Order Completion Intervals 
In order to be successful in the marketplace, CLECs must be capable of delivering 
service in time W e s  equal to or better than the ILEC delivers for comparable 
service configurations and activities. Likewise, CLECs’ customers will be 
dissatisfied if requested services or features are not delivered when promised. The 
“average completion interval” measure monitors the time required by the ILEC to 
deliver integrated and operable service components requested by the CLEC, 
regardless of whether service resale, unbundled network elements or interconnection 
service delivery methods are employed. When the service delivery interval of the 
LEC is measured for comparable services, a conclusion can be drawn regarding 
whether or not CLECs have a reasonable opportunity to compete for customers. 
Timely provisioning of interconnect trunks and inbound augments by the ILEC can 
prevent customer harm from call blocking before the problem occurs. 

The “orders completed on time” measure monitors the reliability of ILEC 
commitments with respect to committed due dates to assure that CLECs can reliably 
quote expected due dates to their retail customers. In addition, when monitored over 
time, the “average completion interval” and “percent completed on time” may prove 
useful in detecting developing capacity issues. The “average offered interval” 
indicates whether both ILEC and CLEC have the same scheduling opportunities for 
service delivery. The measure also shows non-parity if the ILEC’s offered intervals 
match more closely the completion intervals for its customers than do the ILEC’s 
offered and completion intervals for CLEC customers. CLECs need to honor their 
offered intervals to retain customers. 

Timely delivery of interconnect trunks and augments based on CLEC traffic 
projections rather than current utilization is a significant capacity parity issue. 
Because of the ILEC’s more extensive network and greater use of DEOTs (direct end 
office trunks), ILECs typically do not need to augment their own trunks until 
utilization reaches 85%. A CLEC, however, is very likely to see its 5007’0 utilization 
rate jump to l o ? ?  with the addition of one or two large customers. An ILEC should 
not deny the CLEC’s request for inbound interconnect trunk augments when the 
CLEC’s current utilization level does not match the percentage level at which the 
ILEC augments its own trunks. The ILEC’s network should meet the CLEC’s 
forecasted or otherwise formally communicated business needs for augment trunks 
and DS3 trunks (which must be in place before local tandem trunks and DEOT orders 
are placed. 

Average Completion Interval = 2 I (Completion Date & Time) - (Order 
Submission Date & Time)]/(Count of Orders Completed in Reporting Period) 

9” Orders Completed on Time = (Count of Orders Completed within ILEC 
Committed Due Date) / (Count of Orders Completed in Reporting Period) I( 100 

Ordering and Provisioning (OP) 
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Measurement Detail 

Average Offered Interval = [(Date & Time Due Date) - (Date &Time of Receipt 
of Service Request)J/(Number of Committed Due Dates) 

For CLEC Results: The actual completion interval is determined for each order 
processed during the reporting period. The completion interval is the elapsed time 
from the ILEC receipt of a syntactically correct order fiom the CLEC to the ILEC’s 
return of a valid completion notification to the CLEC. Elapsed time for each order is 
accumulated for each reporting dimension (see below). The accumulated time for 
each reporting dimension then is divided by the associated total number of orders 
completed within the reporting period. 

The percentage of orders completed on time is determined by first counting, for each 
specified reporting dimension, both the total numben of orders completed within the 
reporting interval and the number of orders completed by the committed due date (as 
specified on the initial FOC returned to the CLEC). For each reporting dimension, 
the resulting count of orders completed no later than the committed due date is 
divided by the total number of orders completed with the resulting fraction expressed 
as a percentage. 

Although CLEC forecasts are not technically “orders”, the CLEC forecast provides 
the ILEC with the information it needs to be able to augment its inbound tnds (and 
other ILEC trunks needed for efficient interconnection) in a timely manner to handle 
the forecasted CLEC calling volume. To calculate ILEC trunk augments as a 
percentage of “orders” completed on time, the due date is the date on which the 
additional trunk is needed by the CLEC, as stated in the forecast. The total number of 
ILEC augments completed no later than the due date is divided by the total number of 
ILEC augments completed in the reporting period. The resulting fraction is expressed 
as a percentage. 

The offered interval is the due date that an ILEC provides the CLEC on a firm order 
confirmation (i.e. the earliest date on whch the CLEC’s customer can obtain service 
without paying for an escalation). 

For ILEC Results: Same as for CLEC with the clanfications noted below. 

Other Clarifications and Qualification: 

0 The elapsed time for an ILEC order is measured from the point in time 
when the JLEC customer service agent enters the order into the ILEC order 
processing system until the date and time that the ILEC personnel log actual 
completion of all work necessary to permit senice initiation, whether or not 
the ILEC initiates customer billing at that point in time. 
Results for the CLECs are captured and retained at the order level (e.g., 
unique PON). 
The Completion Date and Time is the date upon which the ILEC issues the 
Order Completion Notice to the CLEC. 
If the CLEC initiates a supplement to the originally submitted order and the 
supplement reflects changes in customer requirements (rather than 
responding to ILEC initiated changes), then the ordn submission date and 
time will be the date and time of the ILEC receipt of a syntactically correct 
order supplement. 
No other supplemental order activities wdl result in an update to the order 
submission date and time used for the purposes of computing the order 
completion interval. 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Ordering and Provisioning (OP) 
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0 See “Order Status” measurement detail for a discussion of ILEC analogs, 
receipt of a syntactically correct order and return of a valid completion 
notice. 
Elapsed time is measured in hours and hundredths of hours rounded to the 
nearest hundredth of an hour. 
The accumulation of elapsed time continues through off-schedule, 
weekends and holidays. 

0 

0 

B Company 
D Service (See Appendix A) 
D Activity (See Appendix A) 
D Geographic Scope 

Report Month 
CLEC Order Number 
Order Submission Date 
Order Submission Time 
Order Completion Date 
Order Completion Time 
Service Type 
Activity Type 
Geographic Scope 

Canceled orders 
0 

0 

ILEC Orders associated with internal or 
administrative use of local services 
Orders where CLEC has selected a longer 
due date than requested. 

Report Month 
Average Order Completion Interval 
Standard Error for the Order Completion 
Interval 
Count of Orders Completed 
Count of Orders Completed by the Due Date 
Average Offered Interval 
Service Type 
Activity Type 
Geographic Scope 
Volume Category 

If the ILEC does not deliver direct comparative results or the ILEC has not produced 
benchmark levels based upon a verifiable study of its own operation as agreed to with 
the CLEC, then result(s) related to the CLEC operation should be provided according 
to the following levels of performance in order to provide the CLEC with a 
meaningful opportunity to compete: 
0 Unless otherwise noted, the order completion interval for installations that do 

not require a premise visit and do not require anything beyond s o h a r e  updates 
is 1 business day. 
Unless otherwise noted, the order completion intervals for installations that 
involve a premise visit or physical work is three business days. 

0 

0 Installation Interval Exceptions: 
0 UNE Platform (at least DSO loop t local switching + common transport 

elements) installation interval is 1 business day whether or not premise 
work is required. 
The installation interval for unbundled loops is always 1 business day. 
UNE Charmellzed DSl @SI unbundled loop t multiplexing) 
installation interval is within 2 business days. 
Unbundled Switching Element installation interval is within 2 business 
days 
DSO/DSl Dedicated Transport installation interval is within 3 business 
days (See Network Performance measurement detail for related 
standards on interconnect trunks and augment inbound trunk 
provisioning thresholds) 
The installation interval for All Other Dedicated Transport is within 5 
business days. 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Ordering and Provisioning (OP) 
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Interconnect Augment Trunks: ILECs must meet relevant tanf€, service level 
agreement or contract intervals for T- 1 s/DSOs and DS 1 provisioning 98% of the time 

Although CLECs do not order them per se, ILECs must also provide inbound trunk 
augments in line with CLEC capacity projections. CLECs require these augments at 
utilization thresholds that are lower than the ILEC’s own thresholds to reflect the 
Merences in network size and the impact of growth in CLEC customer numbers on 
inbound as well as outbound capacity needs. The threshold below for augment trunk 
provisioning will afford CLECs a reasonable opportUnity to compete. Individual 
CLECs may agree to Merent  thresholds in negotiation with ILECs on inbound trunk 

Order completion interval for all disconnection orders is 1 business day. 

DEOTS REPRESENT LESS THAN 50% OF COMBINED INBOUND/ 
OUTBOUND CAPACITY - augment t n d c  orders must be provided when 
utilization reaches 60% on the Erlang-B.01 scale. 

DEOTS REPRESENT MORE THAN 50% OF TOTAL CAPACITY - augment 
trunk orders may be placed when utilization is at 15% on the Erlang-B.01 scale. 

Order Processing Quality 
Customers expect that their service provider will deliver precisely the service ordered 
and all the features specified. A service provider that is unreliable in fulfilling orders, 
will not only generate ill-will with customers when errors are made, but wil l  also 
incur higher costs to rework orders and to process customer complaints. This 
measurement monitors the accuracy of the provisioning work performed by the ILEC, 
in response to CLEC orders. When the ILEC provides the comparable measure for its 
o m  operation, it is possible to know if provisioning work performed for CLEO is at 
least as accurate as that performed by the JLEC for its own retail local service 
operations. 

Many of the order transactions between JLEC and CLEC are designed to be entirely 
automated. For these transactions, any “fall out” from the mechanized process will 
result in a higher likelihood of delay or inaccurate processing. The availability of flow 
through order entry without manual intervention on the ILEC’s part decreases the 
occu~~ence of rekeying errors and makes the CLEC more accountable for its order 
quality. Measurements are needed (1) to monitor the extent to which human 
intervention is required for CLEC automated order transactions and (2) to compare 
the results to ILEC order processing flow through. CLECs must be assured that their 
orders have the same opportunity as the ILEC’s orders for timely and accurate 
processing. 

Sometimes CLECs receive order rejections and must resubmit orders for failures on 
the part of the ILECs’ systems or lack of notice or training on changed formats and 
processes for order entry. Sometimes o rdm are rejected with no explanation or 
delayed for invalid queries by the ILECs. Often ILEC electronic editing systems 
reject an order one e m r  at a time, rather than capture all the issues with the order on 
one submission. These rejections and resubmissions not only are burdensome to 
CLECs but delay service delivery to the customer. 

Ordering and Provisioning (OP) 
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% Order Accuracy = (c Orders Completed wlo Error) I @Orders Completed ) x 
100 

% Mechanized Order Flow Through = [(Total Number of Orders Processed 
Without Manual Intervention)/(TotaI Number of Orders Completed)] x 100 

% Orders Rejected =[ Number of Orders Rejected Due to Error or 
OmissiodNumber of Orders Received by ILEC During Reporting Period] s 100 

Average Submissions Per Order = ZI(Number of Firm Order Confirmations) + 
(Number of Rejections Issued)/(Number of Firm Order Confirmations 

For CLEC Results: 

Order Accuracy: 

For each order completed during the reporting period, the original account profile and 
the order that the CLEC sent to the ILEC are compared to the services and features 
reflected upon the account profile as it existed following completion of the order by 
the ILEC. An order is “completed without error” if all service attribute and account 
detail changes (as determined by comparing the original and the post order 
completion account profile) completely and accurately reflect the activity specified on 
the original and any supplemental CLEC orders. “Total number of orders completed” 
refers to the total numb of order completion notices sent to the CLEC by the ILEC 
for each reporting dimension identified below. 

% Mechanized Order Flow Through: 

“Percentage Mechanized Order Flow Through” identifies the total orders processed 
from acceptance of the ILEC gateway to the ILEC service order processor and other 
legacy systems without manual intervention. For each type of order, the count 
includes orders that arrive at the destination work group(s) without human 
intervention from initial order creation by the customer contact agent until the time 
the order is delivered to the appropriate work group responsible for physical work. 
The resulting count is divided by the total number of orders (of the same ty-pe) that 
were processed during the reporting period with the result expressed as a percentage. 

Y. Orders Rejected: 

The percentage of orders rejected is the count of (1) order submissions where the 
ILEC returns a notice of a syntax rejection to the CLEC and (2) order submissions 
where the ILEC returns a notice that the CLEC order was rejected by legacy system 
edits. The resulting combined count of rejections is divided by the count of orders 
submitted (For ED1 interfaces, the orders submitted would be the combined count of 
positive and negative 997 messages issued upon receipt of the CLEC order.) 

AveraRe Number of Submissions Per Order: 

The “average number of submissions per order” is derived by adding the u u m k  of 
Firm Order Confirmations sent to the CLEC during the reporting period and the 
number of rejects issued to the CLEC during the reporting period. This sum is then 
divided by the number of Firm Order Confirmations to determine the average number 
of submissions per order for the CLEC. 

For ILEC Results: Same computation as for the CLEC with the clarifications noted 
below. 

Other Clarifications and QuaUGcation: 
i o m g  (OP) 
ality M-~~&nts - If the CLEC initiates any supplements to the originally 

submitted order, for the purposes of reflecting changes in customer 
requirements, then the cumulative effect of the initial order and all the 
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Measurement Detail 

0 Company 
0 Interface Type 

e 

0 Volume Category 

Service Type (See Appendix A) 
Order Activity (See Appendix A) 

0 

0 

0 

e 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

e 

0 

Report Month 
Count of Orders Completed Without Manual 
Intervention 
Count of Firm Order Confirmations 
Count of Syntax Rejects 
Count of Legacy System Rejects 
Count of Orders Submitted 
Interface Type 
Order Activity Type 
Original order date for rejected orders 
Rejedon Notice Date and Time 
Service Type 
Volume Category 
Manual Fallout (for Mechanized Orders Only) 

m 
m 

0 

Orders canceled by the CLEC 
Order Activities of the ILEC associated with 
internal or administrative use of local services. 
For resubmissions impact on due date measure, 
ILEC would not have to comply if tying final 
accepted order to original order is technically 
infeasible (But feasibility issue will be revised 
as systems are upgraded.) 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Report Month 
Count Orders Completed Without Manual 
Intervention 
Count of Order C o n h a t i o n s  
Count of Syntax Rejects 
Count of Legacy System Reject 
Count of Orders Submitted 
Interface Type 
Order Activity 
Service Type 
Volume Category 

mparative results or the ILEC has not produced 
able study of its own operation as agreed to with 
e CLEC operation should be provided according 

to the following levels of performance in order to provide the CLEC with a 
meaningful opportunity to compete. 

0 

Completed CLEC orders, by reporting dimension, are accurate no less than 99% 

Mechanized flow through of orders occurs at least 98% of the time. 

- 
Order Status 
When customers call their service providers, they expect prompt answers regarding 
the progess on their orders. Likewise, when changes must be made, such as to the 
expected delivery date, customers expect that they will be immediately notified so 
that they may modify their own plans. A service provider that cannot W i l l  such 
expectations will generate customer dissatisfaction. Lengthy delays in exchange of 
status information will result in the delay of other customer affecting activities. For 
example, inside wiring activity often is initiated after the firm order confirmation is 
returned, and customer billing must await CLEC receipt of the order completion 
notice. The order status measurements monitor, when compared to the ILEC result, 
whether the CLEC has timely access to order progress information so that the 
customer may be updated or notified promptly when changes and rescheduling are 
necessary. 

I 
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Measurement Detail 

The ‘‘?A jeopardies returned” measure for the CLEC, when reported in comparison to 
the ILEC result, will gauge whether initial commitments to the CLEC for order 
processing are at least as reliable as the commitments the ILEC makes for its own 
operations. 

CLECs also need adequate notice of order completion activities. They can be made 
to look disorganized by ILECs providing service without such advance notice: 
Customers and CLECs may even be unable to schedule necessary vendors on the 
scene to complete the installation, resulting in ILEC technicians being turned away 
and customer frustration with the CLEC. An ILEC could cause a great deal of harm 
to the CLEC competitively, yet look like it is providing parity or above parity service 
by the results other provisioning measures. A measurement capturing any non-parity 
in the occurrence of surprise or short-notice service deliveries also is critical to 
affording CLECs a reasonable opportunity to compete. 
Order status intervals measure the elapsed time necessary to provide a notice to the 
CLEC that specific events have occurred or particular conditions have been 
encountered when processing an order. Order status includes notification of order 
reiection due to violation of order content or syntax requirements, confirmation of 
order acceptance, jeopardy of an order due to the inability to complete work as 
originally committed and work comdetion notification. The interval associated with 
each of these four preceding major categories of status must be separately monitored 
and reported. 

Reject Interval = C((Date and Time of Order Rejection) - (Date and Time of 
Order Receipt or Acknowledgment)]/(Number of Orders Rejected in Reporting 
Period) 

Reiect Interval (syntax) is the elapsed time between the ILEC receipt of an order 
&om the CLEC to the ILEC return of a notice of a syntax rejection to the CLEC. The 
time measurement starts when the ILEC receives the order from the CLEC. The time 
measurement stops when the ILEC returns a rejection notice to the CLEC. The 
elapsed time is accumulated by order type with the resulting accumulated time then 
divided by the count of rejected orders associated with the particular order type. 

Reiect Interval (legacy system) is the elapsed time between the ILEC’s 
acknowledgement /acceptance of an order from the CLEC to the ILEC’s return of a 
rejection notice to the CLEC. The time measurement starts when the ILEC accepts 01 
acknowledges the order from the CLEC as syntactically correct. The time 
measurement stops when the ILEC returns a rejection notice to the CLEC. The 
elapsed time is accumulated by order type with the resulting accumulated time then 
divided by the count of rejected orders associated with the particular service and orde 
type. 

FOC Interval = C.[@ate and Time of Firm Order Confirmation) - (Date and 
Time of Order Acknowledgment)]/(Number of Orden Confirmed in Reporting 
Period) 

Interval for Return of a Firm Order Confirmation (FOC Interval) is the elapsed time 
between the ILEC acceptance of a syntactically correct order and the return of a 
confirmation to the CLEC that the order will be worked as submitted or worked with 
the modifications specified on the conha t ion .  The time measurement starts when 
the ILEC accepts (acknowledges) the order from the CLEC. The time measurement 
stops when the ILEC retums a valid firm order confirmation to the CLEC. The 
elapsed time is accumulated by order type with the resulting accumulated time then 
divided by the count of orders associated with the particular order type. 

Ordering and Provisioning (OP) 
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Measurement Detail - 

Jeopardy Interval = C[@ate and Time of Committed Due Date for the Order) - 
(Date and Time of Jeopardy Notice)]/(Number of Orders Jeopardized in 
Reporting Period). For all orders jeopardized on or before the scheduled due 
date. 

Jeopardy Interval is the remaining time between the pre-existing committed order 
completion date and time (communicated via the FOC) and the date and time the 
ILEC issues a notice to the CLEC indicating an order is in jeopardy of missing the 
due date. The scheduled order completion time wi l l  be assumed to be 500 p.m. local 
time unless other information is communicated in the FOC. The date and time of the 
jeopardy notice delivered by the ILEC is subtracted h m  the scheduled completion 
date to establish the jeopardy interval for any order placed in jeopardy before its 
scheduled due date. The jeopardy interval is accumulated by standard order activity 
with the resulting accumulated time then divided by the count of orders placed in 
jeopardy before the due date for each order activity. 

Completion Interval = C[@ate and Time of Notice of Completion Issued to the 
CLEO - @ate and Time of Work Completion by ILEC)]/(Number of Orders 
Completed in Reporting Period) 

Completion Notice Interval is the elapsed time between the ILEC technician’s 
reported completion of physical work and the issuance of a valid completion notice to 
the CLEC. Where physical work is not required, such as in the case of software-only 
changes, the elapsed time will be measured beginning at 900 p.m. local time of the 
date for the committed completion and will end when the ILEC returns a valid 
completion notice to the CLEC. If a valid completion notice is returned before 5:OO 
p.m. on the committed completion date and no physical work is involved, then the 
elapsed time will be recorded as 1/10 hour. The elapsed time is accumulated by order 
type with the resulting accumulatcd.&me then divided by the count of completion 
notices returned for each service and order type. 

7” Completions or Attempts without Notice or with Less Than 24 Hours Notice. 
= [Completion Dispatches (Successful and Unsuccessful) With No FOC or FOC 
Received Within 24 Hours of Due Date/All Completions 1 I 100 

Completion and Completion Attempts include any delivery of service (successful or 
not successful) for which the CLEC did not receive sufficient prior noMication. 

For ILEC Results: The ILEC reports completions for which ILEC technicians 
delivered service to customers without giving sufficient advance notice to customers, 
sales or to internal account team to arrange for appropriate vendors to be on hand. 
Calculation of insufficient notice is similar to CLEC calculation (none or less than 24 
hours). Similar surprise service deliveries are calculated for ILEC affiliate’s account 
representatives. 

For CLEC Results: Calculation would exclude any successll or unsuccessful 
service delivery that CLEC was informed of at least 24 hours in advance. ILEC may 
also exclude fiom calculation deliveries on less than 24 hours’ notice that CLEC 
requested. 

Vi Jeopardies = (Number of Orders Jeopardized in Reporting Period)/(Number 
of Orders Confirmed in Reporting Period) 

% Jeopardies is the percentage of total orders processed for which the ILEC notifies 
the CLEC that the work d not be completed as committed on the original FOC. 

Ordering and Provisioning (OP) 
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The measurement result is derived by dividing the count of jeopardy notices the ILEC 
issues to the CLEC by the count of FOCs returned by the ILEC during the identical 
period. Both the ‘Wumber of Orders Jeopardized in Reporting Period” and ”Number 
of Orders Confirmed in Reporting Period“ are utilized in other status measurement 
computations and have identical meaning and derivation for this measurement, 

For ILEC Results: Same computation as the CLEC with the clarifications outlined 
below. 

Other Clarifications and Qualification: 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

When the ILEC processes orders for a CLEC via different interfaces (e.g., ASR 
and EDI) then the preceding measurement must be computed for each interface 
arrangement. 
All intervals are measured in hours and hundredths of hours rounded to the 
nearest hundredth. 
Because this should be a highly automated process, the accumulation of elapsed 
time continues through off-schedule, weekends and holidays. 
“Syntactically correct” means all fields required to process an order are populated 
and reflect the correct format as agreed and documented in the current interface 
specifications. 
The ILEC service agent’s attempt to submit an order for processing by the ILEC 
OSS is considered equivalent to the ILEC acknowledgment of the CLEC’s order. 
The ILEC OSS return of any indication to the senice agent that an order cannot 
be processed as submitted is considered equivalent to the ILEC return of a 
rejection notice to the CLEC. 
Return of any information (e.g., order recapitulation) to the ILEC customer 
service agent that indicates no errors are evident or that an order can be 
processed, is the equivalent of the ILEC retun of a FOC to the CLEC. 
Logging of information in the ILEC OSS, whether manual or automatic, that 
indicates an order may not be completed by the existing due date, is equivalent 01 
the r e m  of a jeopardy notice to the CLEC regardless of whether or not the 
ILEC takes action based upon such information. 
Automatic logging of work completion and manual logging of work completion, 
whether input directly to the ILEC OSS or into an intermediate storage devise, is 

I considered the equivalent of the return of a comoletion notice to the CLEC. 

0 

0 Company 
0 InterfaceType 
0 

0 GeographicScope 

Standard Order Activities (See Appendix A) 

Service Type (See Appendix A) 

Rejection Interval - None 
Jeopardy Interval - None 
Firm Order Confirmation Interval - None 
Completion Notification Interval - None 
% Jeopardies - None 
Completions or Attempts Without Notice or 
With less than 24-hours’ notice delivery that 
the CLEC specilically requested. 
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Measurement Detail 

0 

0 

0 

0 

e 

Report Month 
Interface Type 
Service Type 
CLEC Order Number 
Order Submission Date 
Order Submission Time 
Status Type (Rejection, FOC, Jeopardy Type, 
Completion Notice) 
Status Notice Date 
Status Notice Time 
Standard Order Activity 
Order Due Date 

Report Month 
Interface Type 
Service Type 
Status Type (Rejection, FOC, Jeopardy Type, 
Completion Notice) 
Average Status interval 
Standard error of status interval 
Number of Orders Reflected In Result 
Standard Order Activity 
Number of Statuses Provided 

If the ILEC does not deliver direct comparative results or the ILEC has not produced 
benchmark levels based upon a verifiable study of its own operation as agreed to with 
the CLEC, then result@) related to the CLEC operation should be provided according 
to the following levels of performance in order to provide the CLEC with a 
meaningful opportunity to compete: 

0 

no less than 97% of Rejects in any category for a reporting period are returned 
within 15 seconds 
all Firm Order Confirmations are returned within 4 hours 
no less than 97% of order completions in any category are returned within 30 
minutes of work completion 
99.9% of completion and completion attempts should receive more than 24 hours 
notice. 
no less than 97% of Jeopardies for any category are returned to the CLEC a 
minimum of 2 business days in advance of the due date indicated on the most 
recent FOC 
no more than 5% of the total number of orders should result in a Jeopardy in any 0 

Coordinated Cutovers 
1 Customers must not be subjected to unscheduled service disruptions because of 

lengthy or uncoordinated cutovers of loops with interim or permanent number 
portability or the provision of any other UNEs that require disconnection and 
reconnection of a customer. 

I 

Customers may suffer loss of dialtone due to early cutovers (ILEC takes down loop 
before scheduled date for CLEC loop to be ready) in cases where interim number 
portability is involved. With Permanent Number Portability (PNP), customers may 
not receive inbound calls if the ILEC ( I )  does not provide timely disconnection of the 
ILEC’s old translations for routing the number or (2) does not employ or prematurely 
takes down the 1 Odigit trigger designed to ensure proper muting during the 
transition. Service may also be disrupted in conversions from ILNP-to-PNP or 
through premature disconnects in coordinated cutovers of UNE combinations. The 
percentage of early and late cutovers must be monitored to ensure that CLECs’ 
customers are not disproportionately losing dialtone or having inbound calling 
blocked. 

Ordering and Provisioning (OP) 
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Measurement Detail 

Company 
Type of Loop or UNE Combination Cutover 
and Type of NP involved (i.e. LNP, PNP or 
ILNP-to-PNP conversion). See also Service 
Type (Appendix A) 
Order Activity 
Geography 
Volume Category 

Ordering and Provisioning (OP) 
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Measurement Detail 

0 ReportMonth 
0 ServiceType 
0 Order Activity 
0 Committed Due Date and Time @om Firm 

Order Confirmation) 
0 Completion Date and Time 
0 Geographic Scope 
0 Volume Category 

I 0 ReportMonth 
0 Number of Early Conversions 
0 

0 Total Number of Conversions 
0 Average Conversion Interval 
0 

0 GeographicScope 
0 Volumecategory 

Number of Conversions >30 Minutes Late 
I 

Standard Error of Conversion Interval 

I 

If the ILEC does not deliver direct comparative results or the LLEC has not produced 
benchmark levels based upon a verifiable study of its own operation as agreed to with 
the CLEC, then result(s) related to the CLEC operation should be provided according 
to the following levels of performance in order to provide the CLEC with a 
meaningfbl opportunity to compete: 

98% of coordinated cutovers have ILEC and CLEC work completed within 5 
minutes of one another and 100% within 15 minutes. 
98% of unscheduled disruptions causing loss of dialtone or inbound call 
blocking should be corrected in 1 hour and 100% within 2 hours. 

Held Orders 
Customers expect that work will be completed when promised. Therefore, when 
delays occur in completing CLEC orders, such delays must be no longer than the 
average period of time the ILEC's own customer orders are held. 

Held Order Interval = Reporting Period Close Date - Committed Order Due 
Date) / (Number of Orders Pending and Past The Committed Due Date) for all 
orders pending and past the committed due date 

For CLEC Results: This metric is computed at the close of each report period. The 
held order interval is established by first identifying all pending orders at that time 
that (1) have not been reported "completed" via a valid completion notice and (2) 
have passed the currently "committed completion date." For each such order, the 
number of calendar days between the committed completion date and the close of the 
reporting period is established and represents the held order interval for that particular 
order. The held order interval is accumulated (by service type and reason for the 
hold, if identified) and then divided by the number of held orders within the same 
category to produce the mean held order interval. 

Orders Held for 2 90 days = (# of Orders Held for 2 90 days) / (Total # of 
Orders Pending But Not Completed) x 100 

Orders Held for 2 15 days = (# of Orders Held for 2 15 days) / (Total # of 
Orders Pending But Not Completed) x 100 

This "percentage orders held" measure is complementary to the held order interval 
but is designed to detect orders continuing in a "non-completed" state for an extended 
period of time. Computation of this metric uses a subset of the data accumulated for 
the "held order interval" measure. All orders, for which the "held order interval" 
equals or exceeds 90 (or 15) days, are counted by service type and reason for the hold. 

Ordering and Provisioning (OP) 
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Measurement Detail 

0 ReportMonth 
0 CLEC Order Number 
0 Committed Due Date 
0 Report Period Close 
0 ServiceType 
0 HoldReason 
0 Geographic Scope 

0 ReportMonth 
Average Held Order Interval 
Standard Error for Average Held Order. 
Interval 

0 Number of Orders Rejected 
0 ServiceType 
0 HoldReason 
0 GeographicScoue 

benchmark levels based upon a ve 

meanin@ opportunity to compete: 
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Measurement Detail 

Maintenance and Repair (MFt) 
* 

Time To Restore 
Customers expect service to be restored promptly to the normal operating parameters 
whenever troubles are detected. The longer the time required to correct a service 
problem, the greater the customer dissatisfaction. Customers also need to know that 
the CLEC is monitoring the status of their repair closely. The CLEC, therefore, needs 
jeopardy notification if repair commitments are not going to be met. Both measures, 
when collected and compared for the CLEC and ILEC, monitor whether the CLEC 
receives the same intervals and jeopardy notices regarding repairs as the ILEC 
provides for its own or an affiliate’s retail customers. 
Mean Time To Restore = C[(Date and Time of Trouble Ticket Resolution 
Returned to CLEC)-(Date and Time of Trouble Ticket Referred to the ILEC)] / 
(Count of Trouble Tickets Resolved in Reporting Period) 

For CLEC Results: The restoral interval for resolution of customer requested 
maintenance and repair is the elapsed time, measured in hours and tenths of hours, 
measured f?om the CLEC submission of a customer trouble to the ILEC, regardless 
of the ultimate resolution of the trouble, to the time the ILEC returns a valid trouble 
resolution notification to the CLEC. The elapsed time is accumulated by service type 
and trouble disposition for the r e p o h g  period. The accumulated time is divided by 
the count of maintenance tickets reported as resolved by the ILEC (by service type 
and trouble type) during the report period. 

For ILEC Results: Same computation as for the CLEC. 

Other Clarifications and Qualification: 

Elapsed time is measured on a 24-hour-a-day, seven-days-a-week basis. The 
time is measured in hours and hundredths of hours rounded to the nearest 
hundredth hour. 
Multiple reports for the same customer service are treated as the same 
incident only when a subsequent report is received for a customer service 
arrangement that already has an open ticket. 
“Restore” means to return to the normally expected operating parameters for 
the service regardless of whether or not the service, at the time of trouble 
ticket creation, was operating in a degraded mode or was completely 
unusable. 
A trouble is “resolved” when the ILEC issues notice to the CLEC that the 
customer’s service is restored to normal operating parameters. 
A trouble ticket or trouble report is any record (whether paper or electronic) 
used by the ILEC for the purpose of monitoring action and disposition of a 
service repair or maintenance situation. 
ILEC acceptance of a trouble by the call receipt agent is considered 
equivalent to the CLEC logging or submitting a trouble to the ILEC. 
The ILEC closure of a trouble ticket (whether automatic or manual) is 
considered equivalent to returning a trouble resolution notice to the CLEC. 

Mean Jeopardy Interval = C [(Date and Time of Committed Due Date €or the 
Order) - (Date and Time of Jeopardy Notice)]/(Number of Orders Jeopardized 
in Reporting Period) 

Maintenance and Repair (MR) 
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Measurement Detail 

- ~ ~ ---- Val is the remaining time between the pre-existing 
committed maintenance or trouble handing appointment date and time and the date 
and time the ILEC issues a notice to the CLEC indicating an appointment is in 
jeopardy of being missed. The scheduled appointment time will be assumed to be 
5:OO p.m. local time unless other information is communicated. The date and time of 
the jeopardy notice delivered by the ILEC is subtracted from the scheduled 
completion date to establish the jeopardy interval for any appointment placed in 
jeopardy. The jeopardy interval is accumulated by service group with the resulting 
accumulated time then divided by the count of scheduled appointments associated 
with the particular service. 

For ILEC Results: Computations are the Same as for the CLEC with the 
clarifications outlined below. 

Other Clarifications and Qualification: 

All intervals are measured in hours and hundredths of an hour rounded to the neares! 
hundredth. The lack of electronic bonding for maintenance does not excuse the ILEC 
from jeopardy reporting requirements. 

TroubleType 
Geographic Scope 

Service Type (See Appendix A) 

. ,-. 

Trouble tickets that are canceled at the 
CLEC's request 
ILEC trouble reports associated with 
administrative service 
Instances where the CLEC or an ILEC 
customer requests that a ticket be "held open" 
for monitoring 
Subsequent Reports (additional reports on an 
already open ticket) 
Any trouble type tracking that parties agree 
are technically unfeasible or operationally 
prohibitive 
A trouble ticket created for tracking andor 
monitoring requests for clarifying 
information (e.g. confirmation of customer 
ownership from CLEC support centers. 
Tickets used to track referrals of misdirected 
Calls 

Maintenance and Repair (MR) 
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Measurement Detail 

0 Ticket Submission Time 0 Standard Error for the Average Restoral 
0 Ticket Submission Date 
0 Ticket Completion Time 
0 Trouble Resolution Time 
0 Trouble Resolution Date 0 Geographichpe 
0 ServiceType 0 Number of Tickets 
0 

0 TroubleType 
0 GeographicScope 

WTN or CKTID (a unique identifier for 
elements combined in a service configuration) 

to the following levels of performance in order to provide the CLEC with a 
meaningful opportunity to compete: 
1. Out of Service conditions where dispatch is required: 

0 

0 

0 

Out of Service conditions where no dispatch is required: 

190% resolved within 4 hours 
295% resolved within 8 hours 
199% resolved within 16 hours 

285% resolved within 2 hours 
2. 

Frequency of Repeat Troubles 
Customers are keenly aware of the effectiveness of repair activities. First time 
troubles are sufficiently annoying and disruptive. When the trouble recurs within a 
short time b e ,  customers are even more dissatisfied. This measurement, when 
gathered for both the LLEC and CLEC, can establish whether or not CLECs are 
competitively disadvantaged (vis-&vis the ILEC) as a result of experiencing more 
lingering customer troubles after the first repair attempt. Differences in this measure 
may indicate that the CLEC is receivine inferior maintenance support in the initial 

network components are inferior. 
Reports Where More Than One 

reshution of troubles or that ILEC-supilied 
Repeat Trouble Rate = (Count of Trouble 
Trouble Report Was Logged for the Same %&e Access Line Within a 
Continuous 30 Day Period) /(Number of Reports in the Report Period) x 100 

For CLEC Results: The repeat trouble rate measure is computed by accumulating 
the number of instances where a trouble ticket is submitted by a CLEC to the ILEC 
for a service arrangement that had at least one prior trouble ticket any time in the 30 
calendar days preceding the creation of the current trouble ticket. The number of 
repeat troubles are accumulated for the reporting period by service type and trouble 
type. The count of repeat troubles, by service type, is divided by the count of initial 
trouble reports (by service type) received during the report period. 

Maintenance and Repair (MR) 
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Measurement Detail 

Other Clarifications and Qualification: 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Unbundled loops or UNE combinations involving and unbundled loops are 
considered a “service access line”. 
A trouble is “resolved” when the ILEC issues notice to the CLEC that the 
Customer’s service is restored to normal operating parameters. 
The “same service arrangement” means a trouble report being reported for 
the same telephone number or the same circuit identifier. 
The trouble resolution need not be identical between the repeated reports for 

I 0 TroubleType 
0 Geographic Scope 

0 

l o  ~: 
0 

0 

0 

Report Month 
CLEC Ticket # 
Ticket Submission Time 
Ticket Submission Date 
Trouble Resolution Time 
Trouble Resolution Date 
Service Type 
WTN or CKTID (a unique identifier for 
elements combined in a service 
configuration) 
Trouble Type 

I as a repeated trouble. 

0 Trouble tickets that are canceled at the CLEC 
request 
ILEC trouble reports associated with 
administrative service 
Instances where the CLEC or an ILEC 
customer requests that a ticket be “held 
open” for monitoring. 
Subsequent trouble report(s) on a 
maintenance ticket that has (have) not been 
reported as resolved (or closed) 
Trouble tickets created for trackmg andor 
monitoring requests for clanfjmg 
information (e.g., confirmation of customer 
ownership from CLEC support centers) 
Tickets used to track referrals of misdirected 
calls. 

0 

0 

0 

ReportMonth 
0 % repeat trouble 

ServiceType 
TroubleType 

0 Geographic Scope 
Count of Troubles 
Count of Repeat Troubles 

t comparative results or the ILEC has not produced 
benchmark levels based upon a venfiable study of its own operation as agreed to wid 
the CLEC, then result(s) related to the CLEC operation should be provided according 
to the following levels of performance in order to provide the CLEC with a 
meaningful opportunity to compete: 
0 Less than 1% of trouble reports, by service type, experience a repeat report, 

regardless of the trouble h i t i o n ,  within a 30-day period. 

Maintenance and Repair (MR) 
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Measurement Detail 

Frequency of Troubles 
Customers demand high quality service from their supplier, and differentials in 
supplier performance are quickly recognized throughout the market place. Poor 
performance is difficult to overcome and may require lengthy periods of sustained 
superb performance in order to re-establish a product image that has been tarnished. 
When measured for both the ILEC and CLEC and compared, this measure can be 
used to establish that CLECs are not competitively disadvantaged, compared to the 
ILEC, as a result of experiencing more 6equent trouble reports. Disparity in this 
measure may indicate differences in the underlying quality of the network 
components supplied. 

Trouble Rate = (Count of Initial & Repeated Trouble Reports in the Current 
Period) /(Number of Service Access Line in Service at  End of the Report 
Period) x 100 

For CLEC Results: The frequency of trouble metric is computed by accumulating, 
by standard service grouping and disposition and cause, the total number of 
maintenance tickets logged by a CLEC (with the ILEC) during the reporting period. 
The resulting number of tickets for each trouble type is accumulated within each 
standard service grouping, and trouble type is divided by the total number of "service 
access lines" existing for the CLEC at the end of the report period 

For ILEC Results: Same calculation as for the CLEC with the clarifications 
provided below. 
Other Clarifications and Qualification: 

0 

0 

0 

0 

This measure is frequently a minimum service standard required by state 
commissions for monitoring ILEC performance.. 
Unbundled loops or UNE combinations involving unbundled loops would be 
counted as a "service access line." 
A trouble is "resolved" when the ILEC issues notice to the CLEC that the 
customer's service is restored to normal operating parameters. 
See the "Time to Restore" measurement for a discussion of the ILEC 
equivalent of "trouble tickets" and "trouble logging". 

% Troubles Within 30 Days of Installations and Other Order Activity = (Total 
Number of Trouble Tickets Associated With Lines That Had Service Order 
Activity Within 30 Days of the Trouble Report)/(Total Number of Orders 
Completed in the Report Period. 

For CLEC Results: The results are computed by accumulating the number of trouble 
tickets submitted by a CLEC to the ILEC for a service arrangement that had at least 
one install or service order activity within the 30 calendar days preceding the creation 
of the current trouble ticket. The count of troubles is divided by the count of service- 
affecting orders completed by the ILEC for the CLEC during the report period. 

Noa-parity results for % Trouble Rate within 30 Days of Install and Other Order 
Activity may require further r e p o h g  to determine root cause issues. For instance, 
reports on whether facilities provided on new installations tested to industry standard 
per interconnection contract, tariff or regulatory requirements may be required if 
results indicate a poorer performance of facilities and supporting network equipment 
provided to CLECs. ILECs also may need to cooperate with CLECs on comparative 
mechanized line testing (through respective ILEC and CLEC switches) of the 
transmission quality of ILEC loops versus CLEC unbundled loops obtained from the 
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Measurement Detail 

0 Company 
Trouble Type 
Geographic Scope 

Standard Semce Groupings (See Appendix A) 0 Trouble tickets that are canceled at the CLEC 
request 
ILEC trouble reports associated with 
administrative service 
Instances where the CLEC or an ILEC 
customer requests a ticket be "held open" for 
monitoring 
Trouble tickets created for tracking andor 
monitoring requests for clarifying information 
(e.g., confirmation of customer ownership fiom 
CLEC support centers) 
Tickets used to track referrals of misdirected 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Report Month 
CLEC Ticket # 
Ticket Submission Time 
Ticket Submission Date 
Trouble Resolution Time 
Trouble Resolution Date 
Service Type 
WTN or CKTlD (a unique identifier for 
elements combined in a service configuration) 
Trouble Type 

ReportMontb 
ServiceType 
TroubleType 
Geographic Scope 
Number of Tickets 
Number of Service Access Lines 

f performance in order to provide the CLEC with a 

le rate" and ''percent 

When customers experience trouble on working services, they naturally e 
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Measurement Detail 

compared to the ILEC operations) estimates of the time required to complete service 

For CLEC Results: The computation of the measure is as follows: The quoted 
repair completion date and time is compared to the actual repair date and time (ticket 
closure as defined in Time to Restore metric). In each instance where the actual 
repair date and time is on or before the initially provided estimated or quoted date and 
time to restore, the count of “troubles resolved within estimate“ is incremented by 
one for the relevant “service type” and “trouble type.’’ The resulting count is divided 
by the total number of troubles resolved (for the consistent service and trouble type), 
for the report period, in all instances where an estimated interval was provided or a 
standard interval existed. 

For ILEC Results: Same calculation as for CLEC. 

Other Clarifications and Qualification: 

The ILEC analog for this measure is derived by comparing the actual date and time of 
ILEC trouble ticket closure compared to the projected trouble clearance date and time 
established through the ILEC agent’s on-line interaction with the ILEC’s work 
management system, regardless of whether or not the ILEC currently quotes this 
information to its retail customer. 

e 

0 

See the “Time To Restore” measurement for discussion of analogous ILEC 
maintenance activities (e.g., trouble resolution). 
The “quoted” or “estimated” time to restore is the actual scheduled time 
projection returned by the ILEC work management system or the standarhed 
repair interval that the ILEC uses for its own operatiom when equivalent 
service arrangements are involved. 
A trouble is ”resolved” when the ILEC issues notice to the CLEC that the 
customer’s service is restored to normal operating parameters. 

0 

company 
e 

e TroubleType 
0 Geographic Scope 

Service Type (See Appendix A) 

the repair request w i t i  the ILEC. 

request 
ILEC trouble reports associated with 
administrative service 
Instances where the CLEC or an ILEC 
customer requests a ticket be “held open” for 
monitoring 
Trouble tickets created for tracking andor 
monitoring requests for clanfylng information 
(e.g., confirmation of customer ownership fmr 
CLEC support centers). 
Tickets used to track referrals of misdirected 
calls. 
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Measurement Detail 

0 Ticket Submission Date Number of Troubles Resolved Within Estimate 
Trouble Resolution Time Number of Troubles Resolved 

0 Trouble Resolution Date Geographic Scope 
0 ServiceType 
0 

0 TroubleType 
Geographic Scope 

WTN or CKTD (a unique identifier for 
elements combined in a service configuration) 

If the ILEC does not deliver direct comparative re& or the ILEC has not produced 
benchmark levels based upon a verifiable study of its own operation as agreed to with 
the CLEC, then result(s) related to the CLEC operation should be provided according 
to the following levels of performance in order to provide the CLEC with a 
meaningfil opporhmity to compete: 
0 Greater than 99% of a maintenance problems, by service type and regardless of 

trouble type, are resolved by the quoted or estimated date and time of repair. - 
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Measurement Detail 

General (GE) 

Systems Availability 
Access to essential business functionality, supported by the LEC’s OSS, is absolutely 
critical to CLEC operations. This measure monitors whether OSS functionality is at 
least as accessible to the CLEC as it is to the ILEC. 
9’’ System Availability = [(Hours Functionality is Available to CLECs During 
Report Period) / ( Number of Hours Functionality was Scheduled to be Available 
During the Period)] I 100 

For CLEC Results: The total “number of hours functionality was scheduled to be 
available” is the cumulative number of hours (by date and time on a 24-hour clock) 
over wbich the ILEC planned to offer and support CLEC access to ILEC OSS 
functio~lity during the reporting period. The LEC must provide a minimum 
advance notice of one reporting period regarding availability plans and such plans 
must be interface-specific. If scheduled availability is not provided with at least one 
report period’s advance notice, then the default availability for the subsequent 
reporting period will be seven days per week, 24 hours per day. 

‘Wours F ~ c t i o ~ l i t y  is Available” is the actual number of hours, during scheduled 
available time, that the ILEC gateway or interface is capable of accepting CLEC 
transactions or data files for processing in the gateway / interface and supporting 
OSS. 

The actual time available is divided by the scheduled time available and then 
multiplied by 100 to produce the ‘% system availability” measure. The “?4 system 
availabdity” measure is required for each unique interface type offered by the ILEC . 
For ILEC Results: Each OSS of the ILEC that is employed in the support of CLEC 
operations must first be identified by supported functional area (e.g., pre-ordering, 
ordering and provisioning, repair and maintenance and b h g )  with such mapping 
disclosed to the CLECs. The “available time” and “scheduled available time” is 
gathered for each of the identified ILEC OSS during the report period. The OSS 
function availability is computed based upon the weighted average availability of the 
subtending support OSS. That is, the available time for each OSS supporting a 
func t io~ l  area is accumulated over the report period and then divided by the 
summation of the scheduled available time for those same supporting OSS. 

Other Clarifications and Qualification: 

0 The ILEC analogs for this performance measure arc the internal measures of 
system downtime (or up time) typically established between the ILEC Systems 
Management Organization and the client organizations. 
OSS scheduled and available time may be utilized in the computation of more 
than one functional area. 
Parity exists if the CLEC “A system availability” 2 ILEC function availability 
for the f u n c t i ~ ~ l i t y  accessed by the CLEC. 
“Capable of accepting” must have a meaning consistent with the ILEC definition 
down time, whether planned or unplanned, for internal ILEC systems having a 
comparable potential for customer impact. 
Time is measured in hours and tenths of hours rounded to the nearest tenth of an 
hour. 

0 

0 

0 

0 
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% Availability of Functionality 

Actual Hours A 
If the ILEC does not deliver direct comparative results or the ILEC has not produced 
benchmark levels based upon a verifiable study of its own operation as agreed to with 
the CLEC, then result(s) related to the CLEC operation should be provided according 
to the following levels of performance in order to provide the CLEC with a 
meaningful opportunity to compete: 

Less than 0.1% of unplanned down time, by interface type, during either business 

Center Responsiveness 
When CLECs experience operational problems dealing with ILEC processes or 
interfaces, prompt responses by ILEC support centers are required to ensure that the 
CLEC customers are not adversely affected. Any delay in responding to CLEC center 
requests for support (e.g., request for a vanity telephone number) will, in tum, 
adversely impact the CLEC retail customer who may be holding on-line with the 
CLEC customer service agent. This measure monitors the ILEC's handling of 
support calls fiom CLECs to determine if responsiveness is at parity with the service 
the ILEC provides its retail customers seeking assistance (e.g., calls to the business 
ofice of the ILEC or call the ILEC to report service repair issues).. 

Mean Time to Answer Calls = C [(Date and Time of Call Answer) - @ate and-- 
Time of Call Receipt)]/(Total Calls Answered by Center) 

Call Abandonment Rate = (Count of Calls Terminated Before Answer During 
the Reporting Period)/(Count of All Calls Placed in Queue During the Reporting 
Period) 

For CLEC Results: 
Speed of answer (mean time to answer calls) and call abandonment rates are 
monitored through the call management technology utilized to distribute calls to 
ILEC agents supportiag CLEC activities (Le., call receipt personnel staffing ILEC 
support centers intended for CLEC use). Results for each measure are to be provided 
separately for each center handing CLEC inquiries. If centers deployed by the ILEC 
support multiple functions (e.g., both maintenance and provisioning) then the results 
for each function supported should be separately reported. 

Smed of Answer is determined by measuring and accumulating the elapsed time fiom 
the entry of a CLEC call into the ILEC call management system until the CLEC call 

General (GE)) 
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Measurement Detail 

transferred to ILEC agents for accuracy. 

The Call Abandonment Rate is based on the number of calls received by the call 
distribution system of the ILEC center for the reporting period, regardless whether the 
call actually is transferred to ILEC personnel for processing. In addition, a count is 
accumulated of all calls that are subsequently terminated by the calling party or 
dropped due to equipment failure before transfer to the service agent for processing. 
The accumulated count of calls abandoned (terminated) is divided by the total count 
of calls received at the monitored center. 

I For ILEC Results: 

Swed of Answer, as it relates to the ILEC, will be measured in an identical manner 
as described for the CLEC. The results for the ILEC business office operations and 
its repair bureau operations should be separately accumulated, computed and retained. 
If M e r  distinctions are made or more discrete tracking is performed within h e  
ILEC call receipt centers (e.g., by business and residence), then results should be 
reported at the lowest possible level of detail. Where call receipt for such operations 
are commingled and inseparable, then only a single result for each measure will be 
generated and serve as the comparative result for both the CLEC repair support and 
the CLEC provisioning support results. 

Other Clarifications and Qualification: 

0 

0 

0 

Speed of Answer minimum service standards, established in many states for 
business ofice, maintenance center, andor operator services represent a similar 
ILEC measure and are derived from identical data (although the result displayed 
may be in comparison to a pre-established standard performance minimum). 
For ILEC and CLEC calls, an ILEC Agent answering and placing the caller on 
hold does not stop timing for purposes of the speed of answer interval. 
~n interactive voice response (IVFt) unit does not stop the timing for purposes of 
the speed of answer interval. For a call to be considered answered, the live ILEC 
Agent must handle the CLEC request. 
Results may be reported for the CLEC industry in aggregate to the extent that 
separate carrier-specific support centers are not provided. If separate centers are 
provided (either for an individual CLEC or a group of CLECs) then results 
should be gathered and supplied for each cent& i d  reported to the CLEC(s) 
based upon the center providing the specific CLEC’s support. 
Ifthe ILEC call management technology cannot measure speed of answer on a 
call-specific basis, then an alternate methodology that simulates speed of answer 
based upon the average time for component parts of the call (e.g., queue to IVR t 
TvR to queue + queue to agent answer) can be utilized by mutual consent of the 

0 

0 Support Center Type (i.e., Center supporting I 0 None 
CLEC maintenance, Center supporting CLEC 
provisioning, ILEC Center supporting retail 
customer maintenance calls, ILEC Center 
supporting business office inquiries) 
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Measurement Detail 

Month 
Center Identifier 
Center Type 

0 Mean Speed of Answer 
0 

0 Count of Calls Answered 
Standard Error for Mean Speed of Answer 

0 Month 
0 Center Identifier 

Center Type 
Mean Speed of Answer 

0 

Count of Calls Answered 
Standard Error for Mean Speed of Answer 

the CLEC, then result(s) related to the CLEC's operation should be provided 
according to the following levels of performance in order to provide the CLEC with a 
meaningful opportunity to compete: 
0 

0 

Greater than 95% of calls, by center, are answered within 20 seconds. 
All calls are answered within 30 seconds. 

qualification of the customer's loop for advanced digital services, and/or the validity 
of the street address. Likewise, maintenance customer service agents also must obtain 
real-time information in order to log customer troubles. In preordering and 
maintenance operations, this type of information is gathered from supporting OSS 
while the customer (or potential customer) is on the telephone with the customer 
service agent. Because pre-ordering activities are the fist  tangible contact a customer 
may have with a CLEC and because customers already may be dissatisfied when they 
report a trouble, it is critical that the CLEC be perceived as equally competent, 
knowledgeable and fast as and ILEC customer service agent. This measure is 
designed to monitor the time required for CLECs to obtain the pre-ordering and 
maintenance infomation necessary to establish and modify service and to log trouble 
reports. Comparisons to ILEC results indicate whether a CLEC has an equal 
opportunity to deliver a comparable customer experience when a retail customer calls 
the CLEC with a service inquiry. 

For CLEC Results: The response interval for each query is determined by 
computing the elapsed time from the ILEC receipt of a query fiom the CLEC, 
whether or not syntactically correct, to the time the ILEC returns the requested data 
(or reject notification) to the CLEC. Elapsed time is accumulated for each major 
query or t"cA 'on type, consistent with the specified reporting dimension, and then 
divided by the associated total number of queries received by the ILEC during the 

For ILEC Results: The ILEC computation is identical to that for the CLEC with the 
clarifications noted below. 

General (GE)) 
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Measurement Detail 

0 The elapsed time for an ILEC query is measured trom the pomt m tune when 
the ILEC customer service agent submits the request for identical or similar 
information into the LLEC OSS una the time when the LLEC OSS returns 
the requested information to the ILEC customer service agent. 
As additional pre-ordering functionality is established by the industry, for 
example with respect to unbundled network elements, the reporting 
dimensions may be expanded. 
Elapsed time is measured in seconds and tenths of seconds rounded to the 
nearest tenth of a second. 
Elapsed time is to be measured through automated rather than manual 
monitoring and logging. 
The ILEC service agent entry of a request for pre-ordering or repair 
information (to the ILEC 0%) is considered to be the equivalent of the 
ILEC receipt of a query fkom the CLEC. 
The ILEC OSS return of information to the ILEC customer service agent, 
whether in hard copy or by display on a terminal, is considered equivalent to 
the return of requested information to the CLEC. 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

company None 
0 InterfaceType I 0 Re-Ordering Query Types (See Appendix A) 

hterface Type (specific to pre-ordering or 
maintenance and repair) 

Query Receipt Date by ILEC 

Query Type @er reporting dimension) 

0 

0 Query Receipt Time by ILEC Standard error of the mean response interval 
0 

related to the CLEC operation should meet or exceed the following levels of 
performance in order to provide the CLEC with a meaningful opportunity to compete 

0 Other than a query requesting 30 or more telephone numbers, the response 

more telephone numbers, the response interval 
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Service Quality Measurements 
Measurement Detail 

Billing @I) 
a 

Timeliness Of Billing Record Delivery 
Regardless of whether the billing is to retail customers or to exchange access service 
customers, ILEC delivery of billing records must provide CLECs with the 
opportunity to deliver bills in as timely a manner as the ILEC; otherwise artificial 
competitive advantage will be realized by the ILEC. The “mean time to provide 
recorded usage” and the “mean time to deliver invoices” metrics monitor this 
situation. 

Mean Time to Provide Recorded Usage Records ={ C[@ata Set Transmission 
D a t e w a t e  of Message Recording)])/(Count of All Messages Transmitted in 
Reporting Period) 

Mean Time to Deliver Invoices = C[(Invoice Transmission Date)-@ate of 
Scheduled Bill Cycle Close))/(Count of Invoices Transmitted in Reporting 
Period) 

For CLEC Results: 

Usaee Records: This measure captures the elapsed time between the recording of 
usage data generated either by CLEC retail customers or by CLEC access customers 
(by the AMA recording equipment associated with the ILEC switch) and the time 
when the data set, in a compliant format, is successfully transmitted to the CLEC. Foi 
each usage record, the calendar date and time of usage recording is compared to the 
calendar date and time of successhl completion of data set transmission to the CLEC. 
The number of hours and tenths of houn elapsed between message recording and dau 
set transmission will constitute the elapsed delivery time. The elapsed delivery time 
is accumulated for each usage record with the resulting total number of hours 
accumulated being divided by the number of complete usage records in all the data 
sets transmitted. 

Invoices: This measure captures the elapsed number of days between the scheduled 
close of a Bill Cycle and the ILEC’s successful transmission of the associated invoice 
to the CLEC. For each invoice, the calendar date of the scheduled close of Bill Cycle 
is compared to the calendar date that successful invoice transmission to the CLEC 
completes. The number of calendar days elapsed between scheduled Bill Cycle close 
and completion of invoice transmission will constitute the elapsed delivery time. The 
elapsed delivery time is accumulated for each invoice with the resulting total number 
of days accumulated being divided by the number of complete invoices sent in the 
reporting period. 

For ILEC Results: Identical computations are made for the ILEC with the 
clarifications provided below. 

Other Clarifications and Qualification: 

0 The elapsed time for delivery of ILEC usage records is measured fiom the time 
of message recording, as captured on the ILEC’s AMA tape, to the time the 
AMA tape is converted to billing format (Em format or equivalent). 
The elapsed time for lLEC invoice delivery is measured fiom the scheduled clos 
date of the retail customer bill cycle to the production of the customer bill in a 
format appropriate for delivery to retail customers regardless whether such a 
distribution occurs immediately. 

0 

Billing @I) 
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Measurement Detail 

0 ReportMonthly 
0 

0 Mean Delivery Interval 
Record Type or Invoice Type I 0 Standard Error of Delivery Interval 

ReportMonth 
0 

0 Mean Delivery Interval 
0 

Record Type or Invoice Type 

Standard Error of Delivery Interval 
I 0 Number of Messages or &voices Delivered 

' direct comparative results or the ILEC has not produced 
benchmark levels based upon a verifiable study of its own operation as agreed to with 
the CLEC, then result(s) related to the CLEC operation should be provided according 
to the following levels of performance in order to provide the CLEC with a 
meaningfbl opportunity to compete: 
0 For usage records, separately for access usage and end user usage: 

1. Greater than 99.9% records received within 24 hours or usage recording. 
2. All usage is received within 48 hours of usage recording. 
Greater than 99.95% of total service resale invoices received within 10 calendar 
days of bill cycle close. 
Greater than 99.95% of wholesale (UNE) invoices received within 10 calendar 

0 

0 

7 

Accuracy of Billing Records 
The accuracy of billing records affects the accuracy of the billing ultimately delivered 
to local service customers, whether retail local service or exchange access service 
customers. Billing for the elements from which CLEC services are constructed must 
be validated to assure that only correct charges are paid. This validation is necessary 
to assure that the cost structure for services is not inflated. Furthermore, charges such 
as "time and material" related charges may be on the invoice and need to be promptly 
passed on to customers (by CLECs) to avoid dissatisfaction regarding the timeliness 
of CLEC billing. hompt billing of such charges also minimizes customer inquiries 
on late billing. Fair competition requires that the accuracy of billing records (both 
usage and invoices) delivered by the ILEC to the CLEC must provide CLECs with the 
opportunity to deliver bills at least as accurate as those delivered by the ILEC. 
Producing and comparing this measurement result for both the ILEC and CLEC 
allows a determination as to whether or not parity exists. 
Invoice Accuracy = [(Number of Invoices Delivered in the Reporting Period that 
Have Complete Information, Reflect Accurate Calculations and are Properly 
Formatted) I Total Number of Invoices Issued in the Reporting Period )] x 100 

Usage Accuracy = [(Number of Usage Records Delivered in the Reporting Period 
That Reflected Complete Information Content and Proper Formatting) I (Total 
Number of Usage Records Transmitted)] x 100 

For CLEC Results: The completeness of content, accuracy of information and 
conformance of formatting will be determined based upon the terms of the individual 
CLEC interconnection agreements with the ILECs. The LLEC will establish a quality 
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Measurement Detail 

0 Number of Records With Errors Number of Records With Errors 
0 Number of Records Delivered Number of Records Created 

I 

If the ILEC does not deliver direct comparative results or the ILEC has not produce( 
benchmark levels based upon a verifiable study of its own operation as agreed to w i  
the CLEC, then result(s) related to the CLEC operation should be provided accordin 
to the following levels of performance in order to provide the CLEC with a 
meaningfbl opportunity to compete: 
0 

0 

Greater than 98% of usage records transmitted, by usage type, reflect the agreec 
upon format and contain complete information. 
Greater than 98% of wholesale bills, by invoice type, are accurate. 

Billing (BI) 
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Measurement Detail 

Operator ServicesJDirectory Assistance & Listings (OS, DA & DL) 

Speed To AnswerReview Period for Directory Listings 
The speed of answer delivered to CLEC retail customers, when the ILEC provides 
Operator Services or Directory Services on behalf of the CLEC, must be no slower 
than the speed of answer that the ILEC delivers to its own retail customers of 
equivalent local services. The average amount of hold time that CLEC customers 
experience also must not be longer than it is for ILEC customers. In addition, CLECs 
must be provided the same opportunity to review directory listing updates to catch - -  
any errors before publication- in white-paies directories. 
Mean Time To Answer =[ m a t e  and Time of Call Answer) - (Date and Time of 
Call Receipt)]/(Total Calls Answered on Behalf of theCLECs in Reporting 
Period) 

Mean Time Allotted to Proof Listing Updates Before Publication 5 [Date &Time 
of Directory Publication Deadline) - (Date and Time Updates Available for 
Proofing]/(Total Number of Updates Provided for Proofing During Reporting 
Period) 

For CLEC Results: Speed of answer is monitored through the call management 
technology used to distribute calls to L E C  agents supporting CLEC activities (i.e., 
call receipt personnel staffing Directory Assistance or Operator Service Positions). 

SDeed of Answer is determined by measuring and accumulating the elapsed time from 
the entry of a CLEC retail customer call into the ILEC call management system queue 
until the CLEC retail customer call is transferred to the ILEC personnel assigned to 
handling CLEC calls for assistance (whether DA or OS). The elapsed time is 
measured in seconds and tenths of seconds rounded to the nearest tenth of a second. 

Time Allotted To Proof Listing Uodates encompasses the amount of review time 
afforded to CLECs for the purposes of validating directory listings prior to directory 
publication. If electronic access permits a CLEC to view, on demand, its customers’ 
listings as they will be published, then this measure is not necessary. An interface 
availability measurement, however, should be included within the reporting 
dimensions for the “General” OSS systems measurements. The directory proofing 
interval information should be captured and retained for each directory published. 
The interval is measured from the date and time the CLEC receives a final listing of 
customer-related information that will be contained within the ILEC’s next directory 
publication to the final date and time for submission of changes to the listings 
provided. 

For ILEC Results: Identical to process described for the CLEC with the 
clarification provided below. 

Other Clarifications end Qualifications: 

0 

0 

The “speed to answer“ measure is directly analogous to speed of answer 
minimum service standards established within many states. 
Results must be reported separately for CLECs that use facilities-based 
interconnection, as customer calls to OS and DA will arrive at the operator cente 
on unique facilities. For CLECs that use common facilities to deliver customer 
calls to the operator center, results may be reported for the CLEC industry in 
aggregate until the capability to measure specific CLEC results exists. 

Operator ServicedDirectory Assistance & Listings (OS/DA & DL) 
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Measurement Detail 

call basis from receipt to answer. 

0 company 
Operator Services By Center 

0 Directory Assistance By Center 
0 Directory Listings By Directory 
Note: OSDA Speed to Answer is to be CLEC- 

Month 
Type of Measurement (OS Calls, DA Calls or 
Directory Listing 
Center Identifier (or Directory ID for DL) 
Mean Speed of Answer (OS & DA only) 
Standard Error for Mean Speed of Answer (OS 
& DA only) 
Number of Cal ls  Answered (OS & DA only) 
Directory Close Date (DL only) 
List Availability Date (DL only) 

0 Call abandoned by customers prior to &wer 
by the ILEC OS or DA operator 

Month 
Type of Measurement (OS Calls, DA calls or 
Directory Listings) 
Center Identifier (or Directory ID for DL) 
Mean Speed of Answer (OS & DA only) 
Standard Error for Mean Speed of Answer (OS 
& DA only) 
Standard Error for Mean Speed of Answer (OS 
& DA only) 
Directory Close Date @L only) 
Listing Availability Date @L only) 

If the ILEC does not deliver direct comparative results or the ILEC has not produced 
benchmark levels based upon a verifnble study of its o m  operation as agreed to with 
the CLEC, then result(s) related to the CLEC o p t i o n  should be provided according 
to the following levels of performance in order to provide the CLEC with a 
meaningfid opportunity to compete: 

More than 90% of calls answered by a “live” agent, separately for OS and DA 
services, within 10 seconds. 

0 All calls answered by a Voice Response Unit, separately for OS and DA services, 
within 2 seconds. 
Directory Listing review time may be no more than 4 hours less than the ILEC’s. 

Operator Services/Directory Assistance & Listings (OSDA & DL) 
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Measurement Detail 

Network Performance (Np) 

Interconnect Traffic Engineeringlrrunking Capacity 
When customers place calls, they expect that their calls will go through. Likewise 
customers also expect that other callers will be able to reach them without having 
their calls blocked. In order to ensure that CLEC customers do not experience greater 
blocking to and from their lines than ILEC customers do, it is necessary to measure 
and compare blocking rates for ILEC and CLEC trunk usage. 

Overall trunk blocking experienced by ILEC and CLEC customers must be measured 
because blockage on common trunks affects a greater percentage of CLEC total 
traffic than ILEC total traffic. The ILEC’s greater build out of Direct End Office 
TNnking (DEOT), ushg common tnrnking mostly €or overflow traffic from DEOTS, 
creates the disparity. Common trunks carry a greater percentage of CLEC traffic 
because of the CLECs’ reliance on tandem interconnection as their networks are built 
out. The reliance not only is an economic choice based on ‘start-up’ traffic volumes, 
but also results from ILEC restrictions on direct end office connections. 

Blocking measurements, as recommended below, or any call completion comparisons 
for dedicated final interconnection trunks do not tell the whole story of network 
capacity. Timely delivery of interconnect trunks and augments based on CLEC 
traffic projections rather than current utilization is also significant to the capacity 
parity issue and is discussed further in the order completion interval section. To 
protect their customers and their reputations, CLECs keep blocking levels under 
control on dedicated trunks by holding up new off-net and on-net customer orders. 
Lnstalling new customers before ILECs have provided adequate trunking capacity, in 
line with CLEC forecasts and actual business requirements, can degrade service to 
existing and new CLEC customers. 

% Call Completion: [(Total number of blocked call attempts (separate 
measures for inbound and outbound) during the busy hour)/Total number of 
call attempts during busy hour)] s 100 

For CLEC Results: For determining outbound call blocking, the number of CLEC 
customer call attempts, where the customer dials a valid telephone number, is 
accumulated for the reporting period. The number of blocked call attempts 
experienced by CLEC customers, where a call to a valid telephone number was not 
completed by the network because of ILECcontrolled capacity limitations or other 
ILEC network lrouble, also is accumulated during the reporting period. At the end of 
the reporting period, the total number of blocked attempts is divided by the total 
number of attempts, and the ratio is expressed 8s a percentage. For inbound calling, 
the results will measure calls originating on the ILEC’s network and blocked from 
terminating on the CLEC’s network 

For ILEC Results: The approach is identical to that described for the CLEC, except 
that the network performance is measured only for representative ILEC service 
configurations. 

Other Clarifications and Qualifications: 

CLECs may agree to call completion reports in lieu of or in addition to blocking 
reports. 

Network Performance (NP) 
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Measurement Detail 

Dedicated Trunk Groups 
Common Trunk Groups Where CLEC/LD 
Traffic Share Common ILEC Trunks. 
Common Trunk Groups where CLEC traffic 
traverses a separate common network fiom 
ILEC traffic. 
Availability of 7-digit call back-up to PSAF’ 
location 
E9 1 1 /9 1 1 Trunk Groups 
OS/DA Trunk Groups 
By Switch (Serving CLEC) for CLEC 
By Switch (Serving CLEC) for ILEC 
Company 

0 ReportMonth 
0 

0 Trunk Capacity Type 
0 Trunk Group Identifier 
0 Geographic Identifier 
0 Busy Hour and Day 
0 Calls Attempted 

By Switch (Serving CLEC) for CLEC 

B None. 

ReportMontb 

Trunk Capacity Type 
Trunk Group Identifier 

0 Geographic Identifier 
Busy Hour and Day 
Calls Attempted 

By Switch (Serving CLEC) for ILEC 

0 Calls Blocked Calls Blocked 
If the ILEC does not deliver direct comparative results or the ILEC has not produced 
benchmark levels based upon a verifiable study of its own operation as agreed to with 
the CLEC, then result(s) related to the CLEC operation should be provided according 
to the following levels of performance in order to provide the CLEC with a 
meaninghi opportunity to compete: 

Engineering Parameters: 

0 Dedicated Trunk Groups: Not to exceed blocking standard of B.0 1 

0 Common Trunk Groups: 

( I )  Where CLEC/LD traffic share common ILEC trunks: No more than 1% of 
end offices may have more than 2% blockage a month based on the Erlang- 
B.01 scale. 

No more than 2% of end offices may have more than 2% blocking. 
(2) Where CLEC traffic traverses a separate common network from LEC traffic: 

Network Performance (”) 
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Measurement Detail 

Company 0 None 
Type of Event - By each Reportable Incident 
Grouping (See Attachment A) 

0 ReportMonth 
0 TypeofEvent 
0 Meantime to notify CLEC I 0 Number of Events 

0 ReportMonth 
0 TypeofEvent 
0 

0 Number of Events 
Mean Time to Detect Event 

WY." """"I Y.Y._.". 

If the ILEC does not deliver direct comparative results or the ILEC has not produced 
benchmark levels based upon a verifiable study of its own operation as agreed to wid 
the CLEC, then result(s) related to the CLEC operation should be provided according 
to the following levels of performance in order to provide the CLEC with a 
meaningful opportunity to compete: 
0 Electronic Notification Procedures are required for real-time network incident 

reporting !?om ILEC to CLEC. 
0 Manual reporting processes may be required until OSS Interfaces become 

operational. 

Network Performance (Np) 
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Measurement Detail 

Result)/(Number of Tests Conducted) I 

network quality of the senice provider each time services are used. This metric, 
when collected for both the CLEC and LEC and then compared, will help show 
whether CLEC network performance is at least at parity with ILEC network 

For CLEC Results: Based upon a random and statistically reliable (at a preset level) 
sample of network configurations employed by the CLEC, the network performance 
parameter (as indicated in the reporting dimension) is monitored based upon generally 
accepted testing procedures and the resulting parameter value(s) recorded. The 
measured values are accumulated across the sample base and the mean and associated 
variance computed. 

For ILEC Results: The approach is identical to that described for the CLEC, except 
that the network performance is measured only for representative ILEC service I configurations. 

ReportMonth 1 ReportMonth 
0 Reporting Dimension 

Mean Performance Result 

0 Number of Data Points 
Standard Error of Mean Performance 

Reporting Dimension 
Mean Performance Result 

0 Number of Data Points 
Standard Error of Mean Performance 

the CLEC, then result(s) related to the CLEC operation should be provided according 
to the following levels of performance in order to provide the CLEC with a 
meaningful opportunity to compete: 

Network Performance (NP) 
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Measurement Detail 

Collocation Provisioning (CP) 

Collocation Provisioning 
CLECs need to receive timely responses describing the price and availability of 
collocation space and ontime provisioning of collocation arrangements. CLECs also 
need the timely offering of alternatives to physical collocation and virtual collocation. 

Where ILECs run out of physical collocation space, they may develop suitable space. 
CLECs also may prefer more cost-eficient alternatives that afford control over their 
own equipment and may seek alternative arrangements from ILECs. The speed at 
which these alternative arrangements (i.e. leasing GR-303 compliant access 
concentration equipment as an unbundled network element or backhauling to a 
neighboring central office) are offered and provided also is critical to CLECs 
obtaining a meaningful opportunity to compete in local markets. 
Mean Time To Respond To Collocation Request = C [(Request Response Date) - 
Request Submission Date)]/Count of Request Responses Issued 

Mean Time To Provide Collocation Arrangement = C [(Date & Time Collocation 
Arrangement is Complete) -(Date & Time Collation Application 
Submitted)]/Number of Collocation Arrangements Completed 

YO Due Dates Missed = (Number of Orders Not Completed By ILEC Committed 
Due Date)/rotal Number of Orders Completed During the Reporting Period 

For CLEC Results: 

Mean Time to ResDond to Collocation Request: The response interval for each space 
request is determined by computing the elapsed time from the ILEC receipt of a 
collocation request (or inquiry) ffom the CLEC, to the time the ILEC returns the 
requested information or commitment to the CLEC. Elapsed time is accumulated for 
each type of collocation space request, and then divided by the associated total 
number of collocation requests received by the ILEC during the report period. 

Mean Time To Provide Collocation Amngements: The interval is the elapsed time 
from the ILEC's receipt of an order for collocation (from the CLEC) to the ILEC's 
return of a valid completion notification to the CLEC. Elapsed time for each order is 
then divided by the associated total number of collocation orders completed within 
the reporting period for each type of collocation. The measurement is similar to the 
Average Completion Interval for resold services and unbundled network element 
orders and could be reflected as a separate category of that measurement. 

% Due Dates Missed: For each type of collocation, both the total numbers of orders 
completed within the reporting interval and the number of orders completed but 
missing the committed due date (as specified on the initial confirmation returned to 
the CLEC) are counted. The resulting count of orders completed later than the 
committed due date is divided by the total number of orders completed. The 
measurement is similar to the % Completed on Time for resold services and 
unbundled network element orders and could be reflected as a separate category 
within the % Completed on Time measurement. 

For ILEC Results: The ILEC computation is identical to that for the CLEC for 
provision of collocations to ILEC affiliates. Largely, however, tariff and contract 
standards will be the benchmarks that ILECs must meet for a parity determination. 

Collocation Provisioning (CP) 
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Measurement Detail 

micul t  to develop the appropriate analog. 

Other Clarifications and Qualifications: 

Elapsed time is measured in days and hours. 
A response to the collocation request will only be considered to be “received” if 
it is a thorough and actionable plan (i.e., a sirnple “yes” or “no” is not sufficient). 

ons about the CLEC’s collocation request also do not count as a “received 

ComPaaY I Type of Collocation 
0 CLEC cancellations or requested delays. 

0 

0 

0 

0 Response Date and Time 
0 

0 

0 ResDonse Date and Time 

Request Identifier (e.g., unique tracking 
number) 
Date and Time of Request receipt by ILEC. 
Request type (per r e p o h g  dimension) 

Committed Delivery Date and Time 
Actual Delivery Date and Time 

0 ReportMonth 
0 Request Identifier 
0 

0 Response Date and Time 
0 

0 

0 Geographic scope 

Date and Time of Request Receipt by ILEC 

Committed Delivery Date and Time 
Actual Delivery Date and Time 

benchmark levels based upon a verifiable study of its own operation as agreed to witl 
the CLEC, then resulqs) related to the CLEC operation should be provided according 
to the following levels of performance in order to provide the CLEC with a 
meaningful opportunity to compete: 
0 

0 

0 

All responses must be provided in 5 business days unless contracdtariff interval 
is shorter. 
All collocations must be provided within the applicable contract or tariff 
intervals. 
No less than 98% of commitments must be met for Physical, Virtual and other 
alternative collocation offerings. 

Collocation Provisioning (CP) 
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Measurement Detail 

Database Updates @U 

1 
’ CLECs must rely on ILEC databases in order to provide accurate E9 1 1/9 1 1 services, 

directory listings, directory assistance, and operator services. LECs currently control 
the updating of many essential databases, such as the Line Information Database 
(LIDB); directory listings, E91 1 Automatic Location Identifier (ALI), Master Street 
Address Guide (MSAG) and selective routing databases. 

In addition, accurate and timely loading of NXXs before the LERG (Local Exchange 
Routing Guide) effectiveness date is vital to CLEC customer’s receiving calls &om 
ILEC customers, and it is essential to ensure that customers are charged correctly for 
local and toll calls. Routing of CLEC’s Nxxs at the tandem and central office to the 
proper Public Safety Answering Point (PSAP) for emergency calls also is critical to 
E9 1 119 1 1 service. 

Disparity in timely and accurate updates of the above databases can lead to annoying, 
costly and possibly “life and death” situations for CLEC customers. 
Average Update Interval = X [(Completion Date & Time of Database Update) - 
(Submission Date and Time of Database Change)]/Total Number of Updates 
Completed During Reporting Period 

% Update Accuracy = [Number of Updates Completed Without Error)/(Number 
Updates Completed)] x 1001 

For CLEC Results: 
Average Update Interval: The actual update interval is determined for each update 
processed during the reporting period. It is the elapsed time fYom the ILEC receipt of 
a syntactically correct transaction &om the CLEC to the ILEC’s accurate completion 
of updating all databases affected by the CLEC activity. Elapsed time for each 
update is accumulated for each affected database (e.g., E9 1 1/91 1, LIDB, Directory 
and Directory Listings). The time required to update each database is accumulated 
and then divided by the associated total number of updates completed within the 
reporting period. 

% UDdate Accuracy: For each update completed during the reporting period, the 
original update that the CLEC sent to the ILEC is compared to the Database 
following completion of the update by the ILEC. An update is “completed without 
error“ if the database completely and accurately reflects the activity specified on the 
original and supplemental update (e.g., orders) submitted by the CLEC. Each 
Database (e.g., E91 1/91 1, LIDB, Dire!ctory and Directory Listings) should be 
separately tracked and reported. 

For ILEC Results: ’Ibe ILEC computation is identical to that for the CLEC with the 
clarifications noted below. 

Other Clarifications and Qualification: 

0 For LIDB, the elapsed time for an LLEC update is measured fiom the point in 
time when the ILEC’s file maintenance process makes the LIDB update 
information available until the date and time reported by the ILEC that database 
updates are completed. 
Results for the CLECs are captured and reported at the update level by Reporting 
Dimension (see below). 

0 
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Measurement Detail 

0 DatabaseType I 0 

Initial update when supplemented by CLEC 
ILEC updates associated with internal or 
administrative use of local services 

0 ReportMonth 
0 DatabaseType 
0 Update Submission Date 
0 Update Submission Time 
0 Update Completion Date 
0 Update Completion Time 
0 Reporting Dimension 

0 ReportMonth 
0 DatabaseType 
0 Mean Interval for Update 

0 Number of Updates 
0 

0 Geographic Scope 

~ 0 StandardErrorofMean 

Number of Updates With Errors 

to the following levels of performance in order to provide the CLEC with a 
meaningful opportunity to compete: 
0 99.99% completed in 24 hours or 100% completed by LERG effective date. 
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Measurement Detail 

InterconnectiodUnbundled Elements and Combinations (IUE) 
A 

Availability of Network Elements 
As CLECs use individual elements and element combinations to deliver unique 
services, UNE functionality must operate properly to ensure that those elements 
support quality retail services. This measure monitors individual network elements or 
element combinations to ensure that CLECs have a meaningful opportunity to 
compete through access to and use of element (or combination) functionality. 
Function Availability’ = (Amount of Time’ a Functionality is Useable’ by a 
CLEC in a Specified Period)/(Total Time’ Functionality Was Scheduled To Be 
Usea ble) 

Notes: 
1. These measurements may also be expressed in the negative, that is, in term of 
unavailability. 
2. In some instances, rather than time, the availability will be expressed in terms 
of transactions executed successfully compared to transactions attempted. 

For CLEC Results: Availability will be measured for each unique UNE 
finctionality (or combination of UNEs). The number of times that the functionality 
executes properly will be shown in comparison to the number of times that the 
execution of the functionality was requested or initiated. Availability can apply to 
both physical and logical (e.g., database) elements. Physical element availability 
(e.g., links to databases, dedicated transport, etc.) will typically be expressed as the 
percent of time that the functionality is useable compared to the total time in the 
period being observed. “Useable” means that, when monitored, the element indicates 
readiness to operate (e.& an electrical (or equivalent) continuity is detected, expected 
signaling is returned, etc.). Logical element availability will typically be expressed in 
terms of the number of transactions successfully executed (e.& successful database 
updates, success query responses) compared to the number of msact ions attempted. 

Illustrative examples of availability measures are shown below 

0 

A-link: minutes unavailable per year 
D-link: seconds unavailable per year 
Databases: percentage of queries receiving a response 
Databases: percentage of queries experiencing a return of unexpected values 

For ILEC Results: Identical measurements are performed where the ILEC employs 
the same or reasonably comparable functionality. Where such analogs do not exist, 
the ILEC is expected to establish benchmark performance levels jointly with the 
CLEC requesting the functionality. 

Other Clarifications and Qualification: 
0 

0 

The preceding list of elements is illustrative and is not to be considered 
exhaustive 
ILEC failure to provide comparably timely performance when using comparable 
functionality constitutes discriminatory access. Where comparable functionality 
is not employed, failure to meet or exceed parameters negotiated with the CLEC 
also is discrimination. 
For each element or eiement combination requested, where a retail analog is not 
identified, the ILEC is expected to establish both an availability measure and an 
availability standard (ILEC functional analog or benchmark) unless the CLEC 
waives its right for such a measure. 

0 
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Measurement Detail 

0 Element or Element Combination Identification 
KI Upon Availability Parameter I 
If the ILEC does not deliver direct comparative results or the ILEC has not produced 
benchmark levels based upon a verifiable study of its own operation as agreed to with 
the CLEC, then result(s) related to the CLEC operation should be provided according 
to the following levels of performance in order to provide the CLEC with a 
meaningful opportunity to compete: 
0 Perfnrmance Standards in this area are vet tn he aublished. 

- 
Performance of Network Elements 
As CLECs use individual elements (as well as element combinations) to deliver 
unique services, it is essential that the UNE functionality operates in a timely manner 
because of the crucial role played by such elements in providing quality retail 
services. This measure monitors individual network element (or element 
combinations) that do not have an apparent retail analog. CLECs must be afforded a 
meaningful opportunity to compete when element (or combination) functionality is 
utilized. 
Timeliness of Element Performance = (Number of Times Functionality Executes 
Successfully Within the Established Timeliness Standard)/(Number of Times 
Execution of Functionality was Attempted) 

For CLEC Results: Timeliness will be measured for each unique UNE (or 
combination of UNEs) that delivers unique functionality. The number of times that 
the functionality executes properly within the established standard time frame will be 
accumulated and shown in comparison to the number of times that the execution of 
the functionality was requested or initiated. 

Illustrative examples of timeliness measures are shown below: 
0 

0 

Database: % transactions experiencing time-outs 
Post Dial Delay: % calls routed to CLEC OS platform within 2 seconds 

For ILEC Results: Identical measurements are performed where the ILEC employs 
the same or reasonably comparable functionality. Where such analogs do not exist, 
the ILEC is expected to establish benchmark performance levels jointly with the 
CLEC requesting the functionality. 

Other Clarifications and Qualification: f 
0 

0 

The preceding list of elements is illustrative and is not to be considered 
exhaustive 
ILEC failure to provide comparably timely performance when using comparable 
functionality constitutes discriminatory access. Where comparable functionality 
is not employed, hilure to meet or exceed parameters negotiated with the CLEC 
also is discrimination. 
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Measurement Detail 

a timeliness measure and a 
timeliness standard (ILEC functional analog or benchmark) jointly with the 
requesting CLEC unless that CLEC waives its right for such a measure. 
Typical databases for which standards are currently expected are AM, LIDB and 
800 Number. 
Comparisons of performance should be based upon the criteria for which the 
element was engineered For example, if the element was engineered based upon 

y hour criteria, the comparison should be based upon the CLEC busy 
(likewise for criteria such as busy day, busy season, or ten high 

0 

0 

0 

Element or Element Combination Identification 
Result for Agreed Upon Availability Parameter I 

If the ILEC does not deliver direct comparative results or the ILEC has not produced 
benchmark levels based upon a verifiable study of its own operation as agreed to with 
the CLEC, then resulqs) related to the CLEC operation should be provided according 
to the following levels of performance in order to provide the CLEC with a 
meaningfbl opportunity to compete: 
0 Performance Standards in this area are yet to be published. 
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Service Quality Measurements 
Appendix A: Reporting Dimensions 

rting Dimensions 
Resold Residence POTS 
Resold Business POTS 
Resold BRI ISDN 
Resold PRI ISDN 
Resold CentredCentrex-like 
Resold Analog PBX trunks 
Resold DID Trunks 
Resold Voice-Grade Private Line 
Resold DS 1 Services 
Resold DS3 Services 
Resold >DS3 Services 
Other Resold Services 
UNE Platform (at least DSO loop + local switch + transport 
UNE Channelized DS 1 @S 1 loop + multiplexing) 
Unbundled or UNEderived 8 dE3 Analog Loops 
Unbundled or UNEderived 2-wire Digital Loops 
Unbundled or UNEderived 4-wire Digital Loops 
Unbundled or UNEderived ADSL Loops 
Unbundled or UNEderived HDSL Loops 
Unbundled or UNEderived xDSL Loops 
Other Unbuondled or W d e r i v e d  Loops 
UNE Analog Switch Port (line side) 
UNE, BRI Capable Switch Port (line side) 
UNE DS1 Switch Port (line side) 
UNE PRI Switch Port (trunk side) 
UNE DID-capable Switch Port (trunk side) 
UNE Message Trunk Port 
UNE Dedicated DSO Transport 
UNE Dedicated DS 1 Transport 
UNE Dedicated DS3 Transport 
Interconnect Trunks (DSOs, DSls and DS3s, 
Two-way Trunking, Inbound Augments, separately) 
Common Transport 
ILNP 
PNP 
ILNP-to-LNP conversions 
New Service Installations 
Service Migrations Without Changes 
Service Migrations With Changes 
Local Number Porting 
Inside Move 
Outside Move 
Records Change 
Feature Changes 
Service Disconnects 
Translation Disconnects 
Standalone Directory Listing @L) 
Standalone Directory Assistance @A) Listing 
Standalone DL & DA Activity 

elements) 
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Service Quality Measurements 

Feature Function Availability 

Street Address Validation 

Appointment Scheduling 
Customer Service Records 
Telephone Number 

Obtain Test Results 
CancelRequest 

Clearance Notification 
Closure Notification 
Invalid Address 
AddressErrors 

Duplicate PON 

ILEC System Problem 
TN Already Disconnected 
Subscriber Loop Loss 
Signal to Noise Ratio 
Idle Channel Circuit Noise 
Loop-Circuit Balance 
Circuit Notched Noise 
Attenuation Distortion 

Virtual 
Backhauling to neighboring CO 

Other altematives to physical 

Due Date Reservation (if separate transaction from Appointment 
Scheduling) 

Facility Availability (if separate transaction from FeatureiFunction 
Availability) 
Qualification of Loops for Advanced Digital Services 

Service Availability Information (if separate transaction from 
FeatureJFunction Availability) 

Rejected or Failed Queries (regardless of type) 
Create (or confirm logging of) a Maintenance Request 
Obtainstatus 

Rejected of Failed Queries (regardless of type) 

End User Name Doesn't Match ILEC Records 
Incorrect Directory Assistance ListingiDue Date 

Winback (Customer Returned to ILEC) 

Physical within CO (space available at time of request) 
Physical within CO (space created in response to request) 
Physical outside of CO (space available at time of request) 
Physical outside of CO (space created in response to request) 

Access to GR-303 compatible concentration equipment (leased UNE 
alternative) 

E91 1/91 1 ALI, Selective Router 
MSAG 
LlDB 
OS/DA 
DL 
NXX tables at CO for call completion and NXX routing 
NXX tables at tandem for call completion and Mcx routing 
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Switching (Loenandem): 

Complete loss of call processing capability 6om a switch (hosthemotes) 
lasting = > 2 minutes or longer. 
Network Incident (Loss of Dial Tone) affecting one thousand access lines. 
Media Interest: Any interruption or outage that may cause public or news 
media attention. 

Transoort: 
0 

0 

EbUIPMENT AND/OR FACILITY FAILURES 

Local (200 or more working pairs affected, causing loss of dial tone) 
TolIEAS (Isolation of an entire exchange) > 2 minutes. 
Fiber (Any working fiber providing customer service that fails without 
protection) lasting > 2 Minutes. 
A transport equipment failure (E.G. DACS) > 2 minutes. 

BROADBAND 

Frame Relay (A failure of one or more channelized T1 carrier systems or two 
or more non-chamelized T1 carrier systems. 
ATM (A failure of one OC3 or two DS3s) 
SMDS (A failure of one DS3 or four Tls) 
Packet Switching (Any failure of an access module (AM) or resource module 
0 

NARROWBAND 

5 T1 carrier systems (Within a switch) 
Fiber (Any working fiber providing customer service that falls without 
protection) 
Media Interest: Any interruption or outage that may cause public or news 
media attention. 

ss 7: 
Loss of mated pair of STP or SCP > 2 minutes 
Media Interest: Any interruption or outage that may cause public or news 
media attention 

Trun king: 
Loss of intra/interoffice calling lasting > 2 minutes. (E.G. Toll andor EAS) 
Media Interest: Any interruption or outage that may cause public or news media 
anention 

911: 
A central office isolation from the E9 1 1 network for = > 2 minutes or longer. 
Loss of 25% or more of the trunking capabilities 6om an E9 1 1 tandem to the 
PSAPs it serves for = > 2 minutes or longer (e.g. translations, trunking h e  
hilure, etc.) 
A PSAP isolation from the E91 1 network for = > 2 minutes or longer (e.g. 
translations, trunking problems, etc.) 
A transport cable failure that isolates a central office from the E9 1 1 network; 
(Local switch to the E91 1 tandem) transport cable failure that isolates a 
PSAP from the E9 1 1 tandem;- A transport cable failure that results in the 10s: 
of 25% or more of the trunks/circuits (aggregate 6om an E9 1 1 tandem to the 1 rt e ui ment failure that isolates a 
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Appendix A: Reporting Dimensions - - - - - -  

central office fiom the network; A transport equipment failure that 
isolates a Public Safety Answering Point (PSAP) tandem.; or A transport 
equipment failure that results in the loss of 25% or more of the 
trunks/circuits (aggregate) fiom an E91 1 tandem to the PSAPs served by that 
tandem. 
Federal Government, equipment or facility affecting 5 or more military 
special communication, isolations of FAA location or air ground facilities.- 
State and local agencies interruptions seriously affecting service to police, 
fire departments, hospitals, press, rmlitary, PBS’s 

Inside (Central Oflice) Dispatch - Out of Service 

All Other Troubles 

Outside Dispatch - Out of Service 
Inside Dispatch - Degraded Service 
Outside Dispatch - Degraded Service 
No Access or No Trouble Found 
NXXs not loaded properly by ILEC 
NXXs not loaded properly by party other than CLEC/ILEC 

“Out of Service” means that the customer has no dial tone. 
“Dispatch” means that ILEC repair personnel must be dispatched to a location 
outside an ILEC building (to customer premises or other offsite facilities) to 
resolve the trouble. 
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Appendix B: Glossary 

Amendix 33: Glossary 

Abandoned Call: 

Automatic Location 
Identification: 

Attenuation Distortion: 

Call Completion Rate: 

Call Delivery Rate: 

Common Trunks 

Completion: 

Dial Tone Delay: 

Direct End Office 
Trunks 

Directory Assistance 
Database: 

Directory Listings: 

An abandoned call occurs when the caller hangs up after the call has been 
delivered, but before the receiving party has answered the call. 

A proprietary database developed for E91 1 systems that provides for a visual 
display of the caller’s telephone number, address and the names of the 
emergency response agencies that are responsible for that address. The ALI 
also shows an interim number portability telephone number if applicable. 

Attenuation Distortion measures the variation in loss at different frequencies 
across the voice fiquency spectrum (200Hz - 3400 Hz). 

The call completion rate for CLEC customers is determined by calculating the 
total number of calls placed by CLEC customers that were completed to the 
calling destination. The number of completed calls is then divided by the total 
# of call attempts made by CLEC customers during the reporting period. 

The call delivery rate for CLEC customers is determined by calculating the 
total # of calls received by CLEC customers. This number of delivered calls is 
then divided by the total # of call attempts received by the ILEC for 
termination to CLEC customers. 

Trunks Carrying the traffic from more than one carrier, such as the trunking 
between a tandem switch and end ofice switches. 

A completion is the transaction that the ILEC sends to the CLEC to inform the 
CLEC that a requested order has been completed. 

The dial tone delay is determined for each trial completed during the reporting 
period by computing the t h e  that transpires from a customer’s going off-hook 
and the receipt of dial tone from the servicing central office. It should be 
measured in seconds and tenths of seconds. Post dial delay for each trial is 
determined for each trial completed during the reporking period by computing 
the time that transpires fiom when the last digit is dialed until a valid response 
is received by the customer. It should be measured in seconds and tenths of 
seconds 

Trunking from the serving central ofice to the central oflice switch (Class 5 )  
used to connect subscriber loops. 

The database containing subscriber records used to provide live or automated 
operator-assisted directory assistance, including 41 1, 555-1212, NPA-555- 
1212. 

Subscriber information, including name, address and phone numbers, that is 
published in any media, including traditional white/yellow page directories, CD 
ROM and other electronic formats. 
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FOC: 

GR303-Compliant Loop 
Access Concentration 

Held Orders: 

Idle Channel Circuit 
Noise: 

Interface: 

Interim Local Number 
Portability: 

Intemal or 
Adm'khtrative Use: 

Jeopardy: 

Line Information 
Database 

A FOC is a Firm Order Confirmation notification, which is the transaction that 
the ILEC will send to the CLEC to confirm that an order can be completed. 
An alternative to physical and virtual collocation that enables CLECs to serve a 
greater number of unbundled loops with less transport and collocation costs 
through leasing GR303tompliant remote digital terminals (RDTs) (as an 
unbundled network element priced on forward-looking costs)-fkom the 
ILECs. Loops are then ordered to the RDTs and carried over leased transport 
to the CLEC's collocation area. Bellcore General Requirements-303 d e s c n i  
a family of generic criteria for integrated access systems that includes Open 
interfaces for mix-and-match of (1) local digital switches with RDTs as well as 
(2) remote digital terminals and element management systems. 

Held orders are orders that the ILEC has confirmed (an FOC was returned to 
the CLEC) and that are overdue. 

The idle channel circuit noise for each trial is determined for each trial 
completed during the reporting month by computing the difference between the 
noise that exists in the channel when no signals are present and the reference 
noise. The resulting accumulated idle channel circuit noise for all trials is 
divided by the total # of trials completed during the reporting period. 

The interface is the ILEC interface that allows the CLEC to access the ILEC 
system 

An interim service arrangement, such as by use of remote call forwarding, 
whereby subscribers who change local service providers may retain existing 
telephone numbers without impairment of quality, reliability or convenience 
when changing local service providers and remaining in their current location 
or changing their location or changing their location within the geographic area 
service by the initial d e r .  

The carrier's use for intra-company communications or for operation of its 
business. 

A jeopardy is a transaction that the ILEC sends to the CLEC to inform the 
CLEC that a previous order cannot be processed as specified in the original 
FOC. 

A signal control point database (linked by wmmon channel signaling to other 
points in the network) that provides for such functions as calling card 
validation for telephone number cards issued by ILECs and other entities and 
validation for collect and billed-to-third-party services. 
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Loop-circuit Balance: 

Master Street Address 
Guide: 

Network Incident: 

Nxx: 

Physical Collocation: 

Permanent Number 
Portability or Number 

Portability: 

Post Dial Delay: 

Public Safety Answering 
Point 

Return of Valid 
Completion: 

Selective Router 

Signal to Noise Ratio: 

Loops-circuit balance should be measured in decibels and tenths of decibels 
above the reference noise. “Attenuation Distortion’’ should measure the 
variation in loss at different frequencies across the voice frequency spectrum 
(200Hz - 3400 Hz). It should be measured from the NID to the switch, and 
fiom the switch to the NID. It is measured by subtracting the loss at 1004 Hz 
from the loss at the frequency of interest, and should be reflected in tenths of 
decibels. 

A database defining the geographic area of an E911 service. It includes an 
alphabetical list of the street names, high-low house number ranges, 
community names and emergency service numbers provided by the counties or 
their agents. 

A network incident is an unplanned network Occurrence that results in blocked 
calls 

The threedigit code that indicates the central ofice switch serving the called 
party. The NXX is the fourth, fifth and sixth digits of a telephone number as 
established within the North American Numbering Plan. 

A form of carrier network interconnection where the ILEC designates space on 
the floor of its central office for the CLEC to build a cage for its transmission 
equipment. With physical collocation, the CLEC services and maintains its 
own equipment. 

A long-term service arrangement whereby users of telecommunications 
services retain, at the same location, existing telephone numbers without 
impairment of quality, reliability or convenience when switching from one 
telecommunications carrier to another. 

Post dial delay is the time that transpires fiom when the last digit is dialed until 
a valid response is received by the customer 

A public safety communications center that receives 911 calls placed by the 
public in a specific geographic area. 

Receipt of notification that service has been installed or is being provided to 
the customer and such service has been installed or provided. 

A database service that automatically routes an E91 1 call to the PSAP that has 
jurisdictional responsibility for the service address of the telephone that dialed 
911, irrespective of the telephone company exchange or wire center 
boundaries. 

Signal to Noise ratio is the ratio of usable signal being transmitted to the noise 
or undesired signal. 
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Subscriber Loop Loss: 

Subsequent Reports: 

Syntax Reject: 

System: 

Tandem 

Trouble Appointment: 

Troubles: 

Virtual Collocation: 

Subscriber loop loss is determined by computing the difference between the 
strength of the signal as it enters the loop and the strength of the transmitted 
signal. Signal strength is measured in decibels rounded to the nearest tenth of a 
decibel. The total number of trials completed during the reporting period 
divides the resulting accumulated decimal strength. 

Customer trouble reports where the customer calls to check on the status of a 
previous trouble report (initial or repeat) that has not been cleared (closed or 
resolved) at the time of the call. 

A syntax reject is the transaction that an ILEC will return to a CLEC when a 
the CLEC has submitted an order transaction that the ILEC’s gateway cannot 
process due to violation of published rules for formatting or content. 

The system is the combination of ILEC gateways, communications links, 
hardware and software that, in combination, is used to perform or support 
business functions or executes supporting transactions. 

A switch between a serving wire center and the end office switches that enables 
multiple carriers to trunk to one point rather than provide direct end office 
terminations to all switches. 

A trouble appointment is a commitment made by the ILEC (to CLEC or to 
customer) to resolve a trouble. 

Troubles include all reported difficulties with performance of resold services or 
UNEs, whether the report is the initial or a repeated report, that the CLEC 
refers to the ILEC repair procesdinterface for resolution. Subsequent reports 
are categorized separately. 

A form of carrier network interconnection where the CLEC provides its 
transmission equipment to the ILEC to inStall in the ILEC’s network. The 
ILEC then services and maintains the equipment for the CLEC. 
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ARTICLE X 

1. GEIvERAL m R M A T I O N  FOR CONTRACTOR 

1.1. P W O S E  

n e  Louisiana Put& Service Commission (“LPSC“ or the “Coinmission”) has ordered 80 annual 
audit of BellSouth Teleco-uniutiona Inc.’s (“BellSouth”) P e r f o m a  measuttmmts for each 
of the next five y c ~ .  The review i s  k h g  conducted pursuant to an order issued in LPSC Docket 
NO. U-22252, SuMhcLct C (in Re: &fIsatltk TelecommMicatiotu hc. srrvicc @di@ Petftonnmcc 
Measwemenld. Rwuet for (“WP”), is issued jointly by &USou?b rad ATdT 
Communications of the South Ccntnl SUUc8, Inc. ( “ A T & n  for the fint aanual audjt only and 
providcl intntsted (h”n With sufficient infomation to enable them to prepare and submit 
proposals to d~VClop btl A u t  W d  P h  ad 10 submit prim proposal for conducting a 
compnbcnsivc rudit of &l&outh’r d c a  q d l y  peffomuna mecwaments, Additional 
information 011 t b ~  raquirrmentS for devclophg thc Audit Work Plan and “hthg the &it m set 
forth in the A d 3  Plan attached hmto a$ “Altachmcnt A.” 

1.2. AVAILhBILITY OF DOCWSN3 

To facilitate thc PnprrrStHwr . ofbids in rrsponse to thk RFP. included in this -&age is acapyvf the 
Commission’s ordcr pertinent to the audit UFOS. &e M e r  dud August 3 1,1998, W e d  bcrtto 
s ”Actadmait B.“ If the pmspctivc Bidders wish to review Wt ioar l  doculrmats, files M 

avalable for inspeaion I t  the C o ” i ~ o a  affica Pdvrmanct Reports filed by BellSouth with the 
Commission a b  ut a d a b l e  for inspection at tk Commission ofliccs; 

boiri.nm Public Scnict Commbdoo 
Audidq DWlos 
OW Awricrn Plrct, Suite 1630 
Baton Rouge, Loubhu 70835 

800-1624793 



This RFP is issued by BellS~uCh and AT&T purr- to the August 31,1998 ordcr of tbe LPSC m 
Docket No. V-22252, Subdocket C (In Re: BellSouth TiIrc6"wications, k. Service Quality 
Performance Meavements.). The Commission Prqcct Manager, Stephanie Folw w a pmon 
appointed by the ExeCUtiv~ fkcntary of General Counsel for tbe Commkion, shall be the ptimary 
point of contact for this RFP. The Project Manage will supmise and approve all aspects of the 
contract administdon. including but Dot limited to, fiprl Contractor selection, ail contract 
&"nu, matract coatrol, ownight aad rpprpva of pjtct charges incuntd mdn this con- 
development of tbc Audit work P1- ODd all reports. &llSolrth and ATM' cach will designate an 
employee to act a Pmjcct cowdinator d h e  p r s  will be the primmy liaisons between 
BellSouth, ATLT, the Cootnctor, a d  the h j p t  Mpargcr. 

1.5. COMMISSION PARTICIPATION 

2 



Work Plan. Tbo Coatroctor shl l  immediately r c p ~  ury poblcms with or questions about the data 
to the Project Manager and the Project Cootdinaton for r r r ~ l u t i ~ a .  

1.7. CO"RACT0R COMPENSATION 

The Contractor Will submit monthly invoices in mean, to tbe Project Manager md the Project 
Coordinators, detailing work completed dwhg the paiod pius the Conolrctor's incumd mpenrm. 
Incurred expenses include ffbsonablc eavel exptrr#s such as 'on, lodging, mcals and 
incidental cxpenscs, copying, long distsncc telepbooe charge, and other " a b l e  outaf-pocket 
txpenscs. 

The Contraaor shall ranit monthly invoices showing costs actually expmded on this engagement al 
rates quoted io the propad. Each invoice shall include sufficient detail to nlrte the costs therein to 
the work performed by the individuals Md to the detailed work plans tfiu war  submittal by the 
Contractor and approved by tbc Pmjtd Manager md tbc Project Wrdlnuors. All invoices will 

U p  such rppronl, &1fSo\nh and AT&T will k quested to pay 9 W  of tbc amounts invoiced. 
Ths 10Y0 rttcation SU become payablc upon t)pt satisfamy completioa of the project. 

rqum tbc review and rpprowl of the Project h h q p r  and tk Reject C" before p l y m a  

BellSouth will C06pentt fully with rhe Contractor snd will provide dl nltvsnt day as well as d 
employca with tht dirrct kmwledge forth Contractor to "te expditiously eoch task 
orfunctionalartlrddrawcodurions. n%rcfon,rotalpaymenttrrrdetthewntractwiUnatexcecd 
thc total cost (iacfudillg aavsl and Iniscellaneoru acpcuscs) quoted in the propod. It will bc tbc 
responsibility of the Contractor to baw the Project Manager and the Project Coordinators 
immediately if any changes to the total " a c t  cost or schedule arc mticipeted for my mason. 

The Contractor's invoices may bc subject to a fmCiaJ audit by rhc Coalmission, BellSouth d o r  
AT&T a1 any time Within two (2) yeam of complehon of the work h". 

1.8. BIDDERS CONFERENCE 

3 
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prospective bidder shall cortmct or  consult wltb BeUSooth or ATdT rbwt the proposed audit 
outside of the Bidden Confercan, 

1.9. QuEsnONS 

Questions relating to matten of form or p” or the wmplctiw of all q u i d  mMdatory formp 
should k direct4 to: 

Stcphpnic Fok, Legal Divisioa, Project Manager 
Louisiana Public Senice commission 
One Amaim P b ,  Sdk 1630 
Baton Rouge, L O U i h  70825 

1.10. COMPLETENESS OF PROPOSAL 

Each proposal should cover the infondon requested in Artick II (Mkaatioa Rcquircd from 
Bidder) in sut8cimt detail to pmit accumte e“ oftbe propod hhtcd tbat u not gamsne 
to this RFP is not desired. Emphasis should be on ampletmess and clarity of conteat. 

Biddm responding to this RFP mud submit M original and 10 copies of their nrpon~s to the 
Louisiana Public Smite Commission by October 22.1959. The rcspo- sbould bc addressed as 
follows: 

Ms. Stephanie Fok, Legal Division 
Louisiana Public Savia Commission 
Ooe America Pbct, Suite 1630 
Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70825 

1.12 PROPRIETARY DATA IN PROPOSAL 

4 Bidder should not incluk in iu proposal any proprietary data thrt tbt Bidder docs aot wmt 
disclosed to thc public. &UsOuth, AT&T and the Commissh capaot assume rwponsibiliv for the 
use of such data 

4 
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1 J3. TTMETABLE OF EVENTS 

To be considad, t propod mud k received at the office noted above LW Irta than October 22, 
I999 rod 3:OO p.m. No mceptionr wit1 k d e .  Any propad nocid rAtf that time will a0t.k 
considered. 

The Project Manager, BellSouth, ATbtT, md the actively participating CLECI will evdwte ea& 
proposal and my select finalists for iodividutl interviews. Finalists my bc a l l 0 4  aa opportunity 
to make a brief formd presentation. The Project Manager, BcUSouth, AT&T, d thc actively 
participating CLEO may ask questions ngrrrdinO tk finalist's proposrl. Fiihts will be notified 
if supplemental mate4  is quind  for these meetings, "hac intcnicws will be scbtdultd in 
advance, at a time muwdy agreeable to thc Bidder and the Project md BellSouth and 
ATkT. 

Award ofthewPosctd be made on Noventbet8,1999. 

mc x[ectcdCoamctorsbould k pnparrd to commence work oa tbe catma no more than 5 
working &ys after th contract has been ~ v c d  by tlx Project Ma~agcr, BcHSouth, ATBT, and 
the actively participaung CLECs. 

A draft Audit Work Plan Shall be submitted [K) la!n thn Novcmbcr 29.19% md the fd A& 
Work Plan shall k submitted no lata tbbn Jmuay 4,2000. 

1.1 4. WITWDRAW OF REQUESr FOR PROPOSAUREJECLTON OF PROPOSAL 

BellSouth and ATCT rcsemt the right to Withdraw this RFP at any h e ,  a d  to acctp M reject any 
or all proposals nccived in nspoasc to this RFP. 

1.1 S. LIMITATIONS 

This RFP does not commit BellSouth or ATdT to awad a contnw to oz to be rcspcmsiblc or liable 
in any manna for my risks, c o ~ ~ u r c x p c m e ~  i p c d b y  my bidder intbcprrparotioo ofapposd 
in responx to this RFP 01 any tevisioln of such a pmpossl. 
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ARTICLED 

2. WRMATIW REQUIRED FROM BIDDERS 

2.1 FORMAT 

Proposals should ch lo~U8tC clcarly thc Bidder's undcntanding of the objcctiva md delivcrablcs 
of the proposed contract and illusme the Bidder's approach to meeting tbex objectives in a timely 
and comprehensive fashion. The proposal should include the fouowing: 

2.2 BIDDER'S BUSINESS MFORMATION 

1. State your firm's full name. address, and if applicable, the braach office and any 
subcwrtzactors that would perform ur assist in performing my of the work. 

2. Desiptc  mas authoriud to act on behalf of your 6nn duhg contract 
negotiations. 

State your earliest available start date. 3.  

4. State the names, addresses d telephone numbem of the key persoanel of your firm 
who would be working on the adit. Include a copy of each identified individual's 
"e. 

5 .  IdtnaQ all contracts or relationship that your firm, or my subsidiary or affdiated 
company cumnrly ius, or har bod in tbe past five yean with &IISouth or any of its 
affiliated companies or subsidiuier, AT&T or my of its dRliakd companies or 
subsidiaries, or MY o b  tclccammunicatiolu strviar providsrs. Identify my 
contnm or work for BeilSouth or any of iU affiliated "panics or subsidiaries, and 
ATdT or any of its apfiliatd companies or subsidiaries, 01 any other 
tel-unicuions suyicu providen on which your firm or aay of your subsidiasiu 
01 alWiaml companies is m y  biddinv. Include a beulIad descdptiw of tbc wwk 
perfonatd, cbc work to k bid upors uxi d.tc the fec &ved for work pcdormcd 

23 STATEMENT OF THE PROlBLEM 
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should include I rtrtaoeat of the Biddct's Willingness to work with the Project Mmaga, BellSouth 
and ATBT udcr tbc set forth i0 this RFP. 

2.5 PHASEIWOMPLAN 

2.6 PRELIMINARY P W E  U WORK PLAN 

7 



2.7 ESTIMATED CHARGES 

A. Bidders should povidc price proposals for both WaScJ I and II: dcvclopacnt of the Audit 
work Plm rad execution of the audit of BellSouth's prfamuacc merwrnnent system in 
C o c L f o " ~  with tbe Audit Wok Plan. Provide in a separate a d a d  melope tbc following 
informhon wading compensation for services by areas of invutig8tioa identified in tbc 
W o k  Plans provided under P a q r a p b  2.S rad 2.6 above. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

1 1 .  

The categories of staffin0 to bc provided (imludc name ad titlet; 

Estimated houn for each categoy; 

The hourly rate for cach c a t q q  

Toul estimated chuges fbr ercb m, 
Total cstimatcd hbor chug- 

Total athated hvcl txpeas#; 

Any othn dirsct costs; 

Total estimated cost of supplies d mattrials to produce tbc final Audjt Work Plan, 
including 2S copies of a ndacttd Moll (excluding any ppprietay BeUSouth or 
CLEC data), 25 copies of coatideatial version. plus a master cupy (for both the 
redacted and confidentid versions) Nitable fix reprodwtioq 

Toul &mated wst of supplies and mabids of tk F e d  Audit Repott, including 25 
copies of a m h e d  V ~ C X J  (excluding my pmprictay Bellso& or CLEC data), 25 
copies of confidentid version, p l u  a mbftc~ (fur both thc miacted and 
c0afidentia.I vusions) suitable fbr rrproduction, a d  
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2s CONTRACTOR EXPERIENCE AM) ST'APIWG PROPOSAL 

The Contractor selectedb develop the Audit Work Pian ad perfom the U t  should be familiar 
with the provisions of tht Telccommunicrtioru A d  of 1996; FCC decisions or o d e s  ngardinq 
pcdomanct " m r m t  plus; statisricrl sampling methodolo*; and data retention processcr 
Proposals should include: 

A detailed description of the Bidder's and subconeacton' qurlifications to perform 
tbc work dcscribcd for P b  I and II of the project, including g a t m l  experienct in 
dwtlopbg and implenrdng audit plans for clients in tbe telecomm\mications 
industy urd any other scrviaqualityperfomranoe m e "  budits or other work 
p d o d  for or regarding puMic utilitim. 

Qudificadons and cxpcriase by pmject of  all individuals wbo will be engrged in tbe 
work for both Phssc I md Phase D: (including any subcon- penonnel). Include 
each individurrt's cducadoa, specific cxpcricace m urdi* rrsd mrurrga#at 
cvalwtions, and cxpat witness ex-, ifoppliabie. T b  Jtamns propwrl must 
inelude up-to-date, detailed muma of tbc prppojcd staft 'Ihcsc rcsumu arc to 
irpcludc a description of qxuasibilities in otha wipneats th.1 am wed u 
examples. 

1 .  

2. 

3. Names of lead pmonnel. No substitution of lead p e n a d  or substaatial change in 
pacentagc of time to tbc udit willk pcr"d wilhous prior apprwr) of tbe Rojw 
Maaegrr and the Project Coordinators. 

4. 'Ihe argnaizational s- Gor Contractor tcam: thc Biddcr must provide the 
structure of its rcsouxs that will be involved in the p m j a  if this stmcture differs 
for Phase 1 and Phax U, two wgrpiutional sbould be provided. The 
Bidder should pro- informuion ngding the specific pmonncl who will work oa 
each Phase of this projeCt4h expected time winmitment fw esch and thc dcfined 
rok each will have in tbc project. Thew pmonnel should be available hr 
p-selection interviews. The Bidder also sbould note which mums b tbc 
orgahdiansl shu~ntn will bededicatcdto the project and whicb ones willbe skuul, 
and spec@ the percentage oftime eachrbarrd resource will devoteto this p m j a  
Tbe e g p r o d e  p e m t q e  of t h e  to be devoted to the rudit by each key projm 
mtmbawhowlilbcparticipatiag. 

S .  All rubcontnrctor ofrtspamityshrll be M y  idcotifiedmdcxplaibcd 

9 
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2.9 SI'ATEWNl OF POTENTIAL CONFLICIS OF SNTEREST 

Current Emplopcat by Rclrtd Croup: 

Proposals should -e whether the Biddct and/or its aKliaks or subsiiarin n m t l y  mpto& 
by, or with proposals kfm, BellSouth or any of its affiliates oc urbsidwies, ATBtT or any of its 
affiliates or subsidiaries, or any other ttlccommunicatim Scryices pwiden pnd explain why the 
Bidder k l i e v a  that such employment docs not pnscnt a wntlict of inta#t 

Prior Employment by Rcktcd Groupr: 

proposals must iacfudc a List of  prior d o c  cxistiag contracts or &tionships in any cs~teoy with 
BeIlSoutb any of its d'i%itcs or subsidiuics, AT&T w any of b affiliates or subsidides or my 
other tclcca"Unidoru sewices pravidem during the Iast five yern. To dr extent the Biddet 
and/or its ~ubcoatnctcus have had prior engagcmca~ with k11sOuth or any of its afMiata or 
subsidiaries, AT&T or my of its afillirtu or wbsidiaries, or any other te-unicatioro Smia 
provides within the lrrt two yean, thc Bidda should describe thc wc& PCrfclmMd md explain why 
any prior engagrcmcnt does not presea a coilfljct of iatcrea 

2.10 -TABLE AND REPORTING 

The time q u i d  6acomplction should k cstimatcd fixcat& major frmceiond ara, task and subtask 
tuk 

and s u k d i  should be irtdicuad with a propasad pmjtu schedule timdiw, showbg each evan in tbt 
pnlvninary work p k  Include also a sumrmpy cime estimate indicating tbe total time r e q u i d  &om 
date of commencement through drte of completion of the fiaal rrpah This hel ine  should be 
accompanied by a description of pmposcd ~ e m c n t s  to provide paiodic qdatcs, the ma~ysis ,  a 
draft reporf with a briefing, and a f i  report with a briefing. 

intbe prelGninay woik plpL The n u m b a o f s t a f T h  allocatd to ea& majorfuactiod 

2.1 1 OTHER NfORMATlON AND UTILITY CONFIDEMIAL DATA 

Contractor my submit any supplemenul infonnstioa essential to clearly coavcy tbe intent of its 
proposal. Clarity urd brwity should be obsmd,  bower.  
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confidcntiality of my i n f o d o n  that (1) w previously known to thz Conaactor fk of any 
obligation to keep Iucb infbmation wnfi&ntial; (2) is d i s c l d  to third prrtics by tbc prvprktur of 
tht informatiOa witboui restriction; or (3) bccomts otbenvise publicly milrbk by o h  tha 
author id  distloaxe. 

2.12 NEWS RELEASES 

Each Bidder agtet3 801 to r~1ca~c  a d v d ~ h q  01 publicity "er pUeiining to this RFP Wor any 
proporals submitted in rtsponsc thneto ot prtainine to thc pnformance of the audit, without prim 
approval of !be Project Manager. BcllSouth and AT&T. 

2.13 SIGNATURE ON PROPOSAL 
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ARTICLE 111 

3, CRl7'ERU F O R  SELECTlON 

All pruposalr rtccived sball be subject to evaluation by the Rojcct Manager, Ekllsouth ATBtT, ud 
the actively puticipatbq CLECs. The proposal which most closely meets tbe r e q k e n t s  of the 
RTP shall be xlcctcd. The following area arc the major arcas of consideration in making the 
sclectioa. 

3.1 CWDERSTANDCNG OF THE: PROBLEM 

T)ris refers to the Conuactor's undentadmg of the nedds that gcmmtcd this RFP, tJw objdves  in 
asking for the senices and undertaking the shady, and the nature, scope uld objectives of the work 
involved. 

3.2 SOcrrvDNEsS OF APPROACH 

Emphasis hcrc will be on the tccbniques forcullectingradanalydngQt4 osgrun# and relationships 
of mjor ~ e p ,  me&& of 

. 
the w, and qwtifiution of tscommendations. 

3 3  CONTRACTOR QUALIFICATIONS 

This includes h e  ability of the Contractor to meet the tams of the RFP. especially the time 
constmin~ mdthc qudity, relevancy mdmmcyofstudics and p r o ~ c o m p k l a d  bythcContractor. 
Technicd e x p d s t  Md opcratiod audidn# ttchdquts, knowkdp of the t d c c o ~ n x n ~ c a ~ o ~  
industry will be condcrcd. 

3.4 PROFESSIONAL PERSONNEL 

This refers to thl: competence of tht profcssioaal paronncl who w d d  be asigncd to tbc job by thc 
Contra" .  Qualifications of professid personnel will be measured by education and cxpcncnce, 
with p d c d a r  nfirtDcc to cxpericnce on d o c  quality performsace measurements audits similar 
to thdt described in this RFP and Attachment A. 

3 3  CONTRACTOR EVALUATION AND SELECTION 

Only proposals rsceived h m  pmspcctive  cod^ (biddcn) before the dcadline stated in 
paragraph 1.13 (Ximetable of Events) will k lcccpted d cvalurred fbr this analysis. 

Proposals will bc rwitwcd and evaluated m r d i n g  to the criteria in tbc fbllowing p m p p b .  

I .  Coaccpurl approsch to hmdlhg tbc analysis, a d y t i u l  tcchniqucs to be employed, 
and specScity of the Audit Work Phn &dopod fbr tfK tvdurtios d 

q d t y  of prior audit rrportr; 

,12 
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2. Exptric~)ce io auditing p m w x s  for m v i c c  quality pcrfona~cc mesrurcmcat, 
rrpor\ins, data collection, sad &ta ntmtion for mgulsted ut i l ik ,  

Contractor's demonsbPtjon of compctencc to perf- tbc adysh with respect to the 
points listed above. md thc merits of their proposed rqprwch to the d y s i q  
including elaboration in mpolue to questions h m  the selection panel; and 

Quality and txpericrrce of the ptvjcct term. 

3.  

4. 

The award of the coatmt will be made in rccordaacc with the schedule included in Section 1.13. 

3.6 POTENTIAL CONFLICI'S OF HUTEREST 

To insure a completely indepcndcnt study abd provide &um credi i ty  to the d t r a t  ttport, 
the Project Mpnrga, BellSouth and ATBT m y  njcct proposals submitted by Bidders who have 
performed work (ibcluding financirl audits) for BellSouth aad AT&T md thtk apRtiat# or 
subsidiaries. md other t e l ~ m m u a i d a n s  savicu providm. 

13 
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ARTICLE N 

4. WORK STATLSNENT 

By this RFP. BcllSouth aad AT&T httrrd to secum 111 Audit Work P h  to d u c t  ara iDdepeadart 
service quality performsnce measurements audit of EelSouth that is (1) performed objectively, (2) 

in its findings, conclusions and ncommendrtions. 
s u p p d a d q w Q  w i t h p p c r w ~ p a o c n a n d  docu” “ - 3 O ) m -  *vtly 

4.1 AUDITSCOPE 

4.2 PROJECTCONTROL 

Then will te 00 dinct nportlng by the CoattWor to &IlSouth rndlor AT&?’ except through the 
Project C o o r d i i  in tbe of tbt Roject Mpneser witbbut ptiar tppmvd by the Reject 
Manager and tbc Projat CoordinstOrs. The Project Mmaga and Project G”m W be kept 
abnasr of the audit prognu by the Couhcwr. Tbnrfwrs, gCriodic otll md written reports will bc 
necessary in dditioa to frspwm informal contacl between the Contractor d tbc Project Manager 
and Project Cmrdinatan. Spcdfkdy, tb ConmEtor will be nquircd to rminUin the follow 
reporttng schedule d documentation systcmr: 

A. EI-MONTHLY INFORMAL REPORTS 

B. MONTaLY WRLTI’EN STATUS REPORT3 

Based m tbt task plan submitted with its proposal, ttrC Contnctor rhll “it monthly 
iotcrim reportr which include the MJoWing: 

14 



should iocludc a statement indicating rhe stntur of the d y  in relation to timc (cg, 
ahead, behind or on schedule). 

Sutus sheet indicating actual bun logged by category (e.g. U t  manager, senjos 
d y a ,  junior analyst, ctc,), mcrtcrial and supplies wst, end o b  costs, s m  &e 
pacmtage of each in relation b costs presented in the Contraeror't proposal. 

DEVELOPMENT OF THE FINAL AUDIT WORK PLAN 

2. 

4 3  

The final Audit Work Plan will be producsddbminitkl dtaft has bcencirculatedto, reviewed, and 
approved by the Project mer. BcUSoutb md ATdrT. 

I DRAFr PLAN - A d d t  plan will be s a t  to tbc Project hhagcr, Project 
Coordinators, and d v e l y  puticiptiag CLECs for review. The Coat" should 
indude copies of- "g ' d o c u m c a t a t i ~ i a t h i s s u b m i s s i o n  
The Pmjcct Manager, AT&T, &IISouth, and actively Wiprtine CLECs will 
submit cammeats in accord" With thc schedule h At"ent A. 

2. FINAL PLAN - The fbd Audit Work Plan should brpan te  the "bk 
suggested changes and addjtiolu to tht plan. The Work Plaa muSt be wrinen io 

m. It m y  k a~ce3svy to h v e  two versions ofthe h a l  rrportaconfideatiai and 
a non-confidmtial version. 

t ~ l o g y  tbat will be u E d c " M c  to pmoru genndEy Funiliar with the SubJect 

4.4 AUDIT WORK PLAN COPIES 

The Contractor shall provide 25 copits of the find Audit Work P I 4  iaeludiq OCLC unbound copy 
suitable for rrpIoducaon to the Commksbn. If tkrr u more tbrn one Yenion of thc final nporf 25 
copies of the amfldential venioa shall be provided bd the Commission in addition to 25 copies of the 
non-codidentiaf m i o n .  

IS 
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Audit Plan Exhibit I 
Pversm OSS R e a m r e  Intanal 
odormine whether or not BST retail ordering representatives have access to faciMies availabihty hformation (e.g. 
ISON, XOSL & IDLC) thmt CCSC represenWiVen do not have. Determine how BSTr Syutems reject queries from 
CECs 8 d  BST. oetennine if ths mjects am handled n the tame "or for CLECs as they am for BsT's retail 
ope" ao that CLECs recuke the same s" as BSTs retail opentionr. 

Q3S Intwf" A VaM- 
Determine whether 01 not SOCS, BOCRIS. ATUS, COFL. RSAG, D W ,  and HAL an parity by design. - 
ham? 
Dcaermine what den adualty flow through for EST's retail operations and CLEC cp"ions. 00 9ST retail 
bushes8 o" fbw through? Am cunpkx orders for BSl's feW operatiocls treated the same as oomplex orders 

oskrmine W Um nothtbn to CLECs of the closing of a trouble ticket is a"t with how EST n W i s  its. 
&-. 

Debennine if them are any inconsistencies between haw BST reports thls measurement lor its rotail optrations and 
haw it rmports this measurement for CLEC operatiom. 
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II 
a 
a 
1 

Pwcent Rotmat T tw b l n  Within 30 d a  
&$ermlne if the formlla used by EST is consistent with the intenlfmeaning of the FCCs NPRM on performance 
rnemunments. 

Dster" how in capturing data to dculate hQ measurement voice mail is hendkd, if a~ all. Determine if this , 
rtm"nW accurately talkdr the avlerrge answr time for a human rep"tative to wnwm the cal for BSTs 
retail ogecetbn and CIEC oparations. 

. 

dR-10 nit Hou, of Onmndo n 
O s t u "  if ne houri of openation for the CLECI to a~;cdss the LCSC am ths "e as the hours of operation 
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Tab 5: Suggested Revisions to Appendix A of Draft MTP 

Migrate from CLEC to BST-FL 
Cancel pending order 

Please note: Revisions are indicated by word processing revision marking. 

X X 
X X X X X X X 

Appendix A: Test Scenarios 
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UNE 

Activity 

~ 

Migrate b e 6 a f r o m  
BST-FL wlo number port. 
Using redesigned loops 
Migrate l i n e s w f r o m  
BST-FL with INP (as 

Res. 
Analog 
Loop 

X 

X 
X 

Analog I Res'xDSL Capable 

X 

Bus.xDSL Capable I Ei Inter- 

Facililit 

2 



Stand-alone Preorder 

Activity 
Obtain CSRs 
Validate customer address 
Reserve telephone numbers 

Residence Business 
X X 
X X 
X X 

Inquire about productkenice availability 
Determine availability of desired due date 
xDSL loop qualification 
Loop make-up information 

X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 

3 

Activity Residence 

Obtain CSR on CLEC’s - X 
account 

Validate Directory Listing X 

Business 

X - 

X 



Activity Res. Bus. Res. Bus. - Bus. 
POTS POTS ISDN ISDN PRI 

Migrate from CLEC w LLDL A I  I I I 
Feature changes to existing X I  

Port 

I 
I 
I 
I 

1 I 
orders X l X l  X I X I X I I 

Migration from BST-FL “as is” X X 

4 

X I  X ! X ! X 



Activity RCS. BUS. RW. BUS. Centrex Private PBX @E 
POTS POTS ISDN ISDN Line Loop 

Short on outside plant facility X X X X 
Open on outside plant facility X X X X 
Short on the line within the X X X X x 
central office 

5 

Port 
X 
X 
x 


